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Abstract 
Recent years have seen a revolution m photography with a move away from analogue 
film capture towards digital capture technologies, resulting m the accumulation of large 
numbers of personal &gital photos. This means that people now have very large collections 
of their own personal photos, which they must manage and organise. 
In this thesis we present a prototype context-aware photo management system called 
MediAssist, which facilitates browsing, searching and semi-automatic annotation of per- 
sonal photos. We propose an approach to semi-automatic person-annotation in personal 
photo collections that facllltates the annotation of people in personal photo collections in 
a batch manner, by suggesting annotations to users as they interact with the system. We 
propose person classlficatlon and retrieval techniques based on analys~s of t.he context of 
photo capture in addition to analysis of the image content of the photo We use classifi- 
cation techmques to suggest names for faces detected in photos, and retrieval techniques 
suggest faces for a query name We implement the proposed techniques and integrate 
them into the interface of the MediAssist prototype photo management system. 
We provlde a comprehensive empirical study of the proposed person classification and 
retrieval techniques, using the real photo collections of a number of users. We also con- 
duct auser study which confirms the effectiveness of the seml-automat~c person-annotation 
approach, and the utility of the system for real users when used as part of a photo man- 
agement system 
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Chapter 1 
Hnt reduction 
Recent years have seen a revolution in photography with a move away from analog 
film towards digital technologies resulting in the accumulation of large numbers of 
digital photos for personal use. The ease of photo capture and the capacity of storage 
devices mean that users now acquire more and more photos This increased volume 
of personal photos means that technologies for efficiently managing and organlsing 
digital photos assume more and more importance, as user wish to efficiently browse 
and search through larger and larger photo collections. Commercial systems tend to 
facilitate thumbnail views, timebased display and manual annotation. While these 
tools are fine for smaller photo collections they prove inadequate as collections sizes 
grow much larger. 
Content-based image retrieval techniques (Smeulders et al., 2000) have tried to 
solve the problems of general image management through analysis of the visual con- 
tent of images, facilitating searching and browsing of image collections based on this 
visual image content. The semantzc gap, which is the gap between the information 
available from the visual content of an image and the semantic interpretation of that 
image by a given user, means that these content-based image retrieval techniques are 
not yet able to provide adequate solutions for the management of personal photos. 
It seems unlikely, in the short term at least, that this semantic gap will be bridged 
by the use of content-based analysis alone, and photo management systems based 
purely on the analysis of visual image content are unlikely to solve user needs 
Personal photos differ from general images, however, in that they have an asso- 
ciated context. The photos are norrnally captured by the user of the photo manage- 
ment system, and that user will have personal recollection about the time, place and 
other context information relating 60 the environment of photo capture. Most digi- 
tal personal photos make a certain a,mount of contextual metadata available in their 
EXIF header (JEITA, 2002), which stores the time of photo capture and some basic 
camera settings such as lens aperture, exposure time and whether or not the flash 
was fired GPS location mformation is also supported and, although not captured 
by most commercial cameras at the moment, there are ways of 'locatiori-stamping' 
photos using data from a separate GPS device or manually using a map interface 
(Toyama et al., 2003), while camera phones are inherently location-aware The N95 
camera phone from Nokiai mcludes a build-in GPS sensor. Systems for managing 
personal photo collections can make use of this contextual metadata in their analysis 
and organisation of personal photos. 
1.1 The MediAssist Context-Aware Personal Photo 
Management System 
In this thesis we will present the MediAssist system, a prototype context-aware 
photo management system for location-aware photos and we use this to develop 
and test our hypothesis on context- and content-based photo management. The 
system incorporates automatic context-based and content-based analysis for the 
automatic annotation of personal photos with a number of concepts. The context- 
based analysis converts the location coordinates to placenames, and the time is 
represented both in terms of physical linea,r time and in terrns of the cyclic temporal 
schemata by which people remember temporal information, such as month of the 
year, day of the month, day of the week and hour of the day. In addition to these 
'http~//www.nseries.com/products/n95/ 
basic contextual features, the system also performs further analysis of the contextual 
information by performing light status classification in terms of day, night, dusk 
or dawn, indoor/outdoor classification, and weather status classification. A user's 
photo collection is also automatically segmented into 'events' based on the contextual 
information. 
In addition to the context-based analysis, the system also indexes photos using 
content-based analysis tools A face detection module detects faces in the photos. 
These detected faces are then analysed by both context-based and content-based 
person matching tools. A building detection module detects buildings in photos. 
The results of all this analysis are also written to surrogate text files, whlch can be 
indexed by a conventional text search engine to allow for conventional text search 
of photo collections 
The MediAssist prototype system interface provides tools for browsing, searching 
and semi-automatic annotation of personal photo collections based on this analy- 
sis, providing a sophisticated filter-based interface for formulating complex queries, 
alongside a simple text search alternative. Semi-automatic annotation tools allow 
users to correct any errors in the automatically created annotations, with the option 
of batch annotation to annotate multiple photos s~rnultaneously. The system also 
provldes tools for semi-automatic person-annotation, as discussed in more detail in 
the next section. The system provides a background for the research hypotheses pro- 
posed and evaluated in thls thesis, and the MediAssist system and its users provide 
a testbed for these hypotheses. 
1.2 Hypothesis 
In our research into semi-automatic person-annotation in thls thesis we are interested 
in exploring two related hypotheses about person annotation, both of which are 
stated below. 
Hypothesis 1 (HI) 
Semz-automatzc person-annotatzon technzques for context-aware personal 
photo collectzons can be developed and can perform effectzvely. 
We will propose using person classification and retrieval techniques to suggest an- 
nota,tions for unannotated faces m personal photo collections, and we will propose 
a user interface that allows users to carry out this annotation in a batch manner. 
Hypothesis 2 (H2) 
Person classzficatzon and retrzeval technzques, whzch use context-based 
analyszs zn addztzon t o  content-based analyszs, can be developed and can 
perform effectzvely 
We wlll propose approaches to person classification and person retrieval based on 
the use of context-based and context-based analysis, and based on a combination 
of context and content. We are particularly interested m exploring the role of con- 
text for person classification and retrieval and in discoverlug whether is it; possible 
to improve on the results of content-based analysis through the additional use of 
context. 
1.3 Person-Annotation in Personal Photo Collec- 
t ions 
In this thesis we are primarily interested in annotating people in personal photo 
collections. It is possible to use face recognition technologies (Zhao et al., 2003) 
to classify the names of people in personal photos, although such approaches often 
do struggle due to the challenging nature of the data, particularly variations in 
pose, expression and illumination. A number of researchers have proposed a 'body 
patch' feature to exploit the observation that, within a constrained environment 
such as an event, people tend to wear the same clothes (Zhang et al., 2003, Anguelov 
et a1 , 2007). It is also possible to exploit the context of photo captye for person 
classification, assuming that ,., people tend to re-occur in simllar locations and that 
photos taken in close temporal proximity to each other tend to contain the same 
people (Naaman et al., 2005). , 1; , , 
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1.4 Research Objectives 
We will conduct a thorough evaluation of these proposed approaches using a database 
of photos from 9 users. Our research is primarily concerned with exploring the two 
related hypotheses HI and H2, stated above. Our research differs from other ap- 
proaches in that we thoroughly investigate the use of context for person classification, 
and examine to what extent the direct use of context can benefit the performance 
of content-based person classlfication and retrleval techniques. We also Investigate 
the use of face colour and image colour features in an environment where there 
are known annotations in the local context of the unknown faces, to determine the 
utility of these features in such a constrained environment. We will evaluate re- 
tneval performance in addition to classificat~on performance, in order to investigate 
the performance of our approaches in each of these scenarios, and to determine if 
similar approaches perform similarly for each scenario. 
We will restrlct our evaluation of person classlfication and retrleval to the scenarlo 
where there are already known annotations in the local context of candidate face, 
which in practice means the same event or the same day. This will allow us to 
thoroughly evaluate the utility of our proposed features, which depend on local 
context information, when such information from within the same event 1s available, 
and to evaluate if they can improve the results given by standard techniques such 
as face recognition. 
Given this scenario, the specific questions that we are interested in answering in 
this thesis, in addition to verifying hypotheses HI and HZ, are: 
e Are the proposed hierarchical smoothing language model and nearest neigh- 
bour approaches effectlve for person retrieval in addltion to person classifica- 
tion? How do these approaches compare with each other? Which hierarchical 
structures are most effectlve? 
w Are the proposed face colour and zmage colour features useful for person clas- 
sificatlon and retrleval? 
o How does the performance of context-based approaches compare with the per- 
formance of content-based approaches? 
v Can combined context-based and content-based approaches to person classi- 
fication and retrieval improve performance compared with content-based ap- 
proaches alone and context-based approaches alone? Is is necessary to learn 
combination weights to achieve this improvement? 
o Is it more effective to annotate at  the level of the photo and use photo-level 
features for face classification and retrieval, or is it more effective to annotate 
and the face region-level and use face region-level features for face classification 
and retrieval? 
We will implement our proposed approaches in the user interface of the Medlhs- 
sist system, and conduct a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of the system for 
real users performing annotation tasks. R o m  this user study we will learn whether 
users can efficiently use our person-annotat~on system, and we can measure user 
satisfaction with the system and determine whether they are happy with the quality 
of the annotation suggestions from the system, and whether they would be likely to 
use these annotation tools for their real world photo management. 
1.5 Thesis Organisat ion 
The remainder of this thesis is organlsed as follows. 
Chapter 2. In chapter 2 we mtroduce related work in the field of personal photo 
management. We outliile existing approaches to event detection in personal photo 
collections based on analysis of time, location and image content. We then dis- 
cuss approaches t o  person classification, before discussing approaches to simplifying 
the manual annotation process. We also outline the features generally available in 
commercial and research photo management systems. 
Chapter  3. In chapter 3 we describe the MediAssist system, a prototype context- 
aware photo management system developed by the author of this thesis. The system 
uses a location-aware photo collection and facilitates browsing, searching and semi- 
automatic annotation of personal photos. Context-based and content-based analysis 
extends the available metadata associated with photos, with semi-automatic anno- 
tation allowing users to remedy any errors in the automatic annotations, either 
one at a time or in a batch manner. The system provides powerful search tools 
that allow users to browse their collection based on any of the context-based and 
content-based features that it automatically extracts. We will describe all of the 
analysis techniques used by the system, and we will also describe the user interface 
of this system in detail. 
Chapter  4. In chapter 4 we propose our approach to semi-automatic person- 
annotation in personal photo collections. We extend the basic MediAssist system to 
allow for semi-automatic batch person-annotation. We do this by having the system 
suggest names for any faces encountered as the user browses their collection and, 
at appropriate moments as the user interacts with the system, suggesting a set of 
faces to be annotated with a specific cand~date person name. We then describe the 
implementation of the proposed semi-automatic person-annotation approach in the 
MediAssist user interface. 
Chapter 5. In chapter 5 we propose approaches to person classification and re- 
trieval using a partially annotated photo collection as the training set. We propose 
a context-based language model approach to person classification, inspired by in- 
formation retrieval (Ponte and Croft, 1998), which is an extension of an existing 
approach (Naaman et al., 2005). The language model approach uses Jelinek-Mercer 
smoothing (Lafferty and Zhai, 2001) and h~erarch'ical smoothing techniques (West- 
erveld et al., 2003b) to estimate the probabilities of the model. We also propose 
nearest neighbour (Dnda et al., 2000) context-based approaches based on temporal 
and spatlal proximity to annotated faces. For content-based person classification and 
retrieval we also propose using nearest neighbour approaches, using face recognition 
and body patch features in addition to face colour and image colour, two features we 
propose will be useful for person classification and retrieval if we restrict our analysis 
to photos taken in the same event. We then propose combined approaches based on 
combining multiple context-based features, multiple content-based features, and an 
approach that combines both context-based and content-based features. 
Chapter  6. In chapter 6 we evaluate the proposed context-based and content- 
based approaches to person classification and retrieval We first evaluate our pro- 
posed context-based language model and nearest neighbour approaches. We com- 
pare different temporal and spatial hierarchical structures for hierarchical smoothing 
approaches to both person classification and person retrieval. We then evaluate the 
relative performance of the content-based features. We evaluate both combined 
context-based approaches and combined content-based approaches, before evaluat- 
ing approaches that use both content and context. 
Chapter  7. In chapter 7 we describe a study that examines the usability of the 
proposed annotation interface for real users. We compare the semi-automatic batch 
annotation system with an alternative that does not facilitate batch annotation, 
measuring the efficiency of the annotation process, and observing user bel~aviour 
with the system. We elicit qualitative user reactions to the system in the form of a 
questionnaire. 
Chapter  8. In the final chapter we summarise the results of our work and the 
lessons learned We also outline possible extensions to our approach and directions 
for future work. 
Chapter 2 
Organising Personal Photo 
~0nk~tiolms 
Personal photo collections have unique characteristics that set them apart from other 
image collections, making approaches to managing and organising them markedly 
different from approaches to other content-based image retrieval (CBIR) applications 
(Smeulders et al., 2000), which tend to extract low-level image features based on 
colour and texture and allow users to search image collections based on similarity to 
a query image uslng these low-level features. User studies have shown a low level of 
willingness to use such content-based technologies for managing digital photos. The 
results of a user study by Rodden and Wood (2003) show that many users never 
even wanted to use such visual queries when using a system which provided these 
capabilities. When users did use visual queries with Images as example queries, the 
system's notion of similarity rarely coincided with the user's notion of sim~larity 
and the results were generally not considered useful. In fact, the study found that 
the most important features that users require from photo management systems 
are the organisation of photos in chronological order and displaying a large number 
of photos at once. Additionally, they found that most users wanted to be able to 
browse their photo collections by event, users were unlikely to invest time in manual 
annotation, and were often interested in the people in their photographs. 
In the next section we discuss some of the features of personal photo collections 
that distinguish them from general image collections Then we will examine au- 
tomatic approaches to event detection, followed by a description of approaches to 
person classification. After that we will detail some other photo analys~s techniques 
that have been proposed to assist in the task of photo organisation We will then 
descr~be approaches to the annotation of personal photos, and approaches that at- 
tempt to make the annotation process easy for the user. Finally we will describe 
some photo management systems and the general features that they provide. 
2.1 Features of Personal Photo Collections 
The most important difference between personal photo management and general 
Image management is that in personal photo managment the user is, in general, the 
author and owner of the photos. The user has a memory of the autobiographical 
photo capture event as they generally captured the photos themselves and have 
personal recollections of the time, place and other circumstances surrounding photo 
capture. That is, personal photos have context, of which the owner has Intimate 
knowledge, and a certain amount of this context is available for automatic analysis. 
2.1.1 Context in Personal Photos 
Personal photo collections, as opposed to general image collections, have a wealth 
of contextual information associated with them. We will not attempt to give a 
general definition of context here, but rather we will define context in a way that 
distinguishes the content of a photographic image from the context of photo cap- 
ture. We will use the term context to refer to the circumstances surrounding the 
photo-capture environment, including the time, the location, the people present, the 
weather conditions, the camera settings, and any other data relevant to the photo- 
graph that is not contained in the photographic image. Other working definitions 
of context, in the field of image processmg, consider visual image content surround- 
ing an object as context (Wolf and B~leschi, 2006). So, for example, a car detector 
could take into account the visual context surrounding a candidate car object by 
detecting a street scene surroundmg the object, making the presence of a car more 
likely. For alternative definitions of context, see Chen and Kotz (2000), Dey (2001) 
and Dimitrova (2004). 
In this thesis, we will refer to all approaches based on image analysis as content- 
based because they are based on analysis of image content and they do not take 
context outside of this image content into account. We will refer to approaches 
that use the context of photo capture as context-based approaches We will also 
distinguish between a photograph and an zmage. We use the term photo or photograph 
to refer to the entire photograph, including whatever contextual metadata we have 
about that photograph, in addition to the image content of the photo. When we 
use the term zmage, photographic zmage or photo-zmage we are referring only to the 
visual image content of the photo. 
Some of the context surrounding photo-capture is stored in the EXIF header 
of digital photographs (JEITA, 2002). The EXIF standard has been adopted by 
most digital camera manufacturers, and recently camera-phone manufacturers have 
adopted this standard for their cameras Different cameras vary in the subset of 
the EXIF data that they actually store in photos, but they will always store the 
time of photo capture, and some basic camera settings such as the lens aperture, 
exposure time and whether a flashgun was fired or not. Many cameras will store 
more advanced camera settings such as the distance of the subject from the camera 
and the brightness of the scene at the time of photo capture. 
The EXIF standard also supports GPS (Global Positioning System) information 
in the form of latitude/longitude co-ordinates. At present, very few commercially 
available digital cameras actually support direct capture of location information. 
There are, however, tools available to allow the time-stamps of photos to be matched 
against the time-stamps from the log of a GPS device. In the absence of GPS 
information, photos can be 'location-stamped' retrospectively by dragging them 
onto a location in a map interface (Toyama et al., 2003). In addition, mobile phones 
which include cameras are inherently location-aware, and some researchers have 
exploited this fact to associate location information with photos captured using 
camera phones (Davis et al., 2005a). 
All of this contextual metadata can be used to assist in the automatic manage- 
ment and organisation of photo collections. 
2.2 Event Detection 
We can think of a collection of personal photos as being made up of consecutive 
events, with an event corresponding to some significant occurrence in the user's life, 
for example a birthday party, a trip to the zoo, etc. We can think of an event, 
withln a photo collection, as a cluster in time and space, because an event can 
always be defined in terms of time and space Events can be defined hierarchically, 
for example a holiday to Europe could be divided between trlps to Munich, Paris 
and Rome. Each of these sub-events could in turn be segmented into Individual 
day-trips. 
The problem of automatically detecting events within personal photo collections 
has been extensively researched, with most approaches using the time of photo 
capture. Some approaches measure the time gap between consecutive photos, and 
use a (sometimes adaptive) threshold to determine whether this gap is long enough 
to signal an event transition (Platt, 2000; Graham et al., 2002). Other approaches 
use a clustering algorithm to cluster photos into groups, each group corresponding 
to an event (Cooper et al., 2003; Gargi, 2003). Loui and Savakis (2000) use k-means 
clustering, with k = 2, to cluster the values of the tlme gaps between consecutive 
photos, making the assumption that one of these clusters will contain only the larger 
time gaps that signal an event transition, while the other will contain the smaller 
time gaps between photos within the same event. A number of these approaches also 
make use of content-based image similarity to refine the event boundaries, although 
time-only approaches always work better than c,ontent-only approaches (Loui and 
Savakis, 2000; Platt, 2000; Cooper et al., 2003). 
Although most approaches rely on time information, with occasional use of im- 
age content, some approaches also use location information. Naaman et al. (2004~) 
extend the approach of Graham et al. (2002) by clustering time-based events using 
geographical information to create location clusters. They then merge the locac 
tion and time-based clusters. Pigeau and Gelgon (2003, 2004, 2005) also use both 
temporal and geographical information, proposing a statistical approach to create 
distinct hierarchical temporal and geographical partitions of a user's personal photo 
collection, which can then be combined to  create an event segmentation based on 
both time and location 
Recently, Apple's iPhotol personal photo management application has added an 
event detection feature, allowing management of personal photos based on events. 
2.3 Person Classification 
Recognising that finding photos of people in photo collections 1s of prime impor- 
tance, many researchers have focused on methods of classifying the identity of peo- 
ple found in photo collect~ons. Most systems that perform person classification in 
images first automatically detect any faces in the image using face detection tech- 
niques. Research in face detection is a mature field, and the current state of the 
art gives reasonably reliable performance for general images (Yang et al., 2002). 
Face detection is even availble in the Adobe Photoshop Elements commercial photo 
management application.' 
The traditional approach to person classification is to use face recognition tech- 
niques (Zhao et al., 2003), which attempt to model the faces of a database of people 
in order to identify unknown faces. Personal photo collections represent challeng- 
ing environments for face recognition techniques due to varying lighting conditions, 
'http //www apple com/ilife/iphoto/ 
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facial expressions, pose etc. In spite of this, a number of researchers have proposed 
the use of standard face recognition techniques for identifying people in personal 
photo collections (Kuchinsky et al., 2001; G~rgensohn et al., 2004a,b). 
The Riya3 online photo management system uses face recognition technology 
in the management of personal photos. The interface for this system allows users 
to 'train' the system to recognise known people in their collections. Automatic 
face detection detects faces in images, which the user can annotate manually: for 
this annotation the system does not provide the type of semi-automatic annotation 
proposed in this thesis, instead the user simply chooses from a list of names known 
to them. Although the system performs automatic person recognition using face 
recognition and body patch matching technologies, the system does not provide 
tools for semi-automatically annotating people in a batch manner, and they do not 
make direct use of context information as we do in this work. 
While personal photo collections are, on one level, an unconstrained environment 
for photo capture with a wide variety of capture conditions, subsets of an individual's 
photo collection can exhib~t a large amount of uniformity in capture conditions, for 
example photos taken at the same event people w~ll  tend to wear the same clothes. 
Since personal photographs include capture time information, and since it is possible 
to automatically segment personal photo collections into events, it is possible to  
exploit this observation. A number of researchers have proposed a feature to exploit 
this regularity. The feature has variously been called 'clothes', 'costume', 'torso' and 
'body patch' (Zhang et al., 2003; Cooray et al., 2006; Sivic et al., 2006; Song et al., 
2006, Anguelov et al., 2007). In our work we refer to this feature as 'body patch'. 
The body patch feature has also been proposed for person identification in video 
(Jaffre and Joly, 2004; Everingham et al., 2006), where some slmilar assumptions 
can be made about people wearing the same clothing, and where time information 
of a slightly different nature is also available Person identification in video is a 
different problem, however, and different approaches need to be taken. 
3http://www riya corn/ 
When using the 'body patch' feature in personal photo management environ- 
ments, the approaches invariably only use this feature if comparing faces from a 
similar context, such as from the same event or on the same day In this sense, we 
can say that these approaches are context-aware, in that they indirectly use tempo- 
ral context to decide whether or not a particular content-based feature (body patch) 
can be used in a certain situation. Although some of the authors state that their 
approaches are 'contextual', they do not make dzrect use of context in the sense used 
in this thesis to refer to context outside the image content, in particular spatial and 
temporal context. Zhang et al. (2003) also calculate a global prior probability for 
each candidate person, based the relative frequency of occurrence of the person, and 
use this prior an input into their classifier, although this prior is not context-based 
as it is a global prior calculated over all annotations in the user's collection. Sivic 
et al. (2006), in addition to using the body patch feature for person recognition, also 
use the feature to detect the re-appearance of people in cases where the face has not 
been detected by face detection techniques 
There are a few existing systems that make direct use of context in the person 
classification process. Naaman et al. (2005) propose an approach that estimates the 
probability of a person occurring in a given photo based on previous annotations 
of other photos with a similar context to the photo. So, for example, if a person is 
known to occur in photos frequently within a certain time interval of the capture 
time of a given photo, that person will have a high probability of occurring in that 
photo. This method does not need to analyse the content of an image in order to 
suggest person annotations for the photo. We describe the approach in more detail 
in chapter 5, where we also extend their approach. 
Zhao et al. (2006) use a combination of context-based and content-based analysis 
for the automatic annotation of people in photos For context-based analysis the use 
the approach proposed by Naaman et al. (2005), while for content-based analysis 
they use body patch and face recognition features. They use these features to cluster 
faces for 'automatic' person annotation Although they report that their approach 
has the advantage that it is fully automatic, we do not believe that the accuracy 
of their results is high enough to support such automatic annotation without user 
correction. Our work differs from this work in that we propose a framework for 
semi-automatic annotation make the best of the automatic analysis. We conduct a 
thorough exploration of the utility of context-based approaches and we use additional 
content-based features, along with body patch and face recognition, in our analysis. 
The approach of Davis et al. (2005b, 2006) also makes direct use of both content 
and context for person classification. Their person classification system is based 
on the Mobile Media Metadata context-aware camera phone system, that includes 
bluetooth co-presence information and enables photo sharing. For person classifica- 
tion they use standard face recognition tools. In addition to this they use spatial 
and temporal contextual features, along with bluetooth co-presence information, 
which determmes if a certain individual was present at the time of photo capture, 
and photo sharing information about the people the user shared the photo with. 
These extra features are spec~fic to the Mobile Medla Metadata system, and it is 
unclear if such features would ever be available from general photo capture dev~ces. 
The approach makes limited use of temporal information, using a weekendlweekday 
feature, and an hour of the day feature Their approach also has the disadvantage 
that their algorithm could not make direct use of GPS co-ordinates, forclng them to 
cluster the GPS co-ordinates. They choose the number of clusters empirically, but 
do not propose an approach to learning the number of clusters automatically. In this 
thesis we will explore alternative approaches to using temporal context for person 
classification, including temporal proximity to known person occurrences, and we 
will make direct use of location information that does not need any pre-processing 
in the form of clustering. 
2.4 Automatic Photo Analysis 
In addltion to event detection and person classification, researchers have proposed 
a number of other approaches to analysing personal photos, based on both the 
context of photo capture and image content. Lim et al. (2003) propose using content- 
based image analysis techniques to automatically label phot;os with a number of 
concepts, for example people, sky, mountain or building The use of content-based 
lmage similarity can be found in commercial photo managment tools such as Adobe 
Photoshop Elements. The context metadata in photos can also be exploited to 
enhance the metadata associated with a photo. The PhotoCompas system (Naaman 
et al., 2004a) leverages extra contextual information from the time and location 
either automatically or using external resources, extracting features such as season, 
weather and light status. The system also allows browsing based on time, location, 
and other contextual cues 
A number of researchers propose approaches that use a combination of content 
and context to automatically label photos. Boutell and Luo (2005) propose enhanc- 
ing content-based techniques using context information from the EXIF metadata in 
photos to aid with Image classlfication. They use metadata features such as expo- 
sure tlme, subject distance, flash, and aperture m addltion to content-based image 
analysis. They apply thelr approach to the tasks of indoor/outdoor classification, 
sunset detection and man-made/natural scene classification, and show that context 
improves performance for each classification task Indeed, for the indoor/outdoor 
classification task, they showed that classification based on context-alone worked 
better than classlfication based on content-alone The MyPhotos system (Sun et al., 
2002) analyses image content to detect underexposed photos, duplicate photos, pho- 
tos with red-eye and photos that need to be rotated, so that the user can remove or 
fix problematic photos. 
The MetaXa system (Boll et al., 2007) proposes an architecture for the extraction 
and enhancement of photo metadata. The authors extract content-based features 
such as face detection and an image colour feature, and perform sharpness analysis 
to determine the quality of photos They enhance the context information to de- 
rive additional features such as light cond~tions and indoor/outdoor classification, 
and the extracted metadata is used to help the system automatically create photo 
albums. 
The MediAssist system (Gurrin et al., 2005; O'Hare et al., 2005b, 2006, 2007) 
enhances photo metadata to extract additional context-based and content-based 
features, in addition to converting all of these extracted features to text form. This 
'text surrogate' allows indexing by a text search engine, facilitating automatic search 
of personal photos using text-based search techniques. This MediAssist system will 
be described in detail in Chaper 3. The author of this thesis has also proposed 
an approach to retrieving photos of landmarks, such a s  buildings, in large, shared, 
photo collections, based on combining content-based image retrieval techniques with 
context in the forin of location information (O'Hare et al., 2005a). 
Other work has looked at inferring semantic content for photos using the available 
context by sharing available labels, which have been created manually, between 
photos with a similar context (Naaman et al., 2003; Davis et al., 2004), while the 
Mobile Media Metadata system (Davis et al., 2005a) uses context to recommend 
recipients for sharing photos taken with a context-aware phone. 
2.5 User Annotation 
Automatic analysis will never give users the full range of metadata they require 
for their personal photos, and can never be expected to be 100% accurate. Many 
systems provide manual annotation tools to assist the user in adding extra metadata 
to them photos. Annotations can be in the form of free text annotations or can be 
ontology-based. Commercial systems such as iPhoto4 allow users to type free-text 
annotations, and photo sharing websites like Fhckr5 allow for such photo tagging by 
an online community. These systems allow for the annotation of people in personal 
photo collections, but they do not attempt to use semi-automatic techniques to make 
the process easlcr for the user. 
Shneiderman and Kang (2000) proposed drag and drop annotation to allow users 
to easily drag pre-defined concept labels onto images. This approach has been In- 
corporated into commerc~al photo management software, and extended to allow 
for batch annotation, a process whereby numerous photos can be labelled simul- 
taneously (for example, Adobe Photoshop Elements and Picasa6). Alternative ap- 
proaches propose audio annotations, which are processed using autoniatic speech 
recogn~tion techniques to create text annotations (Srihari et al., 1999, Mills et al., 
2000, Chen et a1 , 2003a). 
Some systems attempt to leverage the techniques of content-based image retrieval 
to enhance the annotation process. The MiAlbum system (Wenyin et al., 2000), 
for example, uses a semi-automatic approach to image annotation based on image 
retr~eval techniques, and Bissol et a1 (2003) allow a user to define the indexing 
concepts (e.g. a car, or a tree) which the system will then learn how to detect 
automatically, using image classification techniques. Semz-automatzc annotation 
approaches use a combination of automatic and manual techniques. automatic image 
analysis techniques wlll suggest annotations to the user, who can then confirm them, 
sometimes one at  a time or alternatively in a batch manner. The PhotoCopain 
system is another system that suggests annotations for photos, based on image 
analysis, for the user to confirm or reject (Tuffield et a1 , 2006) 
A number of systems also facilitate the semi-automatic annotation of people in 
photo collections. The first such approach was proposed by Kuchinsky et al. (2001), 
and used face recognition technologies to  suggest names for faces in images, which the 
user could confirm one at a tlme. Zhang et al. (2003) use face recognition and body 
patch features to classify the names of people in images, again prompting the user for 
confirmation. Girgensohn et al. (2004a) present an approach to batch annotation 
6http.//p~casa.google corn/ 
of people based on similarity to known people using face recognition technology. 
This is the most s~milar existing technique to the interactive annotation approach 
we will propose in this thesis. Unlike our work, however, they rely solely on face 
recognition technology, and they do not conduct a user evaluation of their system. 
The Saphari system (Suh and Bederson, 2007) also facilitates batch annotation of 
people ~n personal photos. Their approach relles solely on the 'body patch' feature, 
clust,ering people based on this feature and allowing the user to annotate person 
clusters in a batch manner. The system also supports semi-automatic annotation 
of events by allowlng users to refine the event boundaries automatically detected by 
their system. 
The person classification work described in Section 2.3 can also be used in the 
context of semi-automatic person annotation, as they can provide annotation sug- 
gestions that can be confirmed or rejected by the user. Other work attempts to 
propagate labels from the photo level to the face level: that is, given a number of 
photos known to contain the same person, we can match the name to a specific face 
within those photos (Zhang et al., 2004). This can be seen as complementary to 
the above approaches as it attempts to improve the granularity of the annotations 
submitted to the system Wilhelm et al. (2004) propose a system that facilitates 
annotation of photos using a camera phone immediately after photo capture. Out- 
side the sphere of personal photos, the Polar Rose system7, implemented as a web 
browser plugin, detects faces in images on web pages appearing in the user's browser, 
and allows users to annotate the names of those images, making such annotations 
available to all users of Polar Rose as they browse annotated web pages, and using 
the annotations to train face recognition models of the faces. 
7http://www.poIarrose.com/ 
2.6 Other Photo Management Systems 
In this section we will give a brief overview of some photo management systems 
not mentioned in the previous sections, emphasising the main interface features 
that they provide. Most photo management systems rely on tirne to organise photo 
collections, often using calendar-based views to allow browsing of collections based 
on photo capture time Photomesa (Bederson, 2001), presents an alernative method 
of browsing photo collections, laying them out on a zoomable 2D space for efficient 
photo collection navigation. 
The WWMX project (Toyama et a1 , 2003), though not exclusively concerned 
with personal photograph collections but rather providing shared access to a large 
online archive of location stamped images, allows navigation of a large photograph 
collections using a map-based interface. GTWeb creates web pages with map- 
overviews of trips along wlth associated photographs using GPS location Information 
(Spinellis, 2003). The online photo-sharing website Fllckr also allows users to browse 
their own, and other people's, photos on a map interface They also provide facilities 
for collective annotation, where users can annotate their own, and other people's, 
photos, although they do not support annotation in a batch manner. The Photo- 
Compas system (Naaman et al., 2004b) proposes an interface for browsing personal 
photo collections using a number of automatically extracted context-based features, 
and g~oups photos by event. 
The MyLifeBits system (Gemmell et al., 2002, 2003a,b, 2006; Aris et al., 2004) 
is a project focused on the management of all of a user's personal information, not 
just their photos. It allows browsing of photos using a map interface, annotation of 
photos and navigation of photos based on links to other personal information items. 
So, for example, photos can be linked to calendar events, and person annotations 
linked to the user's contacts. The system also creates animated trip logs from photos 
and GPS logs, with photos animating the user's progress along a map. 
Finally, the Personal D~gital Historian system is a tabletop system with facilities 
for managing personal information, including personal photos (Shen et al., 2001, 
2002, 2003). It is designed to allow groups of people to browse their photos in a 
collaborative manner, and organises photos based on 'who? when? where? and 
what?'. I t  provides maps and timelines for browsing of photos, and Integrates photo 
annotation tools into the main browsing interface. 
2.7 Summary 
The availability of contextual metadata for personal photos means that different 
approaches are used in the management of personal photos compared wlth the or- 
ganisation of general image collections A number of techniques have been proposed 
to automatically segment personal photo collections into the 'events' of which they 
are composed, where an event is an occurrence such as a birthday party These 
techniques generally rely on analysis of the time of photo capture, although they 
may additionally make use of image content and locat~on information 
A number of approaches have been proposed for the classificat~on of people in 
personal photo collections. The approaches often use standard face recognition 
techniques, and sometimes enhance the face recogmtlon feature with a 'body patch' 
feature that represents the clothes worn by a person This feature is only used to 
compare people occurring within a short time span of each other, typically on the 
same day or within the same event. Other approaches use spatial and temporal 
context of photo capture directly, in order to classify the people present in images, 
or they combine context-based approaches with content-based approaches. 
Some photo management applications use image analysis techniques to automat- 
lcally add annotations to photos, based on analysis of image content and the photo 
context metadata found in the EXIF header of digital photographs, and sometimes 
using a combination of Image content and context. 
Many systems provide tools for the manual annotation of personal photographs, 
wlth facilities for batch annotation to make the annotation process easler. Semi- 
automatic annotation approaches combme automatic image analysis with manual 
annotat~on by suggesting labels for photos which the user can subsequently confirm 
or reject. Semi-automatic approaches to person classificat~on suggest annotations 
for faces in photo collections, sometimes facilitating batch person annotation. 
Interfaces for personal photo management systems typically sort photos by time, 
and provide calendars and other tools to browse based on time. A number of systems, 
assuming that location information is available, facilitate browsing photos using 
a map interface, while other interfaces allow navigation based on automatically 
extracted content-based and content-based features. 
In the next chapter we will describe, in detail, the Med~Assist system, a context- 
aware photo management system developed by the author of this thesis. 
Chapter 3 
A Prototype Context-Aware 
Photo Management System 
In this chapter we describe MediAssist, a prototype context-aware photo manage- 
ment system for location-aware personal photos. The system incorporates automatic 
context-based and content-based analysis for the automatic annotation of personal 
photos w ~ t h  a number of concepts, in addition to providing semi-automatic tools 
which enable users to refine the output of the automatic annotation tools. We 
believe that this system represents the state of the art in terms of automatic organ- 
isation of, and retrieval from, personal photo collections. 
This system was developed as part of the MediAssist project, funded by Enter- 
prise Ireland over a three-year period, until September 2006. A number of researchers 
were involved in the project and in the development of the system. A number of the 
concept detectors used in the system were developed by other researchers working 
on the MediAssist project, and these are credited and cited where appropriate. The 
main implementation, and a most of the des~gn and planning, of the demonstrator 
system for the MediAssist project was carried out by the author. In Section 3.1 
we will outline in detail the exact contribution of the author of this thesis to the 
MediAssist system 
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of the MediAssist prototype photo management system 
The architecture of the MediAssist system is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Various 
aspects of the system have been described previously in O'Hare et al. (2005b, 2006, 
2007) and Gurrin et al. (2005). The system described in this chapter serves as a 
platform for the main research of this thesis in the area of person annotation, and 
it will be used as a testbed for our main research hypotheses in this area. 
3.1 Chapter Outline and Author's Contribution 
In this section we give an overview of this chapter and, given that the MediAssist 
project involved a number of researchers, we will outline the exact contribution of 
the author of thls thesis to the system. 
MediAssist Personal Photo Archive 
Section 3.2 describes the MediAssist personal photo archive which is used as a 
testbed for all the research reported in this thesis The author was responsible for 
all aspects of collecting these photos from a number of users and managing these 
photos within the MediAssist system. 
Context-based Photo Analysis 
In Section 3.2 we describe the context-based indexing tools used in the MediAssist 
system. These tools include temporal indexing, location indexing, automatic event- 
detection and summansat~on, light status classificatlon, weather status classlfic* 
tion and indoor/outdoor classificatlon. The temporal indexing, location indexing, 
event-detection and summarisation, light status classification and indoor/outdoor 
classification modules were all developed by the author of this thesis. Weather 
classification was implemented by a colleague worklng on the MediAssist project 
Integration of all of these analysis tools into the MediAssist system was carried out 
by the author of this thesis. 
Content-based Photo Analysis 
In Section 3.4 we describe the content-based analysis tool used in the MediAssist 
system. These tools include face detection and building detection. Other content- 
based analysis tools will be described in Chapter 5. The face detection and building 
detection modules were developed by other researchers working on the MediAssist 
project. Again, the integration of these analysis tools into the MediAssist system 
was carried out by the author of this thesis. 
Text Search 
In Section 3.5 we describe text searching in the MediAssist system. A text search 
engine was developed by a colleague working on the MediAssist system. Work on 
creating the text surrogate documents (see Section 3.5) for each photo was carried 
out by the author of the thesis, as was work on the integration of the text search 
facility into the MediAssist system. 
MediAssist Photo  Management System Interface 
In Section 3.6 we describe the MediAssist Demonstrator system for personal photo 
management, which provides tools for brows~ng, search~ng and semi-automatic an- 
notation of personal photos. Design decisions relating to user interaction with the 
system, and the implementation of this demonstrator system, were carried out exclu- 
sively by the author of this thesis. Some design decisions were taken in consultation 
with colleagues working on the MediAssist system, however, and the look and feel 
of the interface was largely determined by a colleague with expertise in the area of 
user interface design 
3.2 A Context-Aware Personal Photo Archive 
It is reasonable to assume that, in the not too distant future, digital photo capture 
devices will be both location-aware and time-aware. The present batch of commer- 
cially available photo capture devices, of course, do not support location-awareness 
and for correct time and date capture they generally require that the user manually 
set the correct time and date on the device. 
In Chapter 2 we described some of the characteristics of personal photo collec- 
tions which distinguish them from other image collections. In particular the user, 
as the creator of the photos, usually has a knowledge of all photos in their collection 
in addition to knowledge of the context of their capture. In order to create a large, 
location-aware collection of personal photos in the MediAssist system, we use an 
interim solution to location-stamping of photos, using World Wide Media Exchange 
(WWMX) tools proposed by Toyama et al. (2003). Our users carried a separate 
GPS device whenever they were capturing their digital photos with cameras or with 
mobile phones. It is then a trivial post-processing task to match photos with GPS 
tracklog points by matching the timestamps in the EXIF header of the photo from 
the camera with the timestamps of the GPS tracklog points. For cases where the 
user did not have a GPS device with them during photo capture, it was possible to 
retrospectively location-stamp these photos using a map interface. This combina- 
tion of approaches allowed us to develop a large collection of location-aware photos 
in advance of the availability of location-aware devices, which we were able to use 
in the research reported in this thesls. 
The users were asked to provide as many of their personal photos as they were 
willing to donate to the MediAssist system. Photos included photos taken on hol- 
idays and business trips, parties, trips to the zoo, photos taken during day to day 
activities etc. These photos include a mixture of photos taken of scenery and at- 
tractions on the end hand, and photos of people, both from events like parties and 
from day to day activies, on the other hand. The people present in the photos vary 
from friends and family of the users to their colleagues. Photos of poor technical 
quality were not removed, meaning that the collection include blurred photos, un- 
derexposed photos etc Privacy concerns mean that few of the users actually gave 
their complete, unfiltered, photo collections for use in the MediAssist system Other 
Table 3.1: Statistics for the 12 largest user photo collections in the 
Med~Assist photo archive. The second row from the bot- 
tom describes the entire collection, which also ~ncludes 
photos from an additional 17 users. The average is cal- 
culated for the 12  largest user collections displayed. 
than this filtermg carried out by the users themselves, however, there was no pre- 
selection of photos chosen for the MediAssist archive, and we believe the MediAssist 
photo archwe is representative of general personal photo collections. 
We collected 23,774 time-aware and location-aware photos from 29 users, taken 
using 31 different camera and camera-phone models from 14 different manufacturers 
Of these users, 12 have collections of over 500 photos, with an average of 1,849 photos 
each for these users. These 12 users' collections cover an average of 7.2 countries 
each, and span an average of 3.4 years. This average time span 1s somewhat skewed 
by the 11 year collection of user D; without this user the average span is 2 7 years. 
More statistics about the collection can be seen in Table 3.1. 
3.3 Context-based Photo Indexing 
The basic timestamp, GPS location, and other EXIF (JEITA, 2002) context meta- 
data associated with the capture of each photo 1s automatically expanded to include 
a number of features which enhance the available metadata. In this section we will 
describe the automatic annotation of photos, based on the context of photo capture, 
as used in the MediAsslst system. We develop the tools described in this section 
to explore the possibilities for the automatic organisation of personal photo collec- 
tions based on the analysis of context by integrating these tools into the MediAssist 
system This analysis is carried out as the photos are uploaded into the system, 
and the results are stored in both a relational database and a text search engine, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
3.3.1 Temporal Indexing 
Digital cameras automatically record the time of photo capture in the EXIF header 
of the photos (JEITA, 2002). Using time for indexing personal photos is common- 
place in commercial products. People's memories of dates has been shown to be 
unbiased in the sense that inaccurately recalled dates are just as often before the 
correct date as after it (Wagenaar, 1986, Larsen et al., 1995). The time of autobi- 
ographical information is not always accurately remembered, however. Wagenaar 
(1986) shows that 'when' is quite poorly remembered compared with 'who', 'what' 
and 'where' for autobiographical events 
Work in cognitive psycl~ology suggests that human memory of dates relies on a 
number of cyclzc temporal schemata, in particular the year, week and day (Larsen 
et a l ,  1995). This theory states that the cognitive topology of time is not linear, 
like physical time, but based on a number of cyclic schemata. The year and day 
schemata are related to recurrent patterns in the natural environment. So the year 
is split into seasons and months based on natural cyclic changes in the climate (the 
month, of course, is a cultural construct, but months are closely related to seasonal 
changes). The week schemata, based on the day of the week, differs in that it is 
not based on cycles of nature, but rather it is a cultural phenomenon based on work 
patterns and and other cultural conventions in Western societies. The existence of 
these psychological schemata is supported by expenmental evidence that shows that 
time of day, day of week and month of the year of autobiographical events are all 
well-remembered by participants. 
The MediAssist system exploits these temporal schemata by indexlng time based 
on these cyclic temporal schemata, in addltion to indexlng by linear physical time. 
We expand the time of capture data to include a number of independent time-based 
fields year, month, day of month, day of week, hour. Although there is no evldence 
that a month schemata exists (i.e. people do not have a schema which represents 
the date within the month (Larsen et al., 1995)) we include day of the month in 
this prototype because we belleve that it can be useful for finding certan 'special 
events' where the date is more likely to be remembered (e.g the 25th of December 
for Christmas day, birthdays etc). 
By exploiting these temporal schemata and indexing by time along multiple 
dimensions, users can search for photos when they only remember some of the 
temporal context of a photo capturing event. For example, they may only remember 
that an event occurred in the Summer on a certain day of the week, but they may 
not remember the year By indexing using cyclic temporal schemata the MediAsslst 
system can support searching based on such partial recollection of the temporal 
context of an autobiographical photo capturing event. 
3.3.2 Location-Based Photo Indexing 
In order to process the raw latitude co-ordinates supplied by the GPS sensor into a 
more useful format, we use two pnbllcly available gazetteers to convert these readings 
into placenames. The Geographic Names Information System (GNIS)' from the 
U.S Geological Survey contains information on places in the United States. The 
GEOnet Names Server2 from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency and the 
U S. Board on Geographic Names provides information about places for the rest of 
the world. Between them, these resources constitute a database of over 7 million 
'http.//nhd usgs.gov/gnis html 
'http.//gnswww n~ma.mil/geonames/GNS/index jsp 
locations covering the entire globe. They cover diverse location types, including 
populated places, rivers, mountains and a number of other location types In order 
to associate a place-name with a latitude/longitude co-ordinate we calculate the 
geographical distance, DG, between two points on the earth's surface, using the 
following formula (Longley et a1 , 2001). 
Dc(A, B) = R (arccos [sm(lat~) sin(1at~) + cos(lata) cos(latB) cos(1onB - l o n ~ ) ] )  
(3.1) 
This equation assumes that the earth is a perfect sphere of radius R, in whatever 
unit of measurement we w~sh to use. We can use this equation to calculate the 
distance from a candidate photo location to all known locations in the gazetteer, and 
the place-name associated with a photo is the town/city with the minimum distance 
to the candidate photo location. We take the name, state/county, and country 
triplet from that location to provide a place name for that photo. This hierarchical 
structure allows for hierarchical location-based searching using our system. 
This is a simple approach, and it makes simplifying assumptions, and it is possi- 
ble to  use resources that represent locat~ons as a complex shape rather than a lati- 
tudejlongitude co-ordinate, potentially allowing for more accurate labelling, though 
such resources are not freely available Our approach, however, uses freely available 
resources and provides useful location names at low cost for integration into our 
prototype system. 
3.3.3 Event Detection and Summarisation 
Event Detection 
In Chapter 2 we discussed approaches to event detection in personal photo collec- 
tions. In the MediAssist system we use the approach proposed by Graham et a1 
(2002), whlch we will describe briefly here Thls method analyses the temporal dls- 
tance between the capture times of consecutive photos within the user's collection. 
If this distance is greater than an empirically determined threshold, then a new 
event is deemed to have begun,, 
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to the query. Fat, ex,aqple, if: ?I,se$,,i.se~$rc&s , li for- & . ,  particular ,, , person who pccurs 5 
times in an event containing over 100 photos, then it is highly likely that none of 
the summary photos for the event will contan tihis person. 
To overcome this problem, we can select our representative photos in a query- 
dependent manner if all photos in the event are not relevant to the query. We do 
this by replacing each summary photo that is not relevant to the query with the 
temporally closest relevant photo This ensures that the summary Includes photos 
relevant to the current user search while still ensuring a temporal summary of the 
event. 
3.3.4 Light Status Classification 
In Section 3.3.1 we described the day temporal schema used by people for their 
cognitive representation of time. Closely related to this is the light status at a given 
time; that is, whether the lighting conditions were daylight, darkness, dusk or dawn 
when a photo was taken Given that we know the date, time and location of photo 
capture event it is possible to calculate sunrise and sunset times for the location in 
question on any given date. In the MediAssist system we use standard astronomical 
algorithms (Seidelmann, 1992), allowing us not only to calculate sunrise and sunset 
times for day and night classification, hut also to correctly classify dusk and dawn by 
using standard techniques to calculate the beginning and end of twzlzght, which can 
last for minutes or hours depending on the location and the tlme of year Sunrise 
and sunset are considered to be the times when the upper edge of the disk of the 
is on the horizon. The periods of twilight are the intervals of time when the sun 
is below the horizon but natural light from the upper atmosphere is reflected to- 
wards the earth's surface, providing illum~nation Czvzl twzlzght is the limit at  which 
twilight illumination is sufficient for objects to be clearly distinguished, and thls is 
what would conventionally be considered twilight Civil twilight occurs when the 
sun is less than 6 degrees below the horizon (Seidelmann, 1992). Nautzcal twzlzght 
and astronomzcal twzlight provide alternative definitions of twilight, but we do not 
consider them here. Thus we calculate the times for sunrise, sunset, the beginning 
of morning twilight and the end of evening twilight, and it is then a trivial matter 
to classify the light status at any time as follows: 
e Daylzght begins at the time of sunrise and ends at sunset. 
e Dusk begins at  sunset and ends at the end of the twilight period when the sun 
falls 6 degrees below the earth's surface. 
a Darkness begins after twilight ends when the sun is below 6 degrees. It ends 
when at  the beginning of the morning twilight period, when the sun is again 
6 degrees below the earth's surface. 
a Dawn begins with the beginning of the morning twillght period, and ends at  
sunrise. 
Naaman et a1 (2004a) previously proposed hght status classificat~on by query- 
ing an online resource for sunrise and sunset times for a given time and location. 
They consider dusk and dawn to last 1 hour before and after sunrise and sunset, 
respectively, a figure which is chosen somewhat arbitrarily Our approach has the 
advantage the it accurately calculates start and end times for twilight, reflectmg the 
fact that the duration of the twilight periods changes depending on the location and 
the time of the year. Also, because we Implement the algorithm directly, we do not 
need to query an external resource in order to determine light status. 
3.3.5 Weather Status Classification 
To extract the weather status at  the time of photo capture, we use the approach 
proposed by Naaman et al. (2004a). There are approximately 10,500 international 
weather stations distributed over the earth which constantly log weather data, and 
these logs are made available by the Weather Underground ~ e b s i t e . ~  We find the 
newest weather station to each candidate image, and then extract the record from 
the log of the weather station closest to the time of photo capture. This record 
3http //wunderground.com/ 
is selected as the best representative of the image, and the image is annotated as 
occurring during these weather conditions. We classify the weather as belongmg to 
one of the following four categories: rainy, clear, snow or overcast/cloudy. 
3.3.6 Indoor / Outdoor Classification 
Indoor/outdoor classification is Inferred from EXIF camera setting metadata, stored 
by the digltal camera when capturing a p~cture, which reflect the ambient hght levels 
when a picture was taken Our classification technique is based on the assumption 
that, for photos taken during daylight (which we calculate automatically, as de- 
scribed in Sectlon 3.3.4), the sun is a much stronger source of illumination than 
the art~ficial ~ghts which light an lcdoor scene. Since some of the recorded EXIF 
tags can be seen as functions of ambient light levels it is possible to use them to 
infer the scene brightness during photo capture. We use 5 EXIF header fields in our 
~ndoor/outdoor classification process 
Bnghtness is the brightness level of the subject to be photographed. 
a Shutter Speed is the length of time the shutter is kept open during the photo- 
graph capture. 
a The Aperture is the size of the opening of the lens. It is measured in f-stops, 
which is the ratio of the focal length of the lens to the diameter of the lens 
diaphragm opening. The focal length is the distance from lens to its focal point, 
which, roughly defined, 1s the point where the light from the lens converges to 
form a sharp image. 
a The I S 0  Speed is a standard measurement that indicates the sensitivity of film 
or electronic sensors to light A higher IS0 speed means less light is required 
for an image to be recorded. 
a Flash Fzred indicates whether the flash was fired during photo capture or not. 
Since our indoor/outdoor classification is based on environmental light levels, 
the most useful of these metadata tags is brightness because it measures this di- 
rectly, although this is unfortunately not recorded by all commercial cameras. On 
the other hand, all models have shutter speed, aperture and flash, and most have 
the IS0 speed. Using a combination of shutter speed, aperture and IS0 Speed, 
we can calculate a value called the Exposure Value, which is a value given to all 
combinations of camera shutter speed and aperture that give the same exposure. 
An equivalent Exposure Value implies equivalent ambient light levels. We use an 
alternative4 to the standard formula (Ray, 2000) which takes the IS0 speed into 
account: 
aperture2 
shutter speed ) + Log2 ( ' " ~ ~ )  
If the IS0 Speed is unknown we assume an IS0 Speed of 100, which m turn is the 
IS0 rating of 'standard' film. This Exposure Value 1s a function of the environmental 
light and the additional light provided by the camera flash when the photograph was 
captured. After we calculate the exposure value we have two single-valued measures 
that reflect the ambient light levels at the time of photo capture Brightness and 
Exposure Value. If Brightness is available we use this value to represent the ambient 
light levels, otherwise we use the Exposure Value. Whichever value we use, we 
compare it to an empirically determined threshold to classify an image as indoor or 
outdoor. 
This is a simple approach and alternative approaches may yield improved re- 
sults Boutell and Luo (2005), for example, combine EXIF metadata information 
with content-based Image analysis for indoor/outdoor classification using a bayesian 
approach. Their work showed that contextual information alone is better for dis- 
tinguishing between indoor and outdoor scenes compared with content-based image 
analysis techniques alone. Combining image content with context gives a small im- 
provement compared with context alone We use the simple approach described 
4alternative formula. http //en.wdcipedia.org/wiki/Exposure.value 
here because it gives us a low cost method of classifying images as indoor/outdoor, 
and because the work of 13outell and Luo (2005) has already shown that EXIF 
metadata can be used to glve good results for mndoor/outdoor classification Our 
approach also has the advantage that it exploits photographic knowledge by using 
well understood photographic techniques for measuring exposure based on camera 
settings, rather than relying on a statistical framework to analyse and combine these 
camera settings, and it gives us a simple context-based approach that we can easily 
integrate into our prototype system. An interesting approach could be to combine 
our context-based processing which calculates Exposure Value with the approaches 
proposed by Boutell and Luo (2005) in order to compare the performance of their 
linprocessed representation of camera settings with our Exposure Value-based rep- 
resentation. 
3.4 Content-based Photo Indexing 
In addition to using tools to analyse the context of each photo, we also have a 
number of analysis tools which focus on the visual image content of the photos. 
These tools were developed by other researchers working on the MediAssist system 
and they also create automatic annotations of all photos in the MediAssist collection. 
As with coritext-based analysis, content-based analysis is carried on all photos as 
they are imported into the system, and the results are stored in both a relational 
database and a text search engine. Thc person analysis tools can also be triggered 
by user input in the form of annotations. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and page 
26. 
3.4.1 Face Detection 
The face detection technique used in the MediAssist system was developed by Cooray 
et a1 (2006), and extends the Bayesian Discriminating Feature (BDF) model for de- 
tecting frontal faces in grey-scale images (I,iu, 2003). The extended model explo~ts 
the colour feature using a statistical skin detection model. The skin segmentation 
model first creates a skin mask which is subject to erosion/dllatlon morphological 
operat~ons to remove noisy skin pixels, while expanding the face and cheek areas 
, , 
whlch are considered regions of interest. Both the origin.al image and the corre- 
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text, rather than analysis of the lmages and their associated metadata We also 
create text surrogates for 'events' to allow for text-based searching of events in the 
'Event List' view described in Section 3.6 1. 
Our text search engine is based on the standard BM25 text retrieval model pro- 
posed by Robertson et a1 (1995), which has proven to be an effective text retrieval 
model. The system has no need to remove stop-words because the surrogate docu- 
ments are created automatically by the MediAssist system, so the documents contain 
no stop-words that need to be removed. The system presents a text search box to 
allow for the qulck and easy formulation of text queries based on the automatically 
extracted content and context features. 
In previous work we evaluated the utility of this text search facility using known 
item search (O'Hare et al., 2007). We showed that the extracted features create a 
powerful search index, ranking the relevant image in a known item search highly 
even if we use only a subset of the context-based features. 
3.6 The MediAssist Photo Management System 
Interface 
Based on the tools described in the previous sections, the web-based, multi-user, 
MediAssist prototype system provides tools for browsing and searching personal 
photograph collections, in addition to tools for semi-automatically annotating pho- 
tos by confirming and correcting automatically derived annotations. The photo 
upload tools used in the system, which perform the analysis described in Sections 
3.4 and 3.3, are implemented in Java. All camera metadata, and additional auto- 
matic annotations are stored in a Microsoft SQL Server Database. Text surrogates 
for all photos are indexed by a conventional search engine, as described in Section 
3.5. In addition, the system uses a number of Java server applications to perform 
certain tasks in response to user input, for example updating the text search engine 
after user annotations The front end is implemented as a HTML application, using 
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PHP 5 for server-side programming and communication with the SQL database and 
search engine. Javascript is used for client-side scripting. The system architecture 
is illustrated in Figure 3.1 on page 26. The main interface screen is shown in Figure 
3.2. In this section we describe the search tools and the semi-automatic annotation 
tools provided by the system. 
3.6.1 Photo Browsing Tools 
When browsing personal photos using the MediAssist system, a number of mews 
are available to the user In this section we describe each of these views. 
Event List View 
The Event Lzst view is the default view, which a user will see when they log in to the 
system. It presents an event-based summary of the user's entire photo collection, 
or of a subset of their collection specified by a user search using the search tools 
described in Section 3.6.2. This view is enabled by the event detection described in 
Section 3.3.3. In the Event Lzst view, shown in Figure 3.2 on page 45, all events are 
presented in reverse chronological order. Each event is summarised by a label and 
five representative thumbnail photos. We use the summary photos selected during 
the event detection process, with a query dependent set of summary photos chosen 
if not all photos in the event are relevant to the current query (see Section 3.3.3). 
The label for each event is a combination of the location of the event, with 
the town, county and country displayed, and the date that it occurred. The total 
number of photos in the event is also shown and, if not all photos are relevant, then 
the number of relevant photos is also displayed. For example, if an event contains 
10 photos, all relevant to the query, then the text will say '10 photos'. If only 5 were 
relevant then the text would say '10 photos, 5 relevant'. There 1s also a 'View All' 
button, which accesses the Event Detazl view for this event. Clicking on an event 
label also accesses the Event Detazlview. Clicking on an image will access the Photo 
Detazl view for that photo. 
Figure 3.2: The MediAssist Photo Management System Interface, with photos displayed in the Event List view. 
Figure 3.3: Event Detail view in the MediAssist interface. 
For large collections of personal photos, we believe that the Event Lzst gives 
an efficient summary of the users collection, allowing them to browse very large 
collections easily. 
Event Detail View 
The Event Detazl view is presented when the user selects an entry in the Event List, 
and is composed of the full set of photos in the event. This view organises the event 
into sub-events, with a separate heading, labelled by the start time and location, 
for each sub-event. This view can be seen in Figure 3.3. 
Individual Photo  List View 
The Indzvzdual Photo Lzst view is an optional view where thumbnail-size photos are 
presented without any particular event grouping, but sorted by dateltime It can be 
selected as an alternative to the Event Lzst view when a user would prefer to see all 
photos on screen at the same time rather than being presented with an event-based 
summary. This view can be seen in Figure 3.8 on page 55 
Photo  Detail View 
The Photo Detazl view is an enlarged single photo view presented when the user 
selects one of the thumbnail size photos in any of the above views Arrow buttons 
allow jumping to previous/next photos in this view. This view also includes tools 
for semi-antomatic annotation of people in photos, as described below in Section 
3.6.3. This view can be seen in Figure 3.10 on page 58. 
Photo  Summary View 
In the Event Lzst, Indzvzdual Photo List and Photo Detazl views there is an area at 
the top of the screen which summarises the current group of photos. This view is 
called the Search Summary if seen as part of the Event Lzst or Indzvzdual Photo Lzst 
views. If seen as part of the Event Detazl view, it is called the Event Summary. 
In addition to displaying the number of photos and the number of events, this 
view gives information about the number of indoor or outdoor photos, the number 
of photos taken during each of the classes of weather conditions, and the number 
of photos taken during various light status conditions. Giving feedback about the 
distribution of photos like this should help direct users during search, and can also 
Function as a type of query preview (Doan et al., 1996) as it allows users to see 
which categories would be most efficient in narrowing their search query Thls vlew 
can be seen in Figures 3.2 and 3 3: in Figure 3.2 we can see a 'Search Summary' 
which summarises the results of the current search, while in Figure 3.3 we can see 
an 'Event Detail' panel which summarises the current event. 
3.6.2 Photo Searching Tools 
The analysls tools descrlbed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 above create a powerful auto- 
matic annotation of the photos in the MediAssist collection, which can then be used 
for searching for specific photos or specific groups of photos The MediAssist proto- 
type system provides powerful searching through personal photo collections based 
on this analysis. The system provldes two main search interfaces a filter-based 
interface for creating structured queries, and a simple text search interface. 
Filter-based Searching 
The system provides an interface to allow the user to easily create powerful queries 
based on all of the features descrlbed above. The query interface contains two main 
sections. a basic query panel and an advanced panel 
The basic search panel Includes a text box, location filters and a tlme range 
filter, and can be seen in Figure 3 4 on page 49. A location-based search can be 
quickly formulated uslng drop-down boxes corresponding to country, state/county 
and city/town The drop-down lists are populated with all locations found in the 
user's collect~on. The time range filter uses sliders to allow the user to select a 
t ~ m e  range within their collection. The tlme range bar segments the collection into 
tlUE W@& 
Sf start and end fims POr your search. 
Figure 3.4: Basic search filters in the MediAssist system interface. 
In this example the user is searchug for photos taken in 
Ireland in 2006. The query preview mechanism indicates 
that there are 304 photos, from 29 events, relevant to this 
query. 
years, and clicking on a year label automatically restricts the selection to that year. 
Also, orange strips on the time range bar indicate times where photos were taken, 
summarislng the temporal distribution of photos throughout the collection. 
The advanced search panel is hidden by default. Clicking on the 'advanced' 
button reveals this panel (the 'advanced' button can be found below the baslc search 
filters and is visible in Figures 3 2, 3.3 and 3 5 ) ,  which features advanced search filters 
including time filters and filters based on the system's context-based and content- 
based analysis tools. indoor/outdoor, buildings, people and light status. Slider 
bars allow for advanced time-based queries to be formulated, based on the cyclzc 
temporal schemata described in Section 3.3.1. These sllder bars facilitate the easy 
formulation of time range queries allowing the user to specify, for example, a range 
of months or a range of days. For each of the filters the bright orange bar between, 
or outside, the slider icons indicates the selected range. The slider icons are oriented 
to indicate which side of the sllder bar is being selected For the indoor/outdoor, 
weather and light status features, radio buttons allow the user to choose between 
mutually exclusive classes Figure 3.5 on page 51 shows the advanced panel wlth 
December to February, Saturday to Sunday, darkness and clear weather selected. 
The user can also search by specifying the number and identity of faces present in 
an image. The person identity annotations are created in a semi-automatic fashion, 
as described in detail in Chapters 4 and 5. We do not discuss the similarity measures 
used, or the methods for combining these features with other sources of evidence, 
in this chapter. Such discussion is left until Chapter 5. The interactive person 
annotation tools used are described in Section 3.6.3. In the system interface, slider 
bars allow the user to specify the number of faces wanted in a search. Clicking on the 
'names' button opens a name query pop-up, which allows the user to tick the names 
of people they want to search for. The person list can be sorted alphabetically or by 
frequency of occurrence, to facilitate findlng desired people more easily A further 
option allows the user to specify if 'any' or 'all' of the names ticked should be found 
in relevant photos. The 'all' option means that only photos containing all of the 
Figure 3.5: Advanced search filters in the MediAssist system inter- 
face. 
Figure 3.6: People search tools in the MediAssist interface. 
selected names should be considered relevant. The.:?ny,',option indicates that if a 
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Figure 3.7: Text search in the MediAssist interface. 
are comfortable with using time-based sorting to orient themselves within their own 
personal photo collections (Rodden and Wood, 2003). The text search interface can 
be seen in Figure 3.7, where an example query is shown with the t e z i  ct filters option 
selected, so the system will only return photos containing 'Neil' which were taken 
in Ireland in 2006. If the text option was selected then the filters would be ignored 
and ad photos containing 'Neil' would be returned. 
Figure 3.8: Thumbnail images in the Individual Photo List view, surrounded by feedback/annotation icons, in the 
MediAssist system interface. 
Figure 3.9: Group annotation icons in Event Detail view, in the MediAssist interface. The group annotation icons can 
be seen in the event heading, beside the time and location of the event. 
3.6.3 Semi-Automatic Annotation Tools 
In this section we descrlbe the semi-automatic annotation tools available in the 
MedlAsslst system. In Chapter 4 we will look in more detal  at tools specifically 
developed for the annotation of people in the MediAssist system. 
Icon-Based Annotation 
In all views, icons around the photos givc feedback about the followmg automatically 
extracted features: indoor/outdoor, weather, light status and building detected. 
There is also a 'privacy' icon indicating whether the user wishes to share this photo 
or not. These icons can be seen in Fignre 3.8. The indoor/outdoor, weather and 
light st.atus icons can be found above the image: in the example in Figure 3.8 each 
of the thumbnail photos has an 'out' Icon indicating outdoor, a 'sun' icon indicating 
sunny weather and a 'daylight' icon for the light status. The privacy and building 
icons are underneath the thumbnails, with all of the photos in Figure 3.8 showing 
a 'shared' privacy setting and a 'no bullding' icon. The 'no building' icon takes the 
form of a grey, inactive, building icon: a blue, active, building icon indicates that a 
building has been detected. 
For the indoor/outdoor, weather and building features it is quite possible that 
the system annotatlon is incorrec.t. Clicking on the icon beside the image will cor- 
rect these annotations Simlarly, in the event view, icons beside the event label 
indicate the status of each feature for the entire event. For the case of a mixture of 
indoor/outdoor images, for example, the icon will reflect this uslng a 'mlxed' Icon 
Clicklng on the group feedback/annotatlon icon will change the annotation of this 
feature for all images in the event, p i n g  the user a very efficient way to annotate a 
number of images at once. For group annotatlon, the user must confirm that they 
want to annotate multiple images at once. These feedback/annotation icons can be 
seen in Figures 3.8 and the group feedbacklannotation icons can be seen in Figure 
3 9. 
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combining these features with other sources of evidence for the purpose of identity 
name suggestion, in Chapter 5. 
When a user moves the mouse over a face in the Photo Detazl view, the top- 
ranked name suggestion is displayed The user can confirm that this 1s correct by 
clicking on the name. If the top-ranked cholce is incorrect, the user can choose 
from a shorthst of 10 names ranked m order of confidence. Otherwise clickmg the 
'more' button will display all known names. If the current face to be annotated 1s 
not known to the system, the user can annotate the face with a new name. Once 
a face has been annotated with an identity, it becomes one of the known faces, and 
future name suggestions will reflect thls new system knowledge Flgure 3 10 shows 
the semi-automatic annotation interface. 
Semi-automtic person-annotation in the MediAsslst system will be described in 
more detail in Chapter 4, where we will also propose enhancements to this interface 
that will allow for semi-automatic batch person-annotation. 
3.7 Summary 
We have described the MediAssist prototype personal photo management system. 
The system analyses personal photographs using a number of context-based and 
content-based analysis tools. The context-based analysls converts the location co- 
ordinates to a place-name, and the time 1s represented both in terms of physical 
linear time and in terms of the cyclic temporal schemata by which people remember 
temporal information. The schemata we use for temporal indexing are month of 
the year, day of the month, day of the week and hour of the day. In addit~on to 
these basic contextual features, the system also performs further analysis of the con- 
textual information by performing light status classification in terms of day, night, 
dusk or dawn, indoor/outdoor classification, and weather status classification. A 
user's photo collection is also automatically segmented into 'events' based on the 
contextual information. In addition to the context-based analysis, the system also 
indexes photos using content-based analysis tools A face detection engine detects 
all frontal faces in the photos. These detected faces are then analysed by person 
classification techniques Finally, a building detection module detects the presence 
of large buildings in the photos 
In addition to being stored in a relational database, the result of this analysis 
are also written to  surrogate text files, wlth one surrogate for each photo in the 
collection These text files are indexed by a conventional text search englne to allow 
for conventional text search of personal photo collections, without the need for user 
annotation. 
The MediAssist prototype system interface provides tools for browsing, searching 
and semi-automatic annotation of personal photo collections The browsing tools 
provide a number of mews of the photos, including an event-based vlew which sum- 
marises events using a query-dependent subset of the photos in the event Searching 
tools provide filters to create powerful searches based on the results of the automatic 
analysis, including the abillty to  intuitively specify time ranges along a number of 
independent dimensions simultaneously. The semi-automatic annotation tools allow 
users to correct any errors in the automatically created annotations, with the option 
of batch annotation to annotate multiple images simultaneously. Face detection de- 
tects faces in photos, while person analysis tools (described in detall in Chapter 5) 
are leveraged to suggest names for people present in the photos, which the user can 
then confirm. 
We believe that this system represents the state of the art in terms of the use 
of both content-based and context-based methods for the management and organi- 
sation of personal photo collections, and this system represents a platform for our 
further research on person-annotation in personal photo collections. In the next 
chapter, Chapter 4, we will propose extensions to the MediAssist interface to al- 
low for semi-automatic batch annotation of people in personal photo collections. In 
Chapter 5 we wlll propose techniques for person classification and retrieval in per- 
sonal photo collections. The MediAsssist system, as described, supports retrieval 
of user-confirmed Identities The proposed framework also facilitates efficient batch 
annotation by retrievmg unconfirmed annotatlon suggestions in response to person 
queries, prov~ding an effic~ent way for users to annotate people identitles in thelr 
photo collections in a semi-automatic manner 
Chapter 4 
Proposed Approach to  
Person- Annot at ion 
In the prevlous chapter we introduced the MediAssist system for the management 
of personal photo collections. In this chapter we focus on the annotation of people 
in personal photo collections, and we look in Inore detail at semi-automatic person- 
annotation wlthin the MediAssist system. We propose an extension to MedlAssist 
that allows for semi-automatic batch person-annotation in personal photo collec- 
tions. We do this by having the system suggest, at appropriate moments as the user 
interacts wlth the system, a set of faces to be annotated with a specific candidate 
person name. We then describe the implementation of the proposed semi-automatic 
person-annotation approach in the MediAssist user interface. 
4.1 Requirements for Person-Annotation 
In developing an approach for the semi-automatic annotation we identify some re- 
quirements for a suitable approach, which we summarise below. 
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photo Annotations could also be spec~fied at the level of a photo rather than at the 
level of a face, where a name is assoelated with a photo rather than associated with 
a face region within a photo. We call this photo level-annotation. In our implemen- 
tation we use the more specific face region-level annotation and, unless stated, all 
person-annotations in the proposed system in this and subsequent chapters refer to 
Face region-level annotation. 
4.2.2 Person Search Engine 
In add~tion to all annotations being stored in an annotation database, the content 
and context of each annotated face will be analysed by a person search engine. 
The person search engine models the context-based and content-based characteris- 
tics of all annotated faces in the user's collection, and can suggest annotations for 
unannotated faces in two ways: 
o Person Classzficatzon. Given a specific face, the person search engine can 
suggest a list, ranked in order of confidence, of suggested names for that face. 
We call this person classzficatzon because, glven a face, the system attempts to  
classzfy this face as a spec~fic person We prefer this term to 'face recognition' 
for two reasons. Firstly, face recognition refers to  approaches based on analysis 
of the face area, while our system uses additional features. Secondly, we prefer 
the term classificatlon to recognition because it distinguishes better between 
person classificatlon and person retrieval. 
e Person Retrzeual. Given a specific name, the person search engine can suggest 
a list of faces corresponding to that name, ranked in order of confidence We 
call this person retneval because, as m general information retrieval, the task 
is to  retrzeve documents relevant to a given information need. In the current 
scenario the information need 1s a specific person and the retrieved 'documents' 
are faces which may correspond to that person. 
For both classification and retrieval, if we are interested m photo-level annotation 
rather than face region-level annotation, the person search engine could instead 
return results at the photo level, suggesting a hst of names for a given photo for the 
classificat~on task, and suggesting a 11st of photos that may contain the candidate 
person for the retrieval task. 
The person search engine analyses all of the person annotations in the annotation 
database and, based on these known annotations, it is able to suggest annotations 
for unannotated faces The search engine differs from the annotation database 
in that, whereas the annotation database returns faces that have been annotated, 
the search engine will find names for faces, or faces for names, in cases where the 
faces have not been annotated by the user. The results from the search engine are 
uncertain and are based on person classification and retr~eval techniques, whereas the 
results from the annotation database are known to be correct as they are based on 
annotations submitted by the user After each new annotation has been submitted 
to the annotatzon database, the person search engine will be updated accordingly, 
performing any analysis and updates necessary to keep it fully consistent with the 
classification and retrieval approaches described 1n Chapter 5. 
Search Engine Filters 
Before the search engine returns results to classification and retrieval queries, a 
number of search engzne filters determine eligible names or faces for a given clas- 
sification or retrieval query For person classification a list of negative annotations 
will be used to filter names which are known not to correspond to the candidate 
face. For person retrieval a list of unannotated faces determines whlch faces can be 
returned as annotation suggestions, and again a list of negative annotations is used 
to remove faces which are known not to be the query person. 
The person search engine also uses a photo presence filter, whlch filters people 
who are known to  be present in a specific photo This means that if a person occurs 
1n a photo the system will not suggest that another face in the same photo will be 
annotated with the same name. 
4.2.3 Semi-Automatic Batch Person-Annotation Approach 
If there is a least one annotation in the annotation database, the person search engine 
is able to suggest an identity for any unannotated face. The system visualisation 
~nterface will send person classification name suggestion requests to the person search 
engine every time an unannotated face 1s displayed in photo detail view as the user 
browses through their collection This classification-based seml-automatic person- 
annotation can be found in the basic Med~Assist system described in Chapter 3. 
When the user annotates a face as corresponding to  a certain person, we hypoth- 
esise that the user is interested in annotation at that moment. Also, when the user 
searches for a specific person, in addltion to displaymg all photos known to contam 
that person, the user may also be interested in seeing additional, unannotated faces; 
that may correspond to that person. 
If this is the case, the system takes the approach of suggesting more faces that 
may correspond to a given person, where this suggestion is prompted by either a face 
being annotated with that person name, or by the user searching for that person 
To do this, the system will send a person retrieval request to the person search 
engine, requesting a list of suggested faces for the person name. The system will 
then return a list of unannotated faces, ranked by the system's confidence that the 
face corresponds to  the query person. 
Since it is not known if these suggestions correspond to the candidate person, the 
system will require the user to either accept or reject these annotation suggestions. 
Specifically, the user can accept the suggested face, annotating it with the candidate 
person's name, they can reject it by negatzvely annotatzng it as not the candidate 
person, or they can reject the suggested face entirely by annotating it as 'unknown'. 
When a batch of annotations is submitted to the system, the person search engine 
can analyse the content and context of these person-annotations, using this infor- 
mation as additional training data to improve the accuracy of the results for future 
person classlfication and person retrieval queries. 
We believe that this framework, which suggests person-annotations to the user 
when the user has expressed an interest in a speclfic person, will lead to highly 
efficient annotation of people in personal photo collections In the next section we 
will introduce the implementation of this annotation framework in the MediAssist 
system user interface. 
Other  Approaches t o  Batch Person-Annotation 
The approach presented here is quite similar to that proposed by Girgensohn et al. 
(2004a), who also rank unknown faces based on their similar to known faces. There 
are a few crucial differences, however, between their system and ours. While we 
attempt to integrate the annotation tools naturally into the user interface, making 
them available to the user as they search and browse their photo collection, their 
system forces users to first enter a 'face-view mode' that is used for managing and 
annotating faces. We believe that by naturally integrating our annotation tools into 
the browsing and search interface users are more likely to use them. Also, their 
system does not allow users to 'reject' faces for a particular name. This means that 
if a face is similar to a particular name, then the system will always suggest the face 
for that name until it has been annotated with the correct name, unlike with our 
system. 
Other approaches to semi-automatic person-annotation create clusters of faces, 
which the user can then annotate in a batch manner (Cui et al., 2007; Suh and 
Bederson, 2007). These approaches force the user to firstly browse the face clusters 
before they can begin annotating faces, unlike our approach wKich naturally includes 
the annotation tools in the searching and browsing interface. Also, these approaches 
do not suggest names for unknown faces but rather they just group a set of faces 
to be annotated manually by the user. A possible combination of these approaches 
with our own approach could use our person classification techniques to suggest a 
name for a cluster of faces. 
4.3 User Interface for Person-Annotation 
In the previous section we introduced a model for semi-automatic person-annotation 
in personal photo collections. In this section we describe the implementation of 
this approach in the MediAssist system. Firstly, we describe the person-annotation 
tools available in the standard MediAssist system Then we introduce the enhanced 
version of the MediAssist system, which facilitates batch annotation of people in 
personal photo collections. 
4.3.1 Semi-Automatic Person-Annotation Interface 
The MediAssist system provides semi-automatic tools for annotating the names of 
individuals present in photographs. In Photo Detazl view in the MediAssist system, 
which is described in Chapter 3, the system can highlight all detected faces, a 
feature which is activated by clicking a 'highlight faces' button shown in Figure 
4.2 (a). When the user clicks this button a rectangle is drawn around all faces in 
the image (Figure 4.2 (b)). When the user moves the mouse over a face in Photo 
Detail view, the system will display the top-ranked name suggestion for that face, 
as shown in Figure 4.2 (c). If the top-ranked name suggestion is correct, then the 
user can confirm the suggestion, and annotate the face with the suggested name, 
by cllcking on the name or by clicking on the red 'confirm' Icon to the right of the 
name. 
If the top-ranked name suggestion for a face is not correct then the user can click 
on the 'show alternative names' button, to the rlght of the name and the 'confirm' 
icon. Clicking on this button prompts the system to display a shortlist of 10 name 
suggestions for this face, ranked in order of confidence, shown in Figure 4.2 (d) If 
the correct name is displayed in this hst then the user can click on the name to 
annotate the face with that name. Otherwise clicking the 'more' button will display 
the names of all known people in the user's photo collection (Figure 4.2 (e)). 
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Figure 4.2: Semi-Automatic person-annotation in the basic MediAssist system interface. 
If the name of the face to be annotated is not known to the system, then the user 
can annotate the face with a new name by clicking on the 'Label with New Name' 
button (Figure 4.2 (e)). The user will then be able to type a new name for this 
person and annotate the face with this new name. Once a face has been annotated 
with an identity, the 'confirm' Icon to the r~ght of the top name under the face 
changes colour from red to grey, indicating that it is no longer a name suggestion 
but a confirmed annotation, as can be seen by comparing Figure 4.2 (g) and Figure 
4.2 (c). 
When face is annotated and the annotation is stored in the annotation database 
the person search engine will subsequently analyse the image content and the cantext 
of the newly annotated face, and update the person search engine with this new 
information. 
4.3.2 Semi-Automatic Batch Person-Annotation Interface 
The previous section descr~bed the semi-automatic person-annotation tools found 
in the basic MediAssist system. In this section we describe an extension to the 
basic MediAssist system that facilitates semi-automatic batch annotation of people 
in personal photo collections. The proposed enhanced system suggests faces for a 
given person name at appropriate moments as users browse their photo collections. 
The display of the batch annotation suggestions in the interface is prompted by two 
different events. If the user searches for a specific person using the person search 
tools described in Chapter 3, the system displays photos or events containing this 
person. In addition, the system will also suggest additional faces that have not been 
annotated but are likely to correspond to the name being searched for, and will 
encourage the user to take a few moments to confirm or reject these suggestions 
The interface is shown in the top panel of Figure 4.3 (a), where it can be seen that 
the suggested annotations are clearly distinguishable from known annotations. 
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Figure 4.3: Semi-Automatic batch person-annotation in the enhanced MediAssist system interface. 
The second event that initiates batch annotation is when the user annotates a 
face in Photo Detail view using the tools described in the previous section and shown 
in Figure 4.2. Given that the user has just annotated a face with a person name, we 
make the assumpt~on that the user would be willing to invest a little more time in 
confirming some suggested additional annotations of the same person Accordingly, 
the system w~ll  suggest additional faces that are likely to be the same person, as 
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4.3 (a). 
Once batch person-annotation has been init~ated, whether by a person search 
or by a person-annotation, the same pop-up window is displayed to the user, and 
the user interaction within this pop-up window is the same for each case. The 
batch person-annotation pop-up window displays 20 suggested faces for the candi- 
date name. The system provides 3 types of icons which allow for confirmation of 
annotation suggestions: 
o A 'tick', or confirm icon. This icon confirms that a face suggestion is correct 
and corresponds to the candidate name, and clicking it causes the face to be 
annotated with the name. 
o An 'x', or reject icon. This rejects the face as corresponding to the candidate 
person, and clicking it causes a negative annotation to be applied to this face. 
The system still does not know the identity of this face, but the face will never 
be suggested for this name again, and the name will never be suggested for this 
face. The face may, however, be suggested during future system interaction, 
for different cand~date person names. 
a An 'Unknown' icon annotates the face as being an 'unknown' person, and the 
face will never be suggested for any other candidate person names. 
Each of these icons is to be found beside each face, and the colour of the icon 
indicates if it is active or not. If the icon is monochrome then it is not active and 
it does not apply to the photo If it is green or red it is active and applies to the 
photo. Only one icon at a time can be active with respect to a single photo. 
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To allow for efficient batch annotation confirmation, the interface also prov~des 
batch versions of each of these icons. These batch confirmation icons can be found at 
the top-centre of the batch annotation pop-up window, and clicking on one of them 
appl~es the appropriate label to all faces displayed. They can be seen in Figure 4.3, 
(b) and (c). So, for example, if all anuotation suggestions are correct, the user can 
cl~ck on the confirm all 'tick' icon and all faces will be labelled as correct, indicated 
by the colour of the 'tick' icon above each face changing its colour to green. This 
can be seen in Figure 4.3 (c). 
Quite often, however, not all of the name suggestions are correct. In the example 
in Figure 4.3, 15 of the 20 suggestions are correct. So, after a quick scan through the 
suggested faces, the user could decide to firstly label all faces as correct, and then 
adjust the 5 incorrect suggestions by using the 'x' and 'Unknown' icons. In Figure 
4.3 (d), 4 of the incorrect suggestions have been rejected using the 'x' icon. The 
other incorrect suggestion is an unknown person, so the user clicks the 'Unknown' 
icon under this face to label the face as unknown, as shown in Figure 4.3 (e). 
Once the user is happy that all of the suggested faces have been labelled correctly, 
then they can click on the 'Submit' button at the top-left of the batch annotation 
pop-up window, shown in Figure 4.3 (f). Cllcklng on this button submits all the 
annotations to the annotation database. The new annotations will be subsequently 
analysed by the person search engine. After this process, the system then presents 
another 20 face suggestions for the candidate name, starting another batch annota- 
tion iteration. The user can continue this process for as long as they wish, and when 
they would like to stop annotating they can click on the 'close' icon at the top-right 
of the batch person-annotation w~ndow (Figure 4.3 (b)). 
4.4 Summary 
We have proposed an approach to semi-automatic person-annotation in personal 
photo collections. The proposed approach facilitates batch person-annotation by 
using retrieval techniques to suggest faces for a given person name, and presents 
these suggestions to users at appropriate moments as they interact with their photo 
collections. 
We have also described the implementation of this approach in an enhanced 
version of the user interface of the MediAssist personal photo management system. 
In Chapter 7 we will evaluate the proposed approach by conducting experiments 
with users interacting with this enhanced user interface, annotating faces in their 
own personal photo collections. 
In the next chapter we will propose content-based and context-based approaches 
to person class~fication and person retrieval in personal photo collections, as it is 
these approaches which will enable the semi-automatic person-annotation approach 
proposed in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Proposed Approaches to Person 
Classification and Persona Retrieval 
In the previous chapter we proposed an approacll to semi-automatic person anno- 
tation which relies on a person search engine to perform automatic person classifi- 
cation and retrieval in order to suggest annotations to the user. In this chapter we 
will propose approaches to person classification and retrieval that will enable such 
semi-automatic annotation. 
For context-based person classification and retrieval, we propose a language 
model approach, which extends a previously proposed approach to person classi- 
fication. The extended approach allows person retrieval in addition to classification, 
and uses intricate smoothing techniques to improve the estimation of the probabil- 
ities for the language model. We also propose a nearest neighbour context-based 
approach, which classifies and retrieves people based on spatial and temporal dis- 
tances from annotated faces. We then propose a combined context-based approach 
which combines the results from individual context-based approaches 
For content-based person classification and retrieval, we propose novel face colour 
and image colour features, in addition to using face recognztzon and body patch fea- 
tures. We also propose a combined content-based approach which combines the 
results from all four of these features. 
We propose combining the results of these context-based and content-based per- 
son classification and retrieval techniques to give a combined approach to person 
classification and retrieval that makes direct use of both context and content 
All of the proposed approaches make the assumption that we have a personal 
photo collection which has been partially annotated in terms of the people present 
in the photos, as described in Chapter 4 
5.1 Context-based Language Modelling Approaches 
to Person Classification and Retrieval 
In this section we will outline a language modelling approach to information retrieval 
We will then show how this approach can be applied to context-bmed person classifi- 
cation and retrieval in personal photo collections. After that we describe techniques 
used to estimate the probabilities for a context-based language model for person 
classification and retrieval. 
5.1.1 Language Modelling in Information Retrieval 
A language model is a probability distribution that models the stochastic process 
behind the generation of a series of tokens in a language, such as words in text 
Language models have been successfully used in speech recognition, optical character 
recognition and machine translation (Manning and Schiitze, 1999). The probability 
of a sequence of terms can be expressed as: 
.. 
P(w1.. w,) = I-J P(?*IzIZU~. . . w,-l), (5 1) 
where w, is the zth term in the text sequence. In practice, different language models 
make different assumptions about independence between terms and use different 
estimation strategies to estimate the probabilities of individual terms. The simplest 
language model, the unigram model, assumes complete independence between terms 
and takes the form: 
This assumption of independence for the unigram model ignores the relationship 
between terms but, in spite of this hmitation, it has proven to be an effective model 
in practice. The model has the advantage that is simple and easily understood, and 
it is straightforward to estimate the parameters of a unigram model from sample 
data by counting the relative frequency of terms 
The use of language models in information retrieval was first proposed by Ponte 
and Croft (1998). In language modelling approaches to information retrieval, docu- 
ments are typically modelled using a multinomial unlgram model, where the prob- 
ability distribution of each underlying document is assumed to be a multinomial 
and the probability of a term is independent from other terms. A separate language 
model is created for each document in the collection and, given an information need 
in the form of a query, the query lzkelzhood for each document is calculated, which 
is the probability of the language model for that document creating the query: 
where q is the sequence of query terms and Md is the language model of the doc- 
ument. This q u e q  lzkelzhood can then be used to rank retrieved documents. This 
s~mple model, then, reduces the information retrieval task to the task of estimat- 
ing the probabilities of the individual terms for each document. We will discuss 
statistical estimation strategies in Section 5.1 3 below. 
A number of alternative approaches to ranking documents in language modelling 
information retrieval have been proposed. The document lzkelzhood approach creates 
a language model for the query and ranks documents based on the probability that 
the query created the document. The relatzve entropy approach represents both 
queries and documents as language models, and measures the amount of informa- 
tion needed to encode information from one probability distribution into the other 
probability distribution (Lafferty and Zhai, 2001) In addition to being used in text 
information retrieval, language models have also been used for multimedia informa- 
tion retrieval (Westerveld et al., 2003a; Mc Donald, 2005; Mc Donald and Smeaton, 
2005). 
5.1.2 Context-based Language Modelling for Person Classi- 
fication and Retrieval 
It is possible to use a simple and powerful language model approach to information 
retrieval for both person classification and person retr~eval in context-aware personal 
photo collections Just as we can view text documents and multimedia documents 
as being created by a stochastic process, it is also possible to view the creation of 
personal photos and the appearance of people in them in the same way. For the 
purposes of person classification and retrieval, we can view the vocabulary of the 
language model as being composed of all the people who can possibly appear in the 
user's photo collection. As each photo is captured by a user, a stochastic process 
determines which people will appear in the photo. Intuitively, we can understand 
this process as being determined by factors such as the people present at the time 
of photo capture, the location etc. 
As with text information retrieval, we create a language model for every photo, 
representing the probability of occurrence of each person who can appear in the 
user's collection. In practice, this vocabulary of people is restricted to all the people 
currently known to occur in the user's collection, based on the person annotations 
stored in the annotatzon database (see Chapter 4)  For person classification and 
retrieval, we are only interested in one person at a time In other words, a retrieval 
query will only have one term, namely the person we are searching for, instead of 
a number of terms, as in the general information retrieval scenario. For this reason 
we do not use to query lzkelzhood w~th  our approach, but rather we can use person 
lzkelzhood, instead, the probability of a specific person, given the language model 
where p is a specific person In this model we treat the photo, rather than a face 
within a photo, as a document. Since the contextual features of each face within a 
photo are the same, we use the language model of the photo to represent the person 
probabilities for each face in the photo. 
We use the standard mult~nomial unigram language model, while noting that this 
does not model the fact that the same person cannot appear more than once in the 
same photograph. In practice, we circumvent this problem in a post-processing step 
by filtering the classification results to remove the names of people already known to 
be in the photo, and filtering retrieval results to remove faces from the returned list 
if they occur in a photo known to contain the query person. The nearest neighbour 
approaches descr~bed in Section 5 2 also suffer from this limitat~on, and we also filter 
the results from nearest neighbour approaches in the same way The use of this and 
other filters is discussed in Section 4 2 2 in Chapter 4 
Person Classification with Language Models 
The language model approach calculates the probability of a specific person occur- 
ring for each photo. For person classlfication, the task i s  glven a specific face, return 
the name of the person corresponding to that face. Accordingly, in order to classify 
a face in a photo, the score for a specific person is the person's probability, glven 
the language model for that photo, P(plMd).  For classification the document d is 
fixed, and we rank all possible person names in order of decreasing person lzkelzhood, 
giving a ranked list of suggested names for the query face. 
Person Retrieval with Language Models 
Person retrieval with this model is very similar to person classification, and we again 
use person lzkelzhood to rank results For person retrieval, m the scenario where the 
query 1s for one specific person, the person is fixed, and we rank all documents 
according to the probability, P(plMd), of creating that person given the language 
model for the photo. 
The difference between person retrieval and person classzficatzon is that for re- 
trieval we use person lzkelzhood to rank candidate faces, given a specific person, 
whereas for the classification task we use the same score to rank candidate names, 
given a specific face. We also note that, although we propose a scenario where the 
system would only ever need to process single person queries, this retrieval model is 
essentially the same as ranking by query lzkelzhood, and the model could be used to 
support; queries for photos containing multiple people using Equation 5.3. 
5.1.3 Statistical Estimation 
The parameters of a language model for text retrieval can be estimated using the 
relative frequency of terms within each document. For example, if a document 
contains 1000 terms and the word photo occurs 10 times, the probability for that 
term in the document's language model would be estimated as 10/1000 = 0.01. In 
practice, sophisticated smoothing techniques are used to improve the accuracy of 
these probability estimates, as discussed below. 
For standard information retrieval we have an obvious way to estimate the pa- 
rameters of our language model using the relative frequency of terms within a doc- 
ument, as described above. How do we estimate the probabilities of specific people 
occurring in personal photo collections? What we do IS use the existlng annota- 
tions in a user's collection to estimate the probabilities of occurrence of each person 
within the context of a given photo. This approach has previously been proposed by 
Naarnan et a1 (2005), although they did not propose the approach in terms of a lan- 
guage model. They applied their approach to person classificat~on only and not to 
person retrieval. We extend their approach by associat;ing it with a language model, 
which gives us a well-understood model we can use for person retrzeval in addition 
to person classzficatzon In addition, by using this model we can make use of the 
Intricate smoothing techniques developed by the language modelling community to 
improve the estimates of the individual person probabihties. 
We will first outline how to estimate a user collection model for person occur- 
rence, and in the following subsections we will show how we can use the contextual 
metadata associated with personal photos to create language models for each photo. 
To estimate the probabilities for the language model for each photo, we make use of 
the context surrounding the photo There are a number of context-based features 
that we can use for this purpose, and we outline each of these in turn below. The 
user collectzon, temporal proxzmzty, spatzal proxzmzty and co-occurrence maximum 
likelihood language models described below essentially correspond to the estima- 
tors proposed by Naaman et al. (2005). After describing these, and our own Cyclzc 
Temporal Context language model, we describe proposed smoothing techniques that 
extend this approach by improving the probability estimates. 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Maxzmum lzkelzhood estzmatzon (MLE) is a simple statistical estimation technique 
that asslgns probabilites such that the maximum possible probability is assigned 
to the observed data (Fisher, 1922) Below we will outline a number of maximum 
likelihood estimator language models based on the context of photo capture. 
User Collection Language Model. A maximum likelihood estimate of the prob- 
ability of a person, p, given a user's collection, can be calculated as the relative 
frequency of annotations of that person in the user's collection: 
where C(p) is the number of annotated occurrences of person p and N is the number 
of annotations in the user's collection In the personal photo management scenario, 
all people known to occur in the user's photo collection will have a non-zero probabil- 
ity. This language model is a background model of the user's collection, as opposed 
to the other models below, which are specific to an individual photo and attempt to 
estimate probabilities for speclfic photos So for example, if we have 41 annotations 
in the users collection, 7 of which correspond to 'Neil', then the estimate for 'Neil' 
for the user collection language model is 7/41 = 0.171. This example is illustrated 
in Figure 5.1 on page 89. 
Temporal Proximity Photo Language Model. In order to estimate the proba- 
bilities of the language model for a particular photo we can use the relative frequency 
of that person withm a certain context of the photo. For the temporal proxzmzty 
photo language model we estimate these by considering the relative frequency of an- 
notations within a certain time window surrounding the t ~ m e  of photo capture, for 
example within 5 minutes of the time of photo capture, or within the same event. 
The maximum likelihood est~mate of the probability of person p given the temporal 
proximity of the photo is: 
where dtp(l) spec~fies a temporal proximity of length 1 around the photo d, TP(d,p,  1) 
is the number of annotations of person p in this temporal proximity, and TP(d, I) is 
the total number of annotations within this temporal proximity of d. The temporal 
proxim~ty used 1s spec~fied by the parameter 1 and its duration can vary. This 
can be a fixed size time window measured in seconds, which corresponds to a time 
window containing all annotations taken 1 seconds before and after photo capture. 
In the example in Figure 5.1 on page 89, if we specify a time window of 5 minutes, 
containing 4 annoations, none of which correspond to 'Neil', then the est~mate for 
Neil within this time window is 014 = 0. 
Alternatively, we can use the automatically detected event hierarchy to specify a 
temporal proximity window, using either events or a sub-events as detected using the 
approach described in Chapter 3 We will evaluate a number of different temporal 
proximity time windows, including events and sub-events, in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 
in Chapter 6. 
Spatial Proximity Photo Photo Model. We can also use the latitude and 
longitude co-ordinates of the location of photo capture to calculate the geographic 
distance between photos. The use of this feature is based on the assumption that 
certain people in personal photo collections tend to occur in certain places, for 
example in the town or city where they live. Based on this, we can also construct a 
spatzd proximzty photo language model, which estimates the parameters of a photo's 
language model based on the relative frequency of annotations within a certain 
spatial proxzmzty of the location of photo capture: 
where d,,(l) specifies a spatial proximity of size 1 around the photo d ,  SP(d,p,  l )  is 
the number of annotations of person p  in this spatial proximity, and SP(d, 1) is the 
total number of annotations within the temporal proximity of d. As with temporal 
proximity, the parameter 1 and its slze can refer to a fixed size radius around the 
point of photo capture or, alternatively, it can refer to all photos taken in a certain 
town, county or country, as determined by the gazetter in the MediAssist system 
(see Chapter 3). We will evaluate a number of different spat~al proximity windows 
in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 in Chapter 6. . 
Cyclic Temporal Context Photo Language Model An alternative time-based 
approach is to use the idea of temporal schemata, as described in Section 3.3.1 in 
Chapter 3. We refer to this approach as cyclzc temporal context and it is based on 
recurring temporal patterns such as the time of day, day of week and season of the 
year The justification for usmg these to estimate the parameters of a photo language 
model is that certain people may have a tendency to appear in photos taken at the 
weekend, for example, or in the evening. Again, we calculate a maximum likelihood 
estimate of the probabilities for this model in the same manner as before: 
where &(c) specifies a temporal context of type c around the photo d, CTC(d,p, c) 
is the number of annotations of person p in this temporal context, and CTC(d, c) is 
the total number of annotations within the temporal context. The cyclic temporal 
context is specified by the parameter c. We propose using the following cyclic 
tempo~al context features: hour of the day, day of the week, month, year, lzght status 
(day/night/dnsk/dawn) We also use two time of the day features called 2-hour slot 
and 4-hour slot. These divide the day into 2-hour and 4-hour time slots, beginning 
at 12:00 am, and consider each time window as a separate temporal context. As 
an example, using 4-hour slot, the 4-hour time window between 12:00 am and 04:OO 
am would be considered a separate temporal context. Although these Zhour and 
4-hour time slots are somewhat arbitrary, we evaluate them in order to determine 
how their performance compares to hour of the day, in order to see if such arbitrary 
time division can be useful. 
Co-occurrence Photo Language Model. It is also possible to model the social 
co-occurrence patterns of people in photo collections. That is, given that Nezl occurs 
in a particular photo or event, then we say that say a certain other person, Isabelle 
for example, is also likely to occur in the same photo or event because they tend to 
occur together. Naaman et al. (2005) propose a measure they call PeopleRank to  
model this. Since t h ~ s  measure creates a probability distribution across all people in 
the user's collection we can also create an estimate of the parameters of a language 
model using this feature. The maximum likelihood estimate of the probability of 
person p for the co-occurrence photo language model is: 
where d,,,,(t) specifies co-occurrence type t for photo d. The type of co-occurrence 
can either be event co-occurrence or photo co-occurrence. For photo co-occurrence, 
two people are considered to have a co-occurrence lznk if they are known to occur 
In the same photo. For event co-occurrence, two people are considered to have a 
co-occurrence link if they are known to occur in the same event. One could also 
imagne co-occurrence based on spatial or temporal proximity, for example, week 
co-occurrence if two people occur within a week of each other, or czty co-occurrence 
if they occur in the same city. In this work we only explore photo co-occurrence 
and event co-occurrence. CL(d, t) is the total number of co-occurrence links, across 
the user's entire collection, to any of the the people present in the current context 
(photo or event). CL(d,p,t) is the number of co-occurrence links from person p to 
any of the the people present in the current context. 
All photos in the same event will have the same event co-occurrence language 
model. All photos known to contain the same set of people will have the same photo 
co-occurrence language model 
Smoothing Techniques for Probability Estimation 
Maximum likelihood estimates are problematic for estimating probabilities because 
they do not deal well with sparse or missing data. In text-based information retrieval 
the problem manifests itself when a term is missing from a document, and is given 
a probabihty of zero. This means that the document's language model could never 
create that term, so the document would have a query lzkelzhood of 0 for any query 
containing that term. In language modelling for information retrieval, where a 
language model is created for each document, this problem is exacerbated because 
documents can be quite small and so are likely to be missing terms that are pertinent 
to the topic of the document. , , r 
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(a) 5-minute Smoothing Estimate P(Nei1) = A(0) + (1-A)0.171 
(b) Hierarchical Smoothing Estimate of P(Neil) = A1(0) + A2(0.133) + A3(0.171) 
Figure 5.1: Smoothing and Hierarchical Smoothing for temporal 
proximity language models. (a) 5-minute MLE estimate 
smoothed by the user collection estimate. (b) 5-minute 
estimate hierarchically smoothed by the 1 week estimate 
and the user collection estimate. 
with a background model, represented by the collection model, C: 
It is necessary to choose a suitable value for the parameter A, and it is customary 
to learn this value empirically using a test collection. 
Hierarchical Smoothing Techniques for Probability Estimation 
Westerveld et al. (2003b), working in the field of video retrieval, proposed a hi- 
erarchical smoothing technique for estimating term probabilities. A video can be 
understood as having a hierarchical structure, as it is composed of scenes, which 
are in turn composed of shots. With this in mind, they propose a hierarchical 
Jelinek-Mercer language model which takes advantage of this structure 
The parameters are subject to the constraint that Ashot + Ascene + Auld + Aco2 = 1, 
and are tuned on an appropriate collection. This model can be understood as being 
hierarchical because the maxlmum likelihood estlmate for a shot 1s first smoothed 
by the estimate for the scene that contams it, then by the vzdeo which contains 
the scene, and finally by the collectzon Hierarchical language models have also 
been proposed for other smoothing techniques (Me Donald, 2005; Mc Donald and 
Smeaton, 2005). 
We believe a similar hierarchical model can be applied to context-based photo 
language models. Temporal proximity, for example, can easily be structured hi- 
erarchically, with years composed of months, which are composed of days, which 
are composed of hours. We can also easily imagine a spatial proxlmity hierarchy 
constructed from cities, couilties and countries. We propose 3-layer hzerarchzcal 
smoothzng and 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng language models to exploit this hier- 
archy and improve the probability estimates of language models. We can define a 
3-layer hierarchical smoothing scheme for temporal proxim~ty, spatial proxlmity and 
co-occurrence language models as follows. 
where contextl is the most specific context in the hierarchy and contextz is a wider 
context This model assumes that the language models being combined are indepen- 

Work in the automatic organisation of personal photos, for example that of 
Pigeau and Gelgon (2005), automatically create hierarchies for the purpose for nav- 
igating and summarising photo collections Thls IS somewhat different from the hi- 
erarchies presented here, which are created to improve the probabilities of language 
models and are not intended to be used directly in the organisation of personal photo 
collections. Automatically created hierarchies such as those proposed by Pigeau and 
Gelgon (2005), however, could also be used in hierarchical language models where 
they could possibly even further improve the probability estimates. 
Combined Context Photo Language Model 
It is possible to use linear interpolation to combine temporal, spatial and co-occurence 
hierarchcial smoothing approaches to create a combined language model. We do not 
repeat the equation here because it is essentially the same as the equations for liu- 
ear interpolation smoothing given above (equations 5.10, 5.12 and 5.13). This will 
give us probability estimates based on all of the context-based features. We will 
evaluate a combined context photo language model based on temporal proximity, 
spatial proximity and co-occurrence hierarchical smoothing language models. Be- 
cause location information is not currently available from all photo capture devices, 
we also combine temporal proximity and co-ccurrence hierarchical smoothing lan- 
guage models, to evaluate the performance of context features without using location 
information. 
5.2 Context-based and Content-based Nearest Neigh- 
bour Approaches to Person Classification and 
Retrieval 
An alternative approach to context-based person classification and retrieval is to 
use the "distance" between annotated faces and unannotated candidate faces. We 
propose to apply standard nearest nezghbour classification techniques (Duda et al., 
2000) to context-based person classification and retrieval We outline below how this 
approach can be applied to both person class~fication and person retrieval Then 
we describe the context-based features and distance measures used for a context- 
based nearest neighbour approach, before describing the content-based features and 
distance measures used for a content-based nearest neighbour approach. 
5.2.1 Nearest Neighbour Classification 
The nearest neighbour approach to classification assigns a test point to the class of 
the closest labelled point to the test point (Duda et al., 2000) In our classificatlon 
task we are interested in ranking suggested person names, given a specific face, 
instead of simply assigning it to a single class. We can do this by ranking person 
names based on their distance from the query face. In practice, there are numerous 
annotated occurrences of each candidate name, so the score assigned to a name, 
given a face, is the minimum of these. Let b = {bl . . . b,) be the set of all faces 
known to contain person p. The nearest neighbour score, NN,,,,(a,p), for person 
p and face a ,  is: 
NNsme(a,p) = min;D(a, b,)]. (5.14) 
D(a, b,) is a function which returns the dlstance between a and b,. We will specify 
different nearest neighbour approaches by defining different distance measures be- 
tween two faces For nearest neighbour person class~fication, we will rank candidate 
names in increasing order of this nearest neighbour score. We will also use this score 
when we combine context-based nearest neighbour classificatlon wlth content-based 
nearest neighbour classification, as described in Section 5.3 3 
5.2.2 Nearest Neighbour Retrieval 
In order to apply the nearest neighbour approach to retrieval, we give each un- 
annotated face a score, given a query for person p, based on the dlstance from 
Occurmnces of 'Isabelle' 
- 
lhour lmrel 
Nearest Nelghbour Swm for Neil = 1 wmk = 604,900 recondr 
Nearest Nelghbour Score for Isabelle = 1 hour = 3,600 8econds 
5.2: Nearest Neighbour classification using temporal proxim- 
ity. The nearest neighbour score for a person is the min- 
imum distance from the candidate to that person. 
the candidate face and the nearest known occurrence of p. In the retrieval context 
however, we rank suggested faces based on their minimum distance from a given 
person name, calculated using Equation 5.14, rather than ranking names given a 
face as in the classification scenario. So, for example, nearest neighbour temporal 
proximity retrieval will rank all unannotated faces based on the temporal distance, 
in seconds, between each unannotated face and a known occurrence of the query 
person. 
5.2.3 Context-based Approaches 
Nearest neighbour approaches rely on a measure of distance, which restricts its 
use, in terms of context-based features, to temporal proximity and spatial proximity 
context-based features. Below, we define distance measures for temporal and spatial 
proximity. Using these temporal and geographic distance measures shown below 
allows us to use two separate context-based nearest neighbour approaches to person 
classification and retrieval. 
Temporal Proximity Distance 
For temporal distance between two faces, we slmply measure the absolute differ- 
ence in seconds between the capture times of the photos containing the faces. The 
temporal distance in seconds, DT between photo A and photo B is: 
For example, if the temporally closest occurrence of 'Neil' to a candidate face is 
1 week away then the score for 'Neil' for this face is 1 week or 604,800 seconds. This 
example is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
Spatial  Proximity Distance 
We can measure the geographic distance, DG, between two photos, A and 11, using 
the following formula (Longley et al., 2001): 
DG(A, B) = R (arccos [sin(lata) sin(1atB) + cos(latA) cos(1at~) C O S ( ~ O ~ % ~  - Lona)]) 
(5.16) 
Thls equation assumes that the earth is a perfect sphere of radius R, in the u n ~ t  
of measurement we wish to use. In our implementation, we use kilometers, so 
R = 6378.7. L a t ~  and l o n ~  are the latitude and longitude, respectively, of photo A, 
while latb: and lone are the latltude and longitude of photo 11. 
5.2.4 Content-based Approaches 
It is also posslble to use nearest ne~ghbour classification and retrieval with content- 
based features, extracted based on analysis of the visual image content of the photo. 
In the sections below we outline the features that we propose to use wlth this 
approach, followed by the distance measure that we will use. 
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Figure 5.3: Content-based features for person classification and 
recognition. 
Content-based Features 
In this section we describe the content-based features that we use for person clas- 
sification and retrieval, shown in Figure 5.3. In Section 3.4.1 we described the face 
detection approach used in the MediAssist system. Once faces have been detected 
in photos we can then analyse the visual image content of the face region and other 
regions in the photo-image to facilitate contenbbased person classification and re- 
trieval. We outline below the 4 content-based features that we use for content-based 
person classification and retrieval. Work on the extraction of face recogaztion and 
body patch features was carried out by colleagues working on the MediAssist project. 
The face colour and image colourfeatures are proposed as novel features for the task 
of person classification and retrieval in personal photo collections. 
Face Recognition Feature. Face recognition is the traditional approach to iden- 
tifying people in images and video, and works by creating a model for the face of 
each person in the database. The face recognition approach used in this work first 
analyses each face to determine the location of the eyes. This allows us to position, 
scale and rotate the face to create a normalised face image, which is then used for 
extracting facial features for recognition. The eyes are located using principal com- 
ponent analysis (PCA) projections of candidate eye regloks, similarly to Talmi and 
Liu (1999). A numbei of candidate eye regions are exam~ned, and the region which is 
closest to the centre of the PCA eigeneye subspace is regarded as contaming true eye 
, , 
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vector for e@ry face. We ,- . use.M@hattan.distance, also known:as L1 distance (Duda 
et al., 2000), to calculate the distance between two feature vectors, A and B: 
~ L I ( A ,  B )  = la, - b,l. (5 17) 
Z 
To use these content-based features for nearest neighbour person classification and 
retrieval, we substitute this distance measure, uslng the feature vector for a given 
feature, into Equation 5 14 
As we are primarily interested in the relative performance of different features 
for person classificastion and retrieval, and in improvements to be gained from com- 
bining these features, we do not explore alternative distance measures or, indeed, 
alternative colour representations for colour-based features, in this work. Manhattan 
distance, however, has been shown to glve good results for general video retrieval, 
performing much better than Euclidean distance, for example (Me Donald, 2005; 
Mc Donald and Smeaton, 2005). 
The body patch, face colour and image colour features all make the assumption that 
they will be used in a highly constrained environment, such as within an event, in 
order to be useful for face classification and retrieval. Accordingly, to take advantage 
of this assumption, we filter by event when using content-based features. The euent- 
filtered content-based approaches only compare candidates with known annotations 
within the same event. We use a variation of equation 5.14 to calculate an event- 
filtered nearest neighbour score, replacing the set b of all faces known to contain 
person p with the set c of all faces within the same event as face a known to contain 
person p: 
NN,,,,(a, P) = min[D(a, G)] .  (5.18) 
For classification, the event-filtered content-based approaches can only suggest names 
already known to occur in the event, and for retrieval the event-filtered approaches 
will only suggest faces from events known to contain the query person. We will 
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Figure 5.4: Combining individual context-based and content-based 
approaches to person classification and retrieval. 
compare the performance of this event-filtered approach with an approach which is 
unfiltered, or filtered by the user's entire collection, and for this reason we call it 
user-filtered. 
5.3 Combined Approaches to Person Classifica- 
tion and Retrieval 
We will investigate fusion techniques to  combine the results of various context-based 
approaches to person classification and retrieval, various content-based approaches, 
and finally we will combine context-based and content-based approaches. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5.4. We use simple fusion approaches originally developed to  
combine the results of multiple text search engines, and which have been previously 
evaluated by Fox and Shaw (1994) and Lee (1997). We will use the CombSum fusion 
technique, which works well in both studies. CombSvna works by simply summing 
the normalised scores from each system. We will also use a Weighted CombSum 
approach, which multiplies the normalised score from each system by a weight before 
summing. Because each system outputs scores with a different range of values, it  
is necessary to normalise them so that their scores fall within the same range. We 
normalise the scores from each individual approach as follows (Lee, 1997): 
scorep - score,,, 
nscore - 
- score,,, - scoremzn' 
where score, refers to the score for person p in the classification scenario, and to 
the score for face p retrieval scenario. T h ~ s  normalisation strategy, then, simply sets 
the maximum score to 1, the minimum score to 0, and adjusts all other scores to 
fall between 0 and 1. 
5.3.1 Combined Context-based Classification and Retrieval 
For combined context-based approaches we will combine approaches based on tem- 
poral proxzmzty, spatzal proxzmzty and co-occurrence features. 
Combined Context-based Nearest Neighbour Classification and  Retrieval 
For combined context-based nearest neighbour classificat~on and retrieval we com- 
bine temporal proxzmity and spatzal proximzty context-based approaches. The distn- 
bution of scores for context-based nearest nezghbour approaches is skewed, with, for 
example, some photos separated by seconds and others separated months or years. 
Before combining, if we normalise using equation 5 19, then small differences in the 
order of seconds or minutes will be rendered ms~gnificant by the normalisation pro- 
cess For example, if the minimum distance is 10 seconds, and the maximum is 1 
year (31,536,000 seconds) we will normallse by dividlng by the difference between 
these values. If we divide by 31,535,990 then the difference between 20 seconds and 
30 seconds, for example, will be rendered insignificant This will affect combined 
results using context-based nearest nezghbour approaches. Also, it should be intu- 
itlvely clear that the difference between two short time intervals, 1 day and 2 days 
for example, is not a s  important, in terms of identity classification, as the differ- 
ence between two larger time intervals, 11 months and 12 months for example. To 
counteract this we can can take the log of the temporal proxzmzty nearest nezghbowr 
and spatzal prommity nearest nezghbour distances before normalising and combining 
them with other approaches In Chapter 6 we will compare combined context-based 
nearest neighbour approaches which use the raw temporal proximity and spatial 
proxim~ty distance with approaches that use the log of the distance. 
Combined Context-based Language Model 
In Section 5.1.3 we described how it is possible to use hncar interpolation to create 
a combined context-based approach to estimating the probability of a person given 
a specific photo. This language model takes a different approach to combination 
than that used for nearest neighbour approaches, and no normalisation is carried 
out on the scores as they represent probabilities in this approach We treat this 
language model as a combined approach to facilitate comparison with combmed 
nearest neighbour approaches. 
5.3.2 Combined Content-based Classification and Retrieval 
For combined content-based approaches we investigate whether it is possible, using 
simple fuslon techniques, to improve content-based classification and retrieval by 
combining the results of the 4 content-based features that we use. Again, we use 
that standard CombSum and Wezghted CombSum approaches. 
For combined content-based approaches we also compare user-filtered and event- 
filtered combined approaches to examine whether the difference between these ap- 
proaches is consistent wlth the d~fference between ,user-filtered and e,uent,fiztered 
individual approaches. 
5.3.3 Combined Context-based and Content-based Classifi- 
cation and Retrieval 
We again use CombSum and Wezghted CombSum to combine context-based person 
classification and retrieval approaches with content-based approaches When we 
combine the probabilistic language model approaches with distance-based coutent- 
based approaches it is necessary to carry out some pre-processing on the data. This 
is because, with the language model approach, a higher score indicates higher con- 
fidence. With content-based approaches, a lower score indicates hlgher confidence. 
In order to make the two approaches compatible, we simply subtract the language 
model probability from 1. This changes the score from being the probability of a 
person to being the the probability of 'not the person', making it compatible with 
the distance-based content-based approaches. 
For combined context-based and content-based approaches we will also evaluate 
whether user-filtered or event-filtered content-based approaches work best in combi- 
nation with context-based approaches. Although we expect event-filtered content- 
based approaches to outperform user-filtered content-based approaches, it 1s pos- 
sible that thls difference will be lost when we combine them wit,h context-based 
approaches. This is because the event-filtered approaches already male indirect 
use of context, making the context-based information somewhat redundant when 
we combine event-filtered content-based approaches with context-based approaches 
The user-filtered approaches are not context-aware, on the other hand, and we would 
expect them to benefit more from the new context information. 
In cases where the best content-based or context-based approach is an individ- 
ual, rather than a combined, approach, then we will use the individual run in the 
combination of context and content. For example, thls means that we might use 
body patch and combzned context as a combined context-based and content-based 
approach. 
5.4 Photo-level vs. Face Region-level Classifica- 
tion and Retrieval 
SO far in this chapter we have assumed that the user wishes to annotate the people 
in their collection at the level of the face region. In other words an annotation is 
associated with a face region within a photo. This means that the class~fication and 
retrieval approaches that we propose all work at the granularity of the face region. 
The person classification approaches proposed, given a face, will suggest a list of 
names, and the person retrieval approaches will suggest a list of faces, given a name 
An alternative approach could allow the user to annotate at the level of the 
photo, associating an annotation wlth a photo rather than a face region within the 
photo. Person classificatlon and retrieval systems to support this type of annotation 
would no longer need to return face region-level results but could instead return 
photo-level results, as the user would only be interested in annotating at that level. 
So, for person classificat~on, such a system would take a photo rather than a face as 
input, and return a list of suggested names for that photo. For retrieval, the system 
would return a list of suggested images, given a query name Such systems, though, 
could not make use of face-reglon level features such as face recognition and body 
patch, as the system would not have knowledge of names for each face. 
Such photo-level classification is naturally supported by the approaches described 
In this chapter. For context-based features, for example, the score for each face is 
taken from photo-level features. The same score can be used to rank photos rather 
than faces, and we can use this photo-level score for photo-level classification and 
retrieval. If we wish to use region-level features for photo-level class~fication and 
retrieval, then for each person name or face to be ranked we can use the mimmum 
score (assuming we are using a distance measure) for that person or face as the 
photo-level score. As noted above, however, we would not expect such a system to 
have region-level features available to it. 
In our evaluation of classification and retrieval, we will In general evaluate the 
accuracy of approaches that use photo-level features at the level of the photo, and we 
will evaluate the accuracy of region-level approaches (face recognition, body patch, 
face colour) at the level of the face region To enable comparison with photo-level 
approaches we will evaluate, region-based.approaches .at the level of the photo in 
, . 
addition to evaluatinglhem &,,the le"e1 df the face..regi$n. 
. , 
In this chapter we have proposed a number of context-based approaches to person 
classification and person retrieval in pe'rson$ photo 'collections. For context-based 
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7 we conduct user experiments wlth a system powered by these person classificat~on 
and retrieval techniques. 
Chapter 6 
Evaluation of Context-Aware 
Person Classification and Retrieval 
In this chapter we evaluate automatic person classification and retrleval in partially 
annotated, context-aware personal photograph collections. We evaluate the use of 
contextual features such as temporal proximity, spatial proximity and co-occurrence 
for person classification and retrieval. We also explore the use of cycllc temporal 
context, such as the day of the week, as distinct from temporal proximity. We 
compare the proposed nearest neighbour classlficat~on and retrleval to the proposed 
language model approaches. 
We then evaluate content-based approaches, based on analysis of the image con- 
tent of photos. We evaluate content-based approaches using four different features: 
face recognition, face colour, body patch and Image colour. 
Finally, we evaluate techmques for combining both content-based and context- 
based features, show~ng how combining the two can improve performance compared 
with using either in isolation 
Throughout this chapter, for brevity we well refer to maximum likelihood esti- 
mate (MLE) language models, smoothing language models, and hierarchical smooth- 
ing language models as MLE, smoothing and hierarchical smoothing respectively. 
Table 6.1: Statistics for the presence of faces in the collections of all 
users included in evaluation. User labels are consistent 
with Table 3.1. The total number of d~stinct people is 
not equal to the sum across all users: this is because some 
people are present in multiple collections (the number in 
brackets is the sum across all users). 
User 
6.1 Test Collection 
The MediAssist personal photo archive, described in Sectlon 3 2 in Chapter 3, con- 
tains 23,774 photos from 29 users. Of these, 9 users have collections that we consider 
suitable for evaluation of automatic person classlficatlon and retrieval approaches 
We consider other users' collections unsuitable because they do not contain enough 
known people. 
As the focus of this evaluation is on person classification and retrieval we do not 
want the effect of imperfect face detection to add noise to our results Accordingly, 
the author of this thesis manually annotated the presence of all faces in the collection, 
which effectively assumes that our system has perfect face detection This gives us 
a richer set of faces for evaluation, and allows our evaluation to focus exclusively 
on person classification and retrieval, rather than having to cope with nolse from 
incorrectly detected faces. After manually annotating the presence of all faces in 
Total 
Photos 
the 9 test collections the author consulted each of the users to elicit names for these 
Faces Retrieval 
Queries 
Known 
Faces 
Photos 
With 
Faces 
Photos 
With 
Known 
Distinct 
People 
manually annotated faces. Based on these consultit~ons, the author then manually 
annotated the names of all of thk faces in these 9 user collections, and it was this 
annotation that was used as a ground truth for evaluation. 
," , . 
, . 
Table 6.1 summarises the 9 personal photo collections used in the evaluation 
in this chapter. Theie 9 user kollectiorii cd:ntkin'a;tbt~l''~f 18,958 photos, 5,414 of 
which contain faces. These contain , ., , a.tota1 of 10,881 faces, of which 8,847 are faces 
. , 
of known people. There are an average of over 55 distinct known people per ,user 
8 , , 
collection. 
As discussed in Section 3.2,' ye  bklieve th i t  tlne MediAssist photo archive is 
broadly representative , , of personal photo collections as we requested that the users 
give us any personal photos -that they were willing give give, without preselecting 
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6.2 Experimental Methodology 
6.2.1 User Annotation Model 
We use a simple approach to modelling the user annotation process, essentially as- 
suming that the user annotates all identities in their collections, including unknown 
people, in a random order. To model this our system creates a random partition of 
all annotations into training and test sets, modelling the situation where the user 
has 50% of their collection randomly annotated. All of the results reported in this 
chapter use this model of user annotation. We include annotation for unknown peo- 
ple because our interactive system also encourages the user to label unknown faces 
as 'unknown', as described in Chapter 4. We encourage users to label unknown faces 
because t h ~ s  information can be used by our retrieval system to filter the results of 
queries for people, since faces labelled as 'unknown' cannot be relevant to queries 
for specific individuals Our results from interactive user experiments in Chapter 
7 will show that, glven the appropnate user interface, users can be encouraged to 
annotate unknown people in their personal photo collections. 
6.2.2 Evaluation Measures 
In this sectlon we outline the evaluation measures used for person classification and 
person retrieval. 
Evaluation Measure for Person Classification 
The person classification task takes a face as input and returns a candidate list of 
suggested names for this face as output, as descnbed in Chaper 4. The assumption 
is that the user will be satisfied if the correct ldentlty is present towards the top of 
this list. Chen et al. (2003b) propose a measure called H-hzt rate to evaluate this 
scenario. This measure takes a list of H suggested names for a given face, and if the 
correct name is present in this list then this is considered a 'hit'. The H-hzt rate 1s 
simply the proportion of H-hits within the collection. If F is the set of known faces 
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to be evaluated, and N is the number of elements in this set, then: 
where h z t ~ ( f )  is 1 i f f  is present in the list of H suggested names, and 0 otherwise. 
We follow Naaman et al. (2005) by using a value of 5 for H in our evaluation. 
We believe that this is a reasonable size for a list of name suggestions to return 
to a user, although we recognise that user trials would be needed to determine the 
optimum length of a suggestion list. 
Photo-level v s  Face Region-level Evaluation. The evaluation of person clas- 
s~ficat~on is carried out at the face region-level, meaning that we are concerned wlth 
classifying faces, and a face label is a hit if it correctly labels a spec~fic face region 
An alternative would be photo-level classification, where the task would be to cor- 
rectly identify people occurring in a photo, rather than to label specific faces wlthin 
a photo, which could be considered suitable if we are usmg photo-level features. 
We note here that, if we were to use photo-level evaluation to evaluate approaches 
based on photo-level features (e g context-based approaches), then the results will 
actually be the same as if we have used face region-level evaluation This is be- 
cause, with these systems, all unannotated faces in the same photo will have the 
same classification results. a face region-level evaluation will count how many of 
these faces are correctly claswfied, whlle a photo-level evaluation, uslng H-hzt rate, 
will count, out of the top h name suggestions, how many are actually in the photo. 
Accordingly, while we restrict our evaluation of person classification to face region 
based evaluation, for the photo-level approaches the evaluation measure can also be 
understood as a measure of photo-level accuracy. 
Evaluation Measures for Person Retrieval 
For the person retrieval task, the system takes a query for a given person and 
returns a ranked list of photos, or face regions within photos, that should contain 
the query person. It is essentially an information retrieval task, with the information 
need corresponding to photos or face regions of a specified person Prec~slon and 
Recall are the traditional measures used in information retrieval. Precision is the 
proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant Recall is the proportion of 
relevant documents that are retrieved. These measures must be reported together 
because a result set giving a high precision could have low recall, and vice versa, so 
it is the combination of precision and recall that is important. 
Precision at document cut-off is a single-valued measure of retrieval performance 
with Preczszon at X equal to the precision after X documents have been retrieved. 
Because our system encourages users to find relevant documents towards the top of 
the result set for the purposes of confirming annotations, and because many queries 
have less than 30 relevant documents, we use Preczszon at 10, 20 and 30 (P10, P20 
and P30) in our evaluation. 
Average Preczszon is another single-valued measure of the effectiveness of a te- 
trieval run. It is the average of the precision when each relevant document is found 
in the ranked list. Non-retrieved relevant documents are given a precision of zero. 
Mean Average Preczszon (MAP) is used to measure performance over a number of 
queries, and is calculated by avera,ging the Average Preczszon for each query. 
Photo-level Evaluation. For the context-based approaches we evaluate MAP 
and Preczszon at 10, 20 and 30. We evaluate at the photo level, considering a 
photo to be our unit of retrieval, with a photo labelled as relevant; if it contains the 
query person. For a context-only system we believe that photo-level annotation and 
retrieval is sufficient, since all faces in an image have the same context and a user 
should be happy if an image is returned in response to a query, with little added 
incentive to specify the region within the image containing the person. 
Face-Region level  valuation. For conteiit-based approaches, regional infor- 
mation within the photo-image about the face and , ,  body , patch are required. As 
previously described in Chapter 6, the system needs to know the location of a face 
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6.2.4 Statistical Tests 
Since we calculate our evaluation measures for each user, and then average over 
users, it is quite possible that outlier results from a minority of users, caused by 
chance, could bias the results. For this reason it is necessary to perform statistical 
tests, which test the hypothesis that two results are s~gnlficantly d~fferent o the null 
hypothesis that the d~fference between the results is due to chance. Statistical tests 
are run at a spec~fied significance level, which is the probability that the difference 
between the two runs is due to chance. For example, if a test is deemed s~gn~ficant at 
a significance level of 0 05, it means that, according to the test, there is a probability 
of 0.05 that the difference a due to chance, or that we are 95% confident that there 
is a significant difference between the runs. 
In this them we use randomization testing (Kempthorne and Doerfler, 1969) to 
test for statistical significance. The input into the tests are the H-hzt rate, MAP, P10, 
P20 or P90 results for each user for the runs to be compared, so we are effectively 
testing if the differences between runs are consistent across users, or if they are due 
to chance variations between users. We test at two d~fferent significance levels, 0 05 
and 0 01 If a run 1s better than another run at a sign~ficance level of 0.05 we will 
say it is szgnzficant If a run is better than another run at  a significance level of 0 01 
then we will say it is hzghly szgnzficant. 
6.3 Outline of Experiments 
In this section we will give an outhne of the evaluation results reported in thls 
chapter. 
Context-based Person Classification Exper iments  
In Section 6 4 1 we will evaluate context-based approaches to person classification. 
We firstly evaluate the Impact of smoothing approaches for statistical estimation and 
how they improve performance compared with MLE. These results are shown for 
temporal proxlmity in Figure 6.1 on page 122, for spatial proximity in Figure 6.2 on 
page 123, for co-occurrence in Figure 6.3 on page 124 and for cyclic temporal context 
in Figure 6.4 on page 125 From these figures we can compare the performance of 
d~fferent spatial and temporal windows for spat~al and temporal proximity. In addl- 
tion, we compare the results from fixed time windows with those from automatically 
detected events and sub-events. 
In F~gures 6.5 and 6 6 on pages 128 and 129 we look at the improvements to be 
gained from 3-layer hierarchical smoothing techniques for spatial proximity, tempo- 
ral proximity and co-occurence features, comparing each with the best-performing 
smoothing run, and comparing the performance of different h~erarchical structures. 
Then In Figure 6.7 on page 130 we compare the best MLE, smoothing, 3-layer hler- 
arch'ical smoothing and 4-layer hierarchical smoothing approaches with the nearest 
neighbour approach for both the spatial proximity and temporal proximity features. 
In Figure 6.7 we also compare hierarchical smoothing results using spatial proxlmity 
with the results using temporal proximity, to determine which is the best feature 
for person classification. 
Context-based Person Retrieval Experiments 
In Section 6.4.2 we evaluate context-based approaches to person retrieval as opposed 
to person classification. In Flgures 6.8 and 6.9 on pages 134 and 135 we examine the 
improvements to gained from smoothing compared with MLE for temporal proxim- 
ity, spatial proximity and co-occurrence using the MAP evaluation measure, and we 
compare this improvement to the improvement gamed in the classification scenario. 
In Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13, on pages 136, 138, 139 and 139, we examine 
the retneval results for temporal proximity, spatial proximity, co-occurrence and 
cyclic temporal context smoothing approaches for the evaluation measures MAP, 
P10, P20 and P30. We compare the relative performance of different system variants 
for each evaluation measure, in particular noting that approaches that work well for 
MAP are not always the best-performing approaches for P10. 
In Figures 6.14 and 6 15 on pages 142 and 143 we examine 3-layer hierarchical 
smoothing results for person retrieval, noting a similar improvement to that found 
In the classification scenario. Tbe results for 4-layer hierarchical smoothing in addl- 
tion to those for nearest neighbour retrieval are examined in Figures 6.17 and 6.18 
on pages 145 and 146 They show an improvement over 3-layer hierarchical and 
confirm the strong performance of temporal proximity nearest neighbour shown for 
the person classification scenario. These figures also allow us to compare the rela- 
tlve performance of temporal proximity and spatial proximity, confirming the better 
performance of temporal proximity. 
Content-based Person Classification Exper iments  
In Section 6 5.1 we evaluate content-based approaches to  person classification. In 
Figure 6.19 on page 149 we examine the 5-hlt rate for each of the 4 content-based 
features used: image colour, body patch, face recognition and face colour. We 
compare the performance of user-filtered and event-ftilered approaches, wlth user 
collectron MLEand event MLElanguage models used as a baseline. In Figure 6.20 on 
page 150 we take a closer look at the event-filtered content-based results, comparing 
the H-hzt rate performance of each of the content-based features for various values 
of H, showing that while body patch is the best-performing feature for 1-hzt rate, 
image colour is the best feature for 5-hzt rate. 
Content-based Retrieval Experiments 
We then, in Section 6.5.2, examine the performance of content-based features for 
person retrieval. In Figure 6.21 on page 154 we examine the content-based re- 
sults for the photo-level retrieval scenario, where the task is to retrieve a photo 
contammg the query person. We show that,  for this scenario, the best-performing 
user-filtered feature is image colour, whlle the best-performmg event-filtered fea- 
ture 1s body patch, with event-filtering outperforming user-filtering In Figure 6 22 
on page 155 we present the content-based retrieval results for the face region-level 
retrieval scenario, where the task is to retrieve a face region corresponding to the 
query person Again, the best-performing user-filtered feature is image colour and 
the best-performing event-filtered feature is body patch, and event-filtering outper- 
forms user-filtering. 
Combined Context-based and Content-based Classification Experiments 
In Section 6 6.1 we evaluate combined approaches to person classification 
Combined Contezt Classification. We firstly evaluate comb~ned context-based 
approaches, which combine the results of various context-based features. In Figure 
6 23 on page 159 we evaluate combined approaches based on language models with 
combined approaches based on nearest neighbour. In each case we compare the 
relative performance of unweighted and weighted combinations to determine if it is 
necessary to learn combination weights to achieve an improvement. We show that 
the while weights are necessary when combining language models, it is possible to 
achieve improved performance with an nnweighted combination of nearest neighbour 
approaches. For hierarchical language models we also evaluate a combined approach 
that does not use location information in order to determine how well context-based 
classification can perform if location lnformat~on is not available 
Combined Content Classification. We then evaluate combined content-based 
approaches to person classification, which combine the results from each of the 4 
content-based features that we use. In Figure 6.24 (a) and (b) on page 161 we 
compare t,he performance of combined content-based classification approaches, both 
for user-filtering and event-filtering, showlng the improvement given if we combine 
features. We also compare the performance of weighted and unweighted combina- 
tion approaches, showing that for content-based classification there is little benefit 
to be gained from learning combination weights. In Figure 6.25 on page 162 we 
compare user-filered and event-filtered combined content-based approaches, show- 
ing that while event-filtering performs slightly better for 1-hzt rate user-filtering 
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performs better for 5-hzt rate 
Combined Context and Content Classification. After evaluating combined 
context-based classification and combined content-based classification, we then eval- 
uate classification based on a combination of context and content In Figure 6.26 on 
page 165 we evaluate comblned approaches that use language models as the context- 
based approach. For the language model approaches we only evaluate welghted 
approaches, as we previously showed that unweighted combination is ineffective for 
language models. We also compare the results of combined approaches that use user- 
filtered content-based approaches wlth those that use event-filtered content-based 
approaches, shovvlng that if we use event-filered content-based approaches the com- 
bination is better. In this figure we also evaluate combined approaches based on the 
use of image colour only as the content-based feature to evaluate the performance 
that is achievable without region-level features 
Figure 6.27 on page 166 evaluates the performance of combined approaches which 
use nearest nelghbour as the context-based approach, and m thls figure we also evalu- 
ate unweighted combined context-based and content-based approaches, showing that 
it is not necessary to learn weights to improve performance by combining context 
and content. 
In Figure 6.28 on page 167 we compare the H-hzt rate, for various values of H, 
of combined context-based, combined content-based and combined context-based 
and content-based approaches to person classlficat~on, in each case also comparing 
the performance of the best unweighted and the best weighted approach, showing 
that content-based approaches perform better than context-based approaches for 
1-hzt rate while context-based approaches perform better for 5-hzt rate. Combined 
context-based and content-based approaches outperform context-only and content- 
only approaches for all values of H, with llttle difference between weighted and 
unweighted approaches that combine context and content. 
Combined Context-based and  Content-based Retrieval Experiments 
In Section 6.6.2 we evaluate combined approaches to person retrieval 
Combined Context Retrieval. Combined context-based retrieval approaches 
are evaluated in Figure 6.29 on page 171 As with the classification scenario, com- 
bined approaches based on language models are compared with those based on 
nearest neighbour, and we again show that we can Improve performance with un- 
weighted combined nearest neighbour approaches We also evaluate the performance 
of combined approaches without the location information. 
Combined Content Retrieval. In Figure 6 30 on page 174 we show combined 
content-based results for the photo retrieval scenario. We compare the results given 
by user-filtering wlth those given by event-filtering, showing that event-filering per- 
forms better for person retrieval for all evaluation measures We also show that 
unweighted combined approaches improve performance compared with individual 
approaches. In Figure 6.31 on page 175 we evaluate combined content-based ap- 
proach for the face region retrieval scenario, showing similar results to the photo 
retrieval scenario. 
Combined Context and Content Retrieval. Finally, in Figures 6.32 and 6.33 
on pages 178 and 179 we evaluate approaches to person retrieval based on the 
use of both context and content, for the photo retrieval and face region retrieval 
scenarios. We again compare weighted approaches with unweighted approaches, 
and we compare approaches which use location information with those that do not 
use location information. We show that for the retrieval scenario, in addition to 
the classification scenario, unwelghted nearest nelghbour combinations of context 
and content improve performance. We also compare the best photo-level retrieval 
results based on photo-level features with the best face-region level results based on 
reglon-level features in order to determine if there is any real benefit in annotating 
at the reglon level, and we show that there is little real difference between the two. 
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6.4 Evaluation of Context-based Approaches to 
Person Classification and Retrieval 
6.4.1 Context-based Person Classification 
For the evaluation of person classification, we evaluate all faces of known people 
In the training set. There are a total of 8,847 known faces across all 9 collections, 
which IS an average of 983 known faces per collection. The test partition contains 
half of these faces: approximately 4,400 faces over 9 collections, an average of over 
480 faces per collection to be evaluated. 
For our evaluation of person class~fication, the weights for all language model 
smoothing approaches are learned on the test set by optimlsing the evaluation cri- 
terion, 5-hzt rate, and they so are biased, 'oracle' weights and cannot be said to 
represent weights that we could expect a system to learn a,utomatically. However, 
by learning these oracle weights we can discover which smoothing schemes are the 
most powerful for person classification and retrieval, giving a useful upper bound on 
performance. In this section, and elsewhere in this chapter, the smoothing method 
used for estimating the probabilities of the language model is Jelinek-Mercer smooth- 
ing (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001), which is described in Chapter 5 
For tKis evaluation we used two versions of our system. The first version considers 
all identitles in the user's collection as possible candidates for classification, and so 
ranks all identities for each query. The second version, following Naaman et al. 
(2005), makes the assumption that the user is only interested in annotating the 
most popular identities in their collection and so only considers the most frequently 
occurring identitles for classlfication We use the top 20-most popular people in 
this verslon, meaning that only faces belonging to the 20-most frequently occurring 
identities in each user collection are evaluated, and the list of identity suggestions 
is filtered to only rank these 20 identities instead of ranking all identities 
Context-based Smoothing Approaches to  Person Classification 
Figures 6 1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show user collectzon MLE results as a basel~ne against 
which other approaches are compared. They show the.results based on the global, 
background probabilities of occurence for Identities given the user's collection, and 
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Temporal Proximity Smoothing: Person Classification Results 
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Figure 6.1: Context-based person classification results using Temporal Proximity MLE and Temporal Proximity Smooth- 
ing. 
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Figure 6.2: Context-based person classification results using Spatial Proximity MLE and Spatial Proximity Smoothing. 
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Figure 6.3: Context-based person classiiication results using Event Co-occurrence and Photo Co-occurrence. 
Cyclic Temporal Context Smoothing: Person Classification Results 
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Figure 6.4: Context-based person classification results using Cyclic Temporal Context MLE and Cyclic Temporal Con- 
text Smoothing. 
Figure 6.2 shows results for location-based classification, giving results for spatzal 
proxzmity MLE and spatzal proxzmzty smoothzng Again, all smoothzng runs are 
highly significantly better than user collectzon. Smoothzng is h~ghly significantly 
better than MLE for all sizes of location windows. 
Comparing spatzal proxzmzty with temporal proxzmzty, the best spatzal proxzmzty 
smoothzng result is 0 81 for top 20 classificat~on, compared w ~ t h  a best result of 0.836 
for temporal proxzmzty smoothzng This d~fference is h~ghly significant for both MLE 
and smoothang, and for both top 20 elass~fication and class~ficat~on of all identities. 
Results of co-occurrence-based classification are shown in Figure 6 3 Event 
co-occurrence MLE outperforms photo co-occurrence MLE, which is not surprising 
because missing and sparse data is a much greater problem for photo co-occurrence, 
given that many photos contain only one face, in which case photo-based co-occurrence 
is useless. This result 1s h~ghly statistically sign~ficant and reinforces the results re- 
ported by Naaman et al (2005). Again the results show that smoothing gives a 
highly significant improvement in performance There is no significant difference, 
however, between event co-occurrence smoothzng and photo co-occurrence smoothzng. 
We will see later, however, that if we use hierarchical smoothing to combine these 
two types of co-occurrence then performance is significantly improved, showing that 
two approaches complement each other. 
Figure 6 4 shows the results using cyclzc temporal context, such as the day of 
the week or the month of the year. There is, of course, an overlap between these 
approaches and temporal proxzmzty approaches. For example, if a photo was taken 
in the middle of December and we use two week temporal proxzmzty, then we will use 
appearance frequencies for December to calculate the probabilities of each individual 
appearing. Using cyclic temporal context we calculate probabilities based on any 
December, and when a collection does not span many years the probabilities for 
each system could be quite similar. The performance of cyclic temporal context 
is in general much lower than temporal proxzmzty. For example 1 day temporal 
proximzty smoothzng gives a 5-hit rate of 0.832, whereas day of week cyclzc temporal 
context smoothing gives a 5-hit rate of 0.707, a highly significant difference. Month 
cyclzc temporal context smoothzng, however, outperforms 1 month temporal proxzmzty 
smoothzng, suggesting that this is a useful feature, perhaps because people tend to re- 
appaar on an annual basis for occasions such as Christmas and birthdays. This result 
is not statistically significant, however, suggesting that this type of re-occurence only 
applies to  the collections of a minority of users. 
Cor~text-based Hierarchical Smoothing and Nearest Neighbour Person 
Classification 
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show results for hierarchical smoothing language models using 
a 3-layer hierarchy. The results for time, location and co-occurrence approaches are 
compared to  the best-performing smoothed approach in each case. We restrict our 
analysis to  top 20 classification because we have shown in the previous section that  
the same patterns hold for top 20 classification as with classification of all identities. 
For all approaches 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng gives a large improvement over 
smoothzng, improving temporal proxzmzty from a best 5-hit rate of 0.835 to  a 3- 
layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng best 5-hit rate of 0.858 and improving spatzal proxzmity 
smoothzng from 0.81 to 0.833 co-occurrence is improved from 0.691 to 0.748. In all 
cases, the best 3-layer hierarchzcal smoothzng approach performs significantly better 
than the best smoothzng approach. 
Looking at the best-performing runs reveals that hierarchical smoothing does in- 
deed benefit from the fine-grained proximity windows by smoothing their results with 
coarser w~ndows. For example, the best temporal proxzmzty approach, user--tday+60 
secs, uses 60 seconds at the fine end of the hierarchy, even though 60 seconds tem- 
poral proxzmzty smoothing performs poorly in isolation 
Temporal Proximity Person Classification Results: 
3-layer Hierarchical Smoothing 
Figure 6.5: Context-based person classification results using Temporal Proximity 3-layer Hierarchical Smoothing. 
Location and Co-occurrence Person Classification Results: 
3-layer Hierarchical Smoothing 
Figure 6.6: Context-based person classification results using Spatial Proximity and Co-occurrence with 3-Layer Hierar- 
chical Smoothing. 
Temporal Proximity and Spatial Proximity Person Classification: 
4-layer Hierarchical Smoothing and Nearest Neighbour 
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Figure 6.7: Context-based person classification results for Nearest Neighbour, MLE, Smoothing, 3-Layer Hierarchical 
Smoothing and 4-Layer Hierarchical Smoothing using Temporal Proximity and Spatial Proximity. 
Figure 6.7 shows results for temporal proxzmzty and spatzal proxzmzty using a 
4-layer hierarchy, in addition to showing the results for nearest nezghbour classz- 
ficatzon. For both temporal proxzmzty and spatzal proxzmzty, the best-performing 
4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng approach outperforms all other approaches. We can 
see a steady increase in performance as we move from smoothzng, and on to 3-layer 
hzerarchzcal smoothzng and 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng. For both temporal prox- 
zmzty and spatzal proxzmzty, the summarlse 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng approach 
performs significantly better than the best 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoolhzng, smooth- 
zng and MLE approaches. 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng gives a best 5-hit rate of 
0.872 for temporal proxzmzty and 0.839 for spatzal proxzmzty. The best-performing 4- 
layer hierarchies are useriweelc-isubevent+3Oosecs and user+lOOkm+Ikmi.20m, 
again showing how hierachlcal smoothing makes use of fine-gramed approaches that 
do not perform well in isolation. 
From F~gure 6.7 we can also see that the relatively simple nearest nezghbour ap- 
proaches perform surprisingly well Temporal proxzmzty nearest neighbour, with a 
5-hzt rate of 0.867, outperforms all temporal proximzty smoothzng approaches except 
&layer hzerarchical smoothzng, with a 5-hzt rate of 0.872. It performs significantly 
better than temporal proxzmzty MLE and temporal proxzmzty smoothzng, and there 
is no significant difference between nearest nezghbour temporal proxzmzty and both 
temporal proxzmzty 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng and nearest nezghbour 4-layer hz- 
erarchzcal smoothzng There is no need to learn optimal weights for any parameters 
for the nearest nezghbour approach, which gives it an advantage over smoothzng 
approaches. 
Spatzal proxzmzty nearest nezghbour does not perform quite so well, however, 
although it does perform significantly better than spatzal proximzty MLE. All other 
spatial proxzrnzty approaches outperform nearest nezghbour, and this difference is 
statistically significant for both spatzal proxzmzty 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng and 
spatialproxzmzty 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng We believe the reason for the poorer 
performance of spatzal proxzmzty nearest nezghbour is that many photos will have 
identical or near-identical locations, meaning that when we rank by d~stance from 
a given location we will have a lot of known identities with identical locations and 
therefore identical d~stance, and the system is not able to rank these based on 
location. This problem 1s exacerbated by the asynchronous nature of the GPS data 
capture, as described in Chapter 3, which means that the location information is not 
as accurate as it would be if it was captured synchronously. The timebased system 
does not suffer from the same problem as every image has a unique timestamp In 
addition, it is intuitively more reasonable to assume that a person will appear in 
a photo if he or she appeared 1 minute previously than it is to assume that that 
person will appear in a photo if he or she was once in a photo taken LO metres away. 
6.4.2 Context-based Person Retrieval 
For the evaluation of face retrieval we chose a number of people as queries from 
each user's collection. Any person with an occurrence frequency of 20 or more was 
chosen. This means that for the average partition between training and test sets, 
there will be at least 10 relevant images for each query. We considered people with a 
lower frequency than this to be unsuitable for evaluation. This gives us a total of 115 
queries from 9 users, an average of 12.8 queries per user, as shown in Table 6.1. The 
person with the greatest occurrence frequency occurred 539 t~mes, with an average 
frequency of 57.4 for the query people. This means that, for the average partit~on 
between training and test sets, there is an average of about 29 relevant photos per 
query, with a maximum of 270 relevant photos for one query. We evaluate context- 
based approaches at the photo level, the task being to retrieve photos in that user's 
collection containing the query person. 
We only rank photos contaning faces, assuming that our system has perfect face 
detection. We can see from Table 6.1 that the average collection has 601 photos 
containing faces. Half of these will belong to the test set for any par t~t~on,  giving 
an average of 300 images containing faces in each user's test collection, which is the 
average number of images to be ranked in the person retrieval task. 
For our evaluation of person retrieval, the weights for all smoothing approaches 
are learned on the test set by optimising the evaluation criterion, MAP. As with the 
classification task the learned weights are blased, but using biased weights allows us 
to discover whlch smoothing schemes are the most powerful for face retrieval. 
Context-based Smoothing Approaches t o  Person Retrieval 
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 compare MLE and smoothzng retrieval MAP results for temporal 
proxzmzty, spatzal proxzmzty and co-occurrence. As with the classification scenano, 
smoothing improves performance in all cases. However, for retrieval the difference is 
not always statistically significant. For temporal proxzmzty, smoothzng is significantly 
better than MLE for all t ~ m e  windows shorter than a day, but not for time windows 
longer than a day. For spatzal proxzmzty, smoothzng is significantly better than MLE 
for all runs except country and 500h.m. 
We believe that the reason that smoothrng is not always significantly better than 
MLE is that, when ranking photos for a query identity, the background probability 
for this identity is the same for all photos. When we apply smoothing, therefore, the 
photos to be ranked are smoothed with the same background probability For fine- 
grained runs that suffer from mlssing data this will have the effect of appending any 
'missing' photos to  the end of the ranked list. For the coarser runs this smoothing 
will not alter the ranking as all photos already have a non-zero probability. This 
is different from the classification scenario, where we are ranking identities for a 
given image, and so the background probability of each identity to be ranked is 
different, which explains why smoothing always, w ~ t h  the exception of the 1 year 
time window, gives a hlghly significant improvement in the classification scenario 
The fact that smoothing still improves the average performance, however, shows 
that even for these coarser runs, smoothing gives an improvement for some users. In 
the next section, we will see that by using the more powerful hierarchical smoothing 
techniques we can achieve significant improvements. 
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Figure 6.8: Context-based person retrieval results for Temporal Proximity using MLE and Smoothing. 
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Figure 6.9: Context person retrieval results for Spatial Proximity and Co-occurrence using MLE and Smoothing. 
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Figure 6.10: Context-based person retrieval results for Temporal Proximity Smoothing: MAP, P10, P20 and P30 
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Figure 6.11: Context-based person retrieval results for Spatial Proximity Smoothing: MAP, P10, P20 and P30 
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Figure 6.12: Context-based person retrieval results for Co-occurrence Smoothing: MAP, P10, P20 and P30. 
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Figure 6.13: Context-based person retrieval results for Temporal Context Smoothing: MAP, P10, P20 and P30. 
In Figure 6.10 we take a closer look at  results from temporal proxzmzty smoothzng, 
compar~ng the results using each of our evaluation measures MAP, P10, P20 and 
P90. We can see from this that the same runs do not perform consistently well for 
different evaluat~on measures. The best MAP comes from 6 hours, with a score of 
0.36, while 60 seconds performs relatively poorly with a score of 0.336. 60 seconds, 
however, has a PlO of 0.451 compared to PlOof 0.384 for 6 hours, and this PlOscore 
is significantly better than all runs except sub-event. We believe the explanation for 
this 1s that the fine-grained 60 seconds more accurately determines whether a person 
is likely to  be present in a photo and so provides high quality results at  the beginning 
of its ranked list, but missing data means that the performance drops off as we go 
down the ranked list, meaning that it performs well for P10, but suffers for other 
evaluation measures The coarse-grained 6 hours is not quite as accurate as 60 
seconds, but suffers less from missing data and so performs better as we go down 
the ranked list. 
The results for spatzal proxzmzty smoothzng, shown in Figure 6.11, show that the 
fine-grained runs perform better for all evaluation measures. The best run is I00 
metres, which significantly outperforms all other runs except 1km for P10. For MAP 
~t is significantly better than county, country, 50 km , 100 km and 500 km. 
Figure 6.12 shows the results for co-occurrence smoothzng. Photo co-occurrence 
performs much better than event co-occurrence for P10, a result which, although not 
statistically significant, deserves comment We believe that the reason that photo 
co-occurrence performs relatively well for this measure is that, for some users at  
least, photo co-occurrence is a better indicator of relationships between people than 
event eo-occumnce and so it gives very good performance towards the top of its 
ranked list. Photo co-occurrence, however, as mentioned in Section 6.4.1, suffers 
more from missing data than event co-occumence does, meaning than the ranked 
list from this system is likely to be truncated and so the other evaluation measures, 
wKich are influenced by performance further down the ranked list, suffer. 
Figure 6.13 shows the results for cyclzc temporal context smoothzng, confirming 
the results from the classification scenario that month is the summarise run. Month 
is significantly better than all other cyclzc temporal context runs for MAP, P20 and 
P30, and it performs significantly better than all runs except hour for P10. Cyclzc 
temporal context month is outperformed by temporal proszmity month, however, for 
all evaluation measures, although this result is only statistically significant for P I  0. 
This lack of statistical significance again suggests that cyclzc temporal context month 
works well for some users but not for others 
Hierarchical Smoothing and Nearest Neighbour Person Retrieval 
Figure 6.14 shows the retrieval results for temporal proxzmzty 3-layer hzerarchical 
smoothing. We can see that the better-performing hierarchical systems outper- 
form the best sm.oothzng run. It is also noteworthy that the best-performing runs 
perform well for all evaluation measures, meaning that we do not need to choose 
between runs depending on what evaluation measure we deem most important, as 
we would need to  do for smoothzng. The best-performing run is useri.dayi.6Osecs 
with a MAP of 0 443 and P I 0  of 0.506. User-.dayi.60secs performs significantly 
better than all other temporal proximzty 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng runs except 
user+euenti6Osecs and user+weelc-t6Osecs for MAP and P10. For P20 and P30 
it is significantly better than most other runs User-dayi6Osecs is also highly 
significantly better than the best-performing temporal proxzmzty smoothzng run for 
all four evaluation measures. All of the best-perform~ng runs have 6Osecs at  the 
fine end of the hierarchy, confirming the good performance of 60secs observed in the 
previous section. 
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Figure 6.14: Context-based retrieval results for Temporal Proximity 3-layer Hierarchical Smoothing: MAP, P10, P20 
and P30. 
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Figure 6.15: Context-based retrieval results for Spatial Proximity 3-layer Hierarchical Smoothing: MAP, P10, P20 and 
P30. 
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Figure 6.16: Context-based retrieval results for Co-occurrence 3-layer Hierarchical Smoothing: MAP, P10, P20 and P30. 
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Figure 6.17: Context-based retrieval results for Temporal Proximity 4-layer Hierarchical Smoothing and Temporal Prox- 
imity Nearest Neighbour: MAP, P10, P20 and P30. 
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Figure 6.18: Context-based retrieval result for Spatial Proximity klayer Hierarchical Smoothiilg and Location Nearest 
Neighbour: MAP, P10, P20 and P30. 
The results for spatzal proxzmzty 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng show a sim- 
ilar improvement of hierarchleal approaches over smoothing approaches (Figure 
6.15). The best-performing spatzal proxzmzty 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng run, 
user+lOkm+20m, is hlghly slgnlficantly better than the best spatzal proxzmzty 
smoothzng run for MAP and significantly better for P30. The results for P I 0  and 
P20 also show an improvement over spatzal proxzmzty smoothzng, although this is 
not statlstlcally significant It also performs significantly better than all other spa- 
tial proxzmzty 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng runs except user+IOOkm-+100m and 
user41 0km-t 1 0Om for MAP, PI 0 and P20. 
3-layer hzerarchical smoothzng also glves a large improvement in performance 
for co-occurrence retrieval, as shown in Figure 6 16. 3-layer hzerarchzcal smooth- 
zng gives a large, and stat~stically significant, improvement over both co-occurrence 
photo smoothzng and co-occurrence event smoothzng for all four evaluation measures, 
improving MAP from 0.247 to 0.304, and improving P I 0  from 0.281 to  0.347. 
In Figure 6.17 we see the results for temporal proxzmzty 4-layer hzerarchzcal 
smoothing, alongside nearest nezghbourretrieval and other smoothzng approaches. 4- 
layer hierarchzeal smoothzng gives an improvement over 3-layer hzerarchzcal smooth- 
zng for all evaluation measures, and this d~fference is statistically significant for 
MAP, P20 and P30. Nearest nezghbour also performs very well, with a MAP of 
0.442 and P I 0  of 0.50. This compares with a MAP of 0.455 and P I 0  of 0.511 
for the best-performing temporal prozzmzty 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng approach. 
Thls relatively small difference, which 1s not statistically significant, in addit~on 
to  the Fact that it significantly outperforms temporal proxzmzty MLE and temporal 
proximity srnoothzng, confirms the strong performance of nearest nezghbour temporal 
proximity seen in the classification scenario 
Figure 6 18 shows the results for spatzal proxzmity 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng 
retrieval. The best-performmg spatzal proxzmzty 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng run, 
User-+ 100km+lkm+20m, glves a significant improvement over all other approaches 
for all evaluation measures Nearest nezghbourperforms poorly for spatzal proxzmzty, 
being significantly outperformed by all other approaches for P10, P20 and P30, and 
significantly outperformed by all approches except spatzal proxzmzty MLE for MAP. 
Comparing the results given by different modalities, temporal proxzmzty retrieval, 
wlth a best MAP of 0.455 and PI0 of 0 511, performs hlghly significantly better 
than temporal context, spatzal proxzmsty and co-occurrence. We believe the retrieval 
results in this section are encouraging, and that the P10score of 0.511, which means 
on average 5 out of the first 10 ranked photos are relevant, should be good enough to 
encourage real users to use the annotation tools provided by our system, as described 
in Chapter 4. We will report the results of a real user study of the system in Chapter 
7. In the next section we exarnlne content-based approaches to person class~ficat~on 
and retrieval. 
6.5 Evaluation of Content-based Approaches to 
Person Classification and Retrieval 
6.5.1 Content-based Person Classification 
Figure 6.19 shows the 5-hzt rate results for content-based person classification In 
this section we restrict our evaluat~on to the ranklng of the top 20 most popular 
people in each user's collection, and we evaluate content-based rankings of candidate 
identities filtered by user and by event The event-filtered systems are all context- 
aware since they make use of context-based event information, and t h ~ s  constitutes 
a s~mple approach to combining context-based and content-based techniques We 
use this ample event-filtenng approach here to test the usefulness of content-based 
techniques in an environment which is highly constrained by context, where lighting 
and camera conditions are the same for all photos, and where we can assume that 
the people in the photos will be wearing the same clothes for the duration of an 
event. We will examine techniques for combining content and context in more detail 
in Section 6.6. 
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Figure 6.19: Content-based person classification results: 5-hit rate. 
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Figure 6.20: Content-based person classification results: H-hit rate for various values of H. 
For user-filtering, the zmage colour feature significantly outperforms all of the 
region level features, with a 5-hzt rate of 0.758 compared with a best region-based 
approach of 0.718, for user-filtered body patch. This result is somewhat surprising 
since it suggests that, within personal photo collections, global image similarity 
is a better Indicator of person re-occurrence than the similarity of region-based 
features such as face recognztzon and body patch, which are specifically designed to  
model people We believe the reason for this is that user-filtered global zmage colour 
classification, which ranks candidate identltles based on the similarity of photos 
contaming known people to the photo containing the face region to be classified, will 
often rank photos from the same event highly because similar lighting conditions and 
similar locations mean that photos within the same event should be most similar to 
the query image. This means that thls approach can perform well without event- 
filtering For region-level approaches, which rank candidate identities based on the 
similarity of known regions to the reglon to be classified, it is more likely that a region 
from the query photo could be highly similar to a region from a photo outside of 
the current event, and by going outside the current event the possibility of errors in 
classification is increased. 
Event-filtering always Improves performance over user-filtering, a difference that 
is statistlcally significant for face recognatzon and face colour. Event-filtered face 
recognztzon, with a 5-hzt rate of 0 781, marginally outperforms event-filtered zmage 
colour, with a 5-hit rate of 0.78, although thls difference is not statistlcally signif- 
icant. Also there is no significant difference for 5-hot rate between event-filtered 
face wlour and event-filtered zmage colour, or between event-filtered body patch and 
event-filtered zmage colour. For both user-filtering and event-filtering, all content- 
based approaches perform significantly better than context-based MLE, which we 
use here as a baseline This shows that content-based approaches are capable of 
improving on the ranking of a filtered set of identities given by context-based MLE 
approaches. 
The good performance of face colour is slightly surprising since it is based solely 
on the colour of face regions in images Event-filtered face colour has a 5-hzt rate of 
0 773 compared with 0 756 for event-filtered body patch and 0.781 for event-filtered 
face recognztzon, wlth neither approach significantly better than event-filtered face 
colour. Face colour significantly outperforms context-based IMLE for both user- 
filtering and event-filtering. T h ~ s  uggests that, within the constrained environment 
of personal photo collections, and particularly when filtering by event, face colour 
can be a useful feature for identity classification, and that wlthin this constrained 
erlvironment it is able to model skin tone and other colour-based variations between 
identities (e g. colour of hair occluding face, sunglasses) We also note that, in 
the MediAssist collection, the majority of faces are of Irish people, and there is a 
general lack of racial variety in the faces present. We would expect that, in a more 
heterogeneous collection displaying more variety in the colour of faces present, then 
face colour might be even more useful. 
Figure 6.20 shows the H-hzt rate for the event-filtered content-ba,sed approaches 
for various values for h Event-filtered body patch is highly significantly better than 
all other event-filtered approaches for 1-hzt rate, with a score of 0.548, and signif- 
icantly better than all other approaches for 2-hzt rate, with a score of 0.66 This 
shows that the simple, colour-based, body patch feature is more powerful than other 
region-based features for identity classification in h~ghly constrained environments 
The fact that not all faces have a corresponding body patch region (the reasons for 
this are described in Chapter 5), in addition to  the occasional occlusion of the torso, 
the occas~onal overlapping of the torso with the torsos of adjacent people in the 
same photo, and the fact that sometimes multiple people wear very similar clothes 
at  the same event, are factors which inhibit the performance of body patch for larger 
values of h. Although body patch is the most discriminative content-based feature 
for identity classification, as can be seen from the 1-hzt rate and 2-hzt rate evcnt- 
filtered results, for cases where this approaches falls to  rank the correct identity in 
the top 2 or 3 identity suggestions, it is more likely to fail completely, which is the 
reason that the 5-hzt rate suffers. Other approaches do not have this problem, so 
although they are less likely to rank the correct identity in the top 1 and 2 identity 
suggestions, they are more robust and will rank the correct identity in the top 5 
identity suggestions more often. 
The other region-based approaches, namely event-filtered face recognztzon and 
event-filtered face colour, also perform well for low values of h, w ~ t h  both features 
significantly outperformmg event-filtered zmage colour for 1-hit rate. For 2-hzt rate, 
event-filtered face recognztzon slgnlficantly outperforms both event-filtered zmage 
colour and event-filtered face colour. For values of h greater than 2 there tends 
to  be no significant difference between the event-filtered content-based approaches, 
suggesting that event-filtering obfuscates the difference between approaches if eval- 
uating using H-hzt rate with larger values of h. 
6.5.2 Content-based Person Retrieval 
Figure 6.21 shows the content-based person retrieval results for the photo-level re- 
trleval scenario, where the task is to retrieve a photo containing the person in the 
query. For user-filtering the best-performing content-based feature is zmage colour. 
This is cons~stent with the results from the classification scenario. For MAP and 
PIO, user-filtered zmage colour performs highly significantly better than all other 
user-filtered features, and for P20 and P30 user-filtered zmage colour performs sig- 
nificantly better than all other user-filtered features 
Event-filtering always lmproves performance over user-filtering, which is also con- 
slstent with the results from the classificat~on scenario In fact the improvement is 
stronger for the retrieval scenario, with all content-based features gaining a highly 
significant improvement with the use of event-filtering. Event-filtering is again of 
most benefit for the reglon-level features, particularly body patch. Event-filtered 
body patch performs s~gnlficantly better than all other event-filtered content-based 
features for all evaluation measures with a MAP of 0.493 and a PlO of 0.613. This 
compares with a best MAP of 0.455 and a best PI0 of 0.511 for context-based ap- 
proaches, an improvement that is statistically significant for all evaluation measures. 
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Figure 6.21: Content-based person retrieval results: photo-level retrieval. 
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Figure 6.22: Content-based person retrieval results: face region-level retrieval 
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The fact that misslng body patch regions, occlus~on and overlappmg do not affect 
the performance of event-filtered body patch in the retrieval scenario in the same way 
as in the classification scenano shows that the hlgh prec~sion of the results for cases 
where the body patch works compensates for the cases where it fails, and the cases 
where it fails do not adversely affect its overall retrieval performance. The next 
best-performing feature is event-filtered zmage colour, which is significantly better 
than event-filtered face colour for all evaluation measures, and significantly better 
than event-filtered face recognztzon for P10, P20 and P30. 
The event-filtered body patch results for the photo-level retrieval scenario are very 
encouragmg but for a real system to benefit from this feature the user must annotate 
identities at  the face region level, and not just at  the photo level, as described in 
Chapter 6. For this reason, we also evaluate the face region retrieval scena.rio, 
described in Section 6.2.2, where the task is to retrieve the face-region within the 
photo corresponding to the query identity. If the correct region is returned, then the 
user will be able to  annotate candidate regions correctly retrieved by the system. 
The results for the face region retrieval scenario are shown in Figure 6.22. The 
best-performing feature is body patch, with an event-filtered MAP of 0.419, and PI0 
of 0.531. The result for event-filtered body patch is highly significantly better than 
all other content-based approaches for all evaluation measures. Event-filtered zmage 
colour suffers in the face region retrieval scenarlo, and is significantly outperformed 
by event-filtered face recognztzon and event-filtered body patch for all evaluation mea- 
sures. This is not surprising since the zmage colour feature does not distinguish 
between regions, assigning the same similarity score to  all regions within the same 
image. Again, event-filtered face colow is significantly outperformed by the other 
region-based features, showing that thls is the least effectlve region-level feature for 
retrieval. 
The results for the event-filtered zmage colour feature for the photo-level scenario, 
with MAP of 0.449 and PI0 of 0.555, are better than those for the best-performing 
approach in the face region retr~eval scenarlo (event-filtered body patch), with MAP 
of 0.419 and PI0 of 0.551 This difference 1s small for P10, however, and is only 
statistically significant for MAP. This means that, for the photo-level annotation 
scenario, the system will return more accurate photo-level retrieval results, using 
photo-level features, than the region-level results from the best-performing region- 
based approach for the face region annotation scenario. This suggests that the 
benefits of region-based approaches may not help user annotation, because the user 
will need to retrieve the correct region in order to annotate to the region-level, and 
face region-level retrieval uslng region-based features is not as accurate as photo- 
level retrieval using global Image features We will examine the differences between 
photo retrieval and face region-level retrieval again in Section 6.6.2, which evaluates 
combined approaches to person retrieval. 
6.6 Evaluation of Combined Approaches to Per- 
son Classification and Retrieval 
In this sectlon we evaluate combined approaches to person classification and re- 
trieval. Firstly we look at combined context-based approaches, followed by com- 
bined content-based approaches. Finally, we examine approaches which combine 
context-based approaches with content-based approaches All combined approaches 
use the CombSum fusion approach, and all weighted combined approaches used the 
Wezghted CombSum, both of which are described in Chapter 5. 
6.6.1 Combined Person Classification 
We restrict our evaluation of combined approaches to person classification to the 
ranking of the top 20 most popular people in each user's collection. We have shown 
in Section 6.4 1 that the results for top 20 ranking are consistent with the results 
when ranking all people. As with the learning of weights for context-based smoothing 
approaches to person classification, the weights for weighted combination approaches 
are learned on the test set by optimising the evaluation measure 5-hzt rate. 
Combined Context-based Person Classification 
In Figure 6.23 we present the results for combined context-based approaches to 
person classification. For the combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all approach, 
which combines the best-performing temporal prommzty 4-layer hzerarchzcal smooth- 
ing approach, the best-performing spatzal proszmzty 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng 
approach and co-occurrence 3-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng, we can see that un- 
weighked combzned context hierarchzcal smoothing all performs worse than temporal 
proxz~~zty  4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng This difference is hlghly statist~cally slg- 
nificant Combzned context hzerarchzcal sm.oothzng all (wezghted), however, achieves 
a statistically significant improvement over temporal proxzmzty &layer hzerarchzcal 
smoothmg, increasing the 5-hit rate from 0.872 to 0.879. 
Slnce location-aware photo capture devices are not currently in common use, 
we also evaluate a combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng no locatzon, approach, 
which does not use location information, but combines temporal proxzmzty and co- 
occurrence. Vnweighted combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng no locatzon agaln 
performs worse than temporal proximtzty 4-layer hierarchzcal smoothzng, a difference 
which is highly statistically significant. Combzned context hzerarchical smoothzng 
no location (wezghted) has a &hit rate of 0.876, which 1s a small but statistically 
significant improvement over temporal proxzmrty 4-layer hzerarchzcal smoothzng. 
Combzned con,text nearest nezghbour, with a 5-hit rate of 0.868, achieves a very 
slight improvement over temporal proxzmzty nearest nezghbour, which has a 5-hit rate 
of 0 866, although this difference is not statistically significant. Weighting improves 
the 5-hit rate to 0.874, which is only slightly below the performance of combzned 
context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all (wezghted), although the difference is statistically 
significant. 
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Figure 6.23: Combined context-based person classification results. 
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Figure 6.24: Combined content-based person classification results. 
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Figure 6.25: Combined content-based person classification: User-filtered and Evenbfiltered. 
Combined approaches glve a similar improvement for event-filtermg, shown in 
Figure 6.24(b), with combzned content event-filtered and combzned content event- 
filtered (wezghted) performing highly significantly better than all ind~vidual content- 
based approaches for 3-hzt rate, 4-hrt rate and 5-hzt rate. For 1-hzt rate and 2-hzt 
rate, both event-filtered combined approaches perform highly significantly better 
than zmage colour event-filtered, face recognztzon event.-filtered and face colour event- 
filtered, although neither perforrn significantly better than body patch event-filtered. 
Agaic, there 1s no significant difference between combzned content event-filtered and 
combzned content event-filtered (wezghted) for 1-hzt rate, 2-hzt rate and 3-hzt rate, 
although cwmbmed content event-filtered (wezghted) performs significantly better for 
4-hzt rate and 5-hzt rate Since the weights are optimised using 5-hzt rate it is 
obvious that weighting will help for this measure, and we would expect 4-hzt rate 
performance to be similar to that of 5-hzt rate. The fact that weighting does not 
help for other evaluat~on measures suggests that there is little benefit to be gained 
from weighting when combining content-based approaches to person classification 
In F~gure 6.25 we compare combzned content event-filtered with combzned content 
user-filtered. For I-hzt rate, we can see that event-filtered approaches outperform 
user-filtered approaches, although the difference is not stat~stically significant For 
2-hzt rate, 3-hzt rate and 4-hzt rate there is no significant difference between user- 
filtering and event-filterzng. For 5-hzt rate, user-filtering outperforms event-filtering, 
although this difference is only significant between combzned content user-filtered 
(wezghted) and the unweighted combzned content event-filtered; it is possible that 
this difference is caused by the weighting rather than the filtering used. These 
results suggest that the more accurate event-filtenng performs better for 1-hzt rate 
but, for some users at least, user-filterzng benefits from being able to rank identities 
from outside the current event when uslng the coarser evaluation mea,sure 5-hzt rate 
Combined Context-based and Content-based Person Classification 
Figure 6.26 shows the 5-hzt rate person classification results for combining the 
best combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng techniques with combmed content ap- 
proaches. Comparing context-based with content-based results, the context-based 
combzned contezt hzerarchtcal smoothzng approach signrficantly outperforms com- 
bined content event-filtered for this evaluation measure It also outperforms combzned 
content user-filtered, although this difference not statistically significant 
Because the hzerarchzcal smoothzng approaches rely on welghted smoothing, and 
because combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all only improves performance 
over the best individual context-based hierarchical smoothing approach when us- 
ing weights, we only evaluate weighted combinations of combined context hzerarchz- 
cal smooth,zng and content-based approaches. Weighted combination of content and 
context always glves a large, and highly significant improvement in performance over 
the combined content-based and combined context-based approaches alone. Com- 
bined context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all / combzned event-filtered content achieves 
a 5-hzt rate of 0 931, a h~ghly significant improvement over combzned context hzer- 
archzeal smoothzng, which has a 5-hzt rate of 0.879. Combzned context hzerarchzcal 
smoothzng no locatzon / combzned event-filtered content has a 5-hzt rate of 0.93, 
again showing that we do not lose much in terms of performance without location 
Information. 
Combined approaches which use combzned c0nten.t event-filtered always perform 
highly significantly better than those that use combzned content user-filtered. This 
1s in sp~ te  of the fact that, as shown in Section 6 6.1, there is no clear difference 
between event-filterzng and user-filterzng for combined content-based classification 
This suggests that the better 1-hzt rate of event-filtering, although not statistically 
significant, is indicat~ve of superior performance, and that this superior performance 
is emphasised when we combine the content-based results with the context-based 
results 
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Figure 6.26: Combined context-based and content-based person classification: Weighted content and Hierarchical 
Smoothing context-based. 
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Figure 6.27: Combined context-based and content-based person classification: Nearest Neighbour context-based. 
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Figure 6.28: Combined content-based and cont&based approaches to person classification: H-hit rate for various values 
of H. 
We also evaluate combmlng context-based class~fication with content-based zm- 
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combzned content event-filtered and combzned context nearest nezghbour / combzned 
content zmage colour, are significantly outperformed by their weighted equivalents, 
in each case the unweighted combination achieves a slgnificant improvement over 
context alone and content alone The best-performing unweighted approach is com- 
bzned context nearest nezghbour log / combzned content event-filtered, with a 5-hzt 
 ate of 0.908. 
Figure 6.28 shows combined content and context-based results, evaluated us- 
ing H-hzt rate for different values of H. Comparing content-based approaches w ~ t h  
context-based approaches, we can see that content-based approaches outperform 
context-based approaches for I-hzt rate and 2-hit rate, with weighted and unweighted 
content-based approaches both outperform~ng context-based approaches for these 
evaluation measures. For 4-hzt rate and 5-hzt rate, however, context-based ap- 
proaches perform better with the difference statistically significant for 5-hzt rate. 
The best content-only I-hzt rate of 0.569 is far better that the best context-only 1- 
hit rate of 0.422, showing that combined content is far more accurate for this more 
strict evaluation measure. The better 4-hzt rate and 5-hzt rate of the context-based 
approaches reflects the fact the event-filtered content-based approaches sometimes 
suffer when there are no annotations of the correct person name in the current event 
We can see from Figure 6 28 that combined context-based and content-based 
approaches outperform content-only and context-only approaches for all values of 
H. Combtned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all / combzned content event-filtered 
(weighted) hlghly significantly outperforms all content-only and context-only ap- 
proaches for 2-hzt rate, 3-hzt rate, 4-hzt rate and 5-hzt rate. The unwelghted combzned 
context nearest nezghbour / combzned content event-filtered performs significantly 
better than unweighted content-only and context-only approaches for all values of 
H, and although it is outperformed by the weighted combzned context hzerarchzcal 
smoothzng all / combzned content event-filtered (wezghted) approach, this difference 
quite small and is only slgnificant for 4-hzt rate and 5-hzt rate. 
6.6.2 Combined Person Retrieval 
For the evaluation of context-based person retrieval, we evaluate combined context- 
based approaches for the photo retneval scenario only. Because content-based ap- 
proaches and combined context-based and content-based approaches rely on face 
region-level features in addition to phot- level features, we evaluate combined content- 
based approaches and combined context-based and content-based approaches for 
both the photo retrzeval scenario and the face regzon retrzeval scenario. 
Similarly to  how weights are learned for context-based smoothing approaches to 
person retrieval, the weights for weighted combination approaches to  person retrieval 
are learned by optimising MAP on the test set. 
Combined Context-based Person Retrieval 
Figure 6.29 shows the results for combined context-based approaches to person re- 
trieval. Combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all (wezghted) performs highly sig- 
nlficant better than temporal proxzmzty hzerarchzcal smoothzng, the best-performing 
hierarchzcal smoothzng approach, for all evaluation measures. The unweighted com- 
bzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all, however, is outperformed by temporal prox- 
zmzty hzerarchzcal smoothing for MAP, PI0 and P20, although the d~fference is not 
statistically significant for any of these measures As with the classdication sce- 
nario, combined approaches perform well without the location information, with 
MAP of 0.470 and PI0 of 0 524 for combzned canted hzerarchzcal smoothzng no lo- 
catzon (wezghted), compared with a MAP of 0.484 and PI0 of 0.535 for combzned 
context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all (wezghted). 
Combzned context nearest nezghbour approaches show a similar improvement. 
There is little d~fference between combzned context nearest nezghbour (wezghted) and 
combined context nearest nezghbour log (wezghted), and both slightly outperform 
temporal proxzmzty nearest nezghbour. 
Combined Context-based Person Retrieval 
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Figure 6.29: Combined context-based person retrieval results. 
For unweighted combination of temporal context nearest nezghbour approaches, 
combzned context nearest rlezghbour log slgnificantly outperforms combzned context 
nearest nezghbour for all evaluation measures Combzned context nearest nezghbour, 
in fact, performs worse than temporal proxzmzty nearest nezghbour, with a MAP of 
0.422 and PI0 of 0.472 compared to a IMAP of 0.442 and PI0 of for 0.501 temporal 
pru-cimzty nearest nei,ghbour alone. We believe the reason that using log values 
1s more Important for the retrieval scenario than for the classification scenario is 
that in this scenario we are ranking all unknown faces, so it is much more likely 
that the maximum t ~ m e  difference will be very large, which can cause problems 
when normalislng the scores from temporal proxzmzty nearest nezghbo,ur. Ur~weighted 
combined context nearest nezghbour log gives a slight irnprovemcnt in MAP, P20 and 
P30 over temporal proxzmzty nearest nezghbour, although this is not statistically 
slgnlficant 
Comparing combzned context haerarchzcal smoothzng approaches with combzned 
context nearest nezghbour approaches, we can see that combzned context hzerarchz- 
cal smoothzng all (wezghted) outperforms combzned context nearest nezghbour log 
(wezghted), and thls difference is significant for MAP and P30. Unweighted combzned 
context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all outperforms combzned context nearest nezghbour 
log for all evaluation measures, although this is not statistically significant. Com- 
bzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all, however, is not a truly unweighted approach 
because the individual hzerarchzcal smoothzng approaches use smoothing weights. 
For this reason we wlll not consider these approaches when evaluating unweighted 
combined context-based and content-based person retrieval approaches below. 
Combined Content-based Person Retrieval 
In Figure 6.30 we can see the results for combined content-based retrieval for the 
photo retrieval scenario. For user-filtering, unwelghted and weighted combzned con- 
tent approaches both highly slgnificantly outperform all individual approaches for all 
evaluation measures, with combzned content user-filtered (wezghted) improving MAP 
from 0.396 to 0.493 and P I 0  from 0.504 to 0 608 compared with the best individual 
user-filtered approach For event-filtering, combzned content event-filtered (wezghted) 
performs highly significantly better than all indlvidual event-filtered approaches for 
all evaluation measures. 
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Figure 6.30: Combined content-based person retrieval results: photo retrieval. 
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Figure 6.31: Combined content-based person retrieval results: face region retrieval. 
Mre belleve the reason for the particularly strong performance of body patch in the 
retrleval scenario, m comparison with the classification scenario, is that the results 
for the retrieval scenario are dominated by those cases for which the body patch 
feature is most confident, as these are the results that are found towards the top of 
the ranked list. In those cases where the body patch feature 1s most confident, its 
results are more reliable than the results from other features. This causes body patch 
to have a better 1-hzt rate performance for person classification, and for retrieval 
it means that the difference between body patch and other features is greater than 
for the class~fication task, where the overall performance is determined by average 
classification accuracy for all regions. Thls difference is further emphaslsed in the 
more difficult face region-level retrleval task 
As with the photo-level retrleval scenario, event-filtering outperforms user-filtering 
in the face region-level retrieval scenario. For both weighted and unwe~ghted combi- 
nations event-filtering highly significantly outperforms user-filtering for MAP, PI0 
and P20, and significantly outperfoms user-filtering for P30 
The photo-level retrieval results, with a best MAP of 0.559 and a best PI0 of 
0.672, are always better than those from face region-level retrieval, which has a best 
MAP of 0.473 and a best PI0 of 0.608. This is expected, of course, because face 
reg~on-level retrieval 1s a more difficult task and so will always be outperformed by 
photo-level retrieval. If we look at the photo-level retrieval results without using 
region-based features, however, we have MAP of 0.45 and PI0 of 0.555 for zmage 
colour event-filtered, which is outperformed by the face regiorl-level retrieval result 
for combzned content event-filtered (wezghted) for all evaluation measures, although 
this is only significant for PI0 This suggests that, for combined content-based 
person retrieval approaches, region-based retrieval using region-based features can 
outperform photo-based retrieval using global image-based features. We will see 
below, however, that this improvement 1s lost when we combine content-based ap- 
proaches with context-based approaches. 
Combined Context-based a n d  Content-based Person Retrieval  
Figure 6.32 shows the combined context-based and content-based results for the 
photo-level retrieval scenario. If we compare context-based retrieval approaches 
with content-based approaches, we can see that the event-filtered content-based ap- 
proaches outperform the context-based approaches, with combzned content event- 
filtered (weighted) highly signlficantly outperforming combzned context hzerarchz- 
cal smoothzng all (wezghted), combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng no locatzon 
(wezghted) and combzned context nearest nezghbwur log (wezghted) for MAP, PI 0 and 
P20 Similarly, the unweighted combzned content event-filtered highly signlficantly 
outperforms the unweighted combzned context nearest nezghbour log for MAP, PI0 
and P2O. This shows that, for person retrieval, using event-filtering with content- 
based approaches performs better than the best context-based approaches. 
Weighted combinations of content-based and context-based approaches to photo- 
level retrieval always achieve a significant improvement in performance over the best- 
performing content-based approach, with combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng 
all / combzned content event;filtered (wezghtedj improving I I ~ A P  from 0.559 to 0.603 
and improving P I 0  from 0.672 to 0 692. Removing the location mformation affects 
performance only slightly, giving a MAP of 0.601 and a P I 0  of 0.687. 
The dlfferencc between combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng all / combzned 
content even,t-filtered (wezghted) and combzned context hzerarchzcal smoothzng no lo- 
cation / combzned content event-filtered (wezghted) is only stat~stlcally significant 
for MAP. MAP, however, is the evaluation measure we optim~se when learning the 
weights, so it is likely that there is no real improvement m performance from using 
location information with this dataset. 
If we discard the reg~on-level features and assume that our system only has photo- 
level annotations available to it, then we ca,n see that combzned context hzerarchzcal 
smoothzng all / zmage colour event-filtered (wezghted) achieves a MAPof 0.524 and a 
P I 0  OF 0.596, which is a highly significant improvement over both combzned context 
hzerarchzcal smoothzng all and zmage colour event-filtered. 
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Figure 6.32: Combined context-based and content-based person retrieval results: photo retrieval. 
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Figure 6.33: Combined context-based and content-based to person retrieval results: face region retrieval. 
Looking at the unweighted nearest nezghbour approaches, we can see that com- 
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combined context-based and content-based approaches to face region-level retrieval 
is little better than the accuracy of approaches to  photo retrieval whlch use photo- 
level features only, and so an annotation system which uses reglon-level features may 
not in fact benefit from these region-level features, because such a system reclulres 
reglon-level annotation from the user. If this region-level annotation is facilitated by 
person suggestions provided by face region-level retrieval, then these results make it 
unclear whether it 1s more efficient to facilitate region-level annotation using person 
suggestions provlded using face region-level retrieval, or to to facilitate photo-level 
annotation using person suggestions provided by photo-level retrieval. In practice 
we prefer to use face reglon-level annotation. since there is not a large difference 
in performance, we prefer to extract the more detalled face region-level annotations 
from the user, for a similar amount of user effort 
6.7 Summary 
We have evaluated context-based and content-based approaches to person classifi- 
cation and retrieval in partially annotated context-aware personal photograph col- 
lections. For person classification and retrieval, we have shown that our proposed 
context-based smoothzng and hzerarchzcal smoothzng language model approaches, 
and our nearest nezghbour approaches all outperform the MLE approach. 
The best-performing context-based approach for both the person classification 
and person retrieval tasks is temporal proxzmzty, which significantly outperforms 
spatzal proxzmzty, cycbc temporal context and co-occu~ence. Hzerarchzcal smoothzng 
outperforms nearest nezghbour, although thls difference not statistically significant 
for the temporal proxzmzty feature, showing that the simple temporal proxzmzty near- 
est nezghbour approach IS very powerful for person classlficatlon and retrieval. 
Combinmg context-based approaches improves performance for both classifica- 
tion and retrieval, with weighted approaches giving the best performance. Un- 
weighted combination approaches give an improvement when combining nearest 
neighbour approaches but not when combining hzerarchzcal smoothzng approaches. 
For content-based person classlfication and retrieval we evaluate four content- 
based features: face recognztzon, face colour, body patch and zmage colour. For 
classificat~on, each of these features improves on simple context-based MLE ranking, 
with all features benefiting from event-filtering For event-filtered content-based 
person classificatlon, face recognztzon outperforms all other approaches in terms of 
5-hzt rate, although if we use the finer-grained evaluation measure 1-hzt rate then 
body patch is the best-performing feature. For content-based person retrieval, event- 
filtering approaches agaln outperform user-filtering approaches, and Lor both the 
phota-level retrieval scenario and the face region-level retrieval scenario body patch 
is the best-performing approach. 
Combining different content-based approaches to person classlfication is partic- 
ularly effective and gives a highly significant improvement over the best-performing 
individual content-based approaches. There is little d~fference between weighted and 
unweighted combined content-based approaches to person classificatlon For person 
retrieval, combined content-based approaches again improve performance over tlie 
best individual approach f i r  the photo-level retrieval scenario, weighted and nn- 
weighted content-based approaches both give an improvement over the best individ- 
ual approach. For the face region-level retrieval scenario, only weighted combination 
approaches give a significant improvement over the best indlv~dual approach 
Content-based approaches to person classification outperform context-based ap- 
proaches for the 1-hzt rate and 2-hzt rate evaluation measures. Context-based ap- 
proaches to classification, however, perform better than content-based approaches 
for the coarser 4-hzt rate and 5-hzt rate evaluation. For person retrieval, event- 
filtered content-based approaches outperform context-based approaches, although 
these event-filtered content-based approaches are, of course, context-aware. Com- 
bining context-based and content-based approaches to  person classification and re- 
trieval improves the performance over either approach used alone, an improvement 
glven by both weighted and unwcighted approaches 
The best face region retrieval results using region-level features are no better 
than the best photo-level retrieval results which use photo-level features. Since the 
purpose of the proposed retrieval approaches is to provide annotation suggestions 
to facilitate semi-automatic person annotation, this suggests that there may be no 
benefit in encouraging users to annotate their images to the face region level. We 
prefer, however, to extract the more detailed face region-level annotations from the 
user for a similar cost in terms of user effort 
6.8 Conclusions 
Whlle the best-performlug context-based approach to person classification and re- 
trleval a the hierarchical smoothing approach, we believe in a real deployment it 
would be preferable to use the nearest neighbour context-based approach. This sim- 
ple approach does not need to learn parameters like the language model approach, 
and cam be expected to work well with a less heavlly annotated training set, un- 
like the language model approach. Our results also show that uslng event-filtering 
for content-based approaches is always preferable to user-filtering. So, in conclu- 
sion, for both person classification and retrieval our preferred approach would be to 
use combined nearest nelghbour context-based analysis and combined event-filtered 
content-based analysis, and to use a weighted combination of these two approaches 
to give an approach based on context and content. We believe it would be possible 
to learn a set of generic weights that would be appropriate for all users 
Although our evaluation uses a 50% annotated training set, we believe that our 
approaches can give effective results with a smaller tralnlng set The approaches 
should work quite well in any events that contain a small amount of annotated 
faces, enabling batch annotation m these events and accelerating the annotation 
process. 
Chapter 7 
Evaluation of Semi- Automatic 
Person Annotation 
In this chapter we evaluate proposed interfaces for semi-automatic person annota- 
tion in a personal photo management system We compare the classification-based 
semi-automatic annotation approach from the MediAssist system with the enhanced, 
retrieval-based semi-automatic batch annotation interface proposed in Chapter 4. 
Seven users each completed a number of interactive annotation tasks using each of 
the two systems, and we evaluated the performance of each system using both quan- 
titative measures of interactive annotation effectiveness, and qualitative measures 
of subjective user satisfaction with the system. 
7.1 Test Collection and Users 
For the evaluation of semi-automatic person annotation, we use a subset of the 9 
users whose collections were used for the evaluation of person classification and re- 
trieval in the Chapter 6 Of those 9 users, one is the author of this thesis, who 
could not participate as an unbiased user for interactive experiments. One further 
user was also unavailable for interactive experiments, leaving 7 users with large 
enough location-aware photo collections for interactive experiments Each user has 
contributed their own photos to the MediAssist system and so each user will be 
carrying out annotation experiments on their own personal photos that they con- 
tributed to the system, and so they will have intimate knowledge of these photos 
and the people they contain. 
For the evaluation of person classification and retrieval in Chapter 6 we parli- 
tioned each user's person annotations into training sets and test sets, using cross- 
validation techn~ques to create 5 of such partitions. For these interactive experiments 
we take one such partition for each user and take the training set as the set of faces 
already annotated by that user Given a 50% annotated collection from each par- 
tition, the remaining 50% of unannotated faces are available for annotation during 
Interactive experiments. 
All users were e~ther postgraduate students ~n computing or lecturing staff in the 
computing faculty in Dublin City University. As such, they can all be considered 
to be advanced users. Of the 7 users, 6 report that they use photo management 
system "a few times a month", with one user reporting the he "never" uses photo 
management systems, and 3 of the 7 users reported that they currently spend no 
time whatsoever annotating their personal photo collection. 
Information about the personal photo collections of the 7 users for interactive 
experiments is given in Table 7 1. These users have an average of 2,255 photos in the 
McdiAssist system, with an average of 544 unannotated faces, found in an average 
of 365 photos, in each collection. We also asked each user to estimate the size of 
their entire photo collection (i.e. those photos in the MediAssist system in addition 
to those photos in the user's personal photo collection not made available to  the 
MediAssist system). On average the users estimated they had 7,857 photos, which 
is over 3 times the average collection size in the MediAssist system. This suggests 
that, if the users forget which photos they contributed to MediAssist and wh~ch they 
did not, then they could possibly spend time searching for photos whlch are not in 
the collection. We will outline the steps that we take to  minimise this in Section 
7 3.1. 
More information about these collections can be found in Table 3 1 in Chapter 
3 and Table 6 1 in Chapter 6. 
7.2 Experimental Systems 
A 
B 
C 
E 
J 
L 
Each user's collection of personal photos was indexed using the best-performing per- 
Table 7.1: Details of the collections of the 7 users for interactive 
semi-automatic person annotation experiments. User la- 
bels are consistent with Table 3 1 in Chapter 3 and Table 
6.1 In Chapter 6. The 'estimated total' is the user's own 
estimate of how many photos they have in their entire 
personal photo collection. 
Un- 
~ n n o t a t e d  
Faces 
328 
1209 
184 
305 
T m p p  835 
601 
344 
544 
' MediAssist 
(Estimated 
Total) 
1 5,231(20,000) 
3,435 (5,500) 
2,672 (8,000) 
1,974 (12,000) 
753 (1,500) 
513 (2,000) 
son classification and retrieval approaches, as proposed in Chapter 5 and evaluated 
Avg 2,255 (7,857) 
uslng the methods described in Chapter 6, to provide classification and retrieval en- 
v z T  Average 
Un- 
gines for the interactive systems. For both person-classification and person-retr~eval, 
Un- 
Annotated 
Faces 
~- 259 
789 
142 
202 
605 
349 
211 
365 
the best-performing approach was combzned context hzerurchzcal smoothzng all / 
combined content event-filtered (wezghted), so this approach is used for both the 
Annotation 
Tasks 
4 
8 
6 
6- 
1 0 1  
8 
8 
7 
classification and retrieval englnes in the interactive experiments reported in this 
Annotated 
Occurrences 
per Task 
30 
58 
18.2 
26 
66 
25.9 
17 9 
35 
Chapter. All user annotations made during the experiment are stored in the sys- 
tem, and faces which are annotated will not be suggested as candidates for future 
annotations Due to the execution times required by the prototype implementation 
of these indexing approaches, however, we do not re-index the collection after each 
annotation, meaning that cand~date faces are not compared to the new annotations 
when calculating classlficatlon and retrieval results The development of approaches 
to efficiently update the mdex after each annotation is clearly worthy of future inves- 
tigation, although we consider it outside the scope of this work. We note, however, 
that even with this handicap the annotat~on systems performed well in t h ~ s  experi- 
mental scenario and, as we will see in what follows below, were well-received by all 
users 
The two interact~ve systems which we used to evaluate the effectiveness of our 
proposed semi-automatic person annotation approaches are outlined in the next two 
subsections. 
7.2.1 MediAssist: Semi-Automatic Person Annotation 
The first, baseline, system is a slightly s~mplified version of the MediAssist photo 
management system described in Chapter 3. The system allows browsing and search- 
ing of personal photo collections based on context-based and content-based features. 
When the user encounters faces that have not been annotated the system presents 
a ranked hst of suggested names for these faces, powered by the classification tech- 
niques proposed in Chapter 5. 
There are two differences between the system used here and that described in 
Chapter 3. Firstly, to simphfy the interface, the text search feature described in 
Section 3.6.2 is disabled. In addition, because we are interested in evaluating person 
identity annotation and not in annotating the presence of faces, we use a manually 
annotated ground truth of detected faces. The means that, as in Chapter 6, we 
assume that perfect face detection is available. Because of this, the semi-automatic 
annotation tools which allow the user to remove incorrect face detections and to add 
missed faces are now redundant in this system, and so we remove these tools from 
the interface. 
7.2.2 MediAssist Enhanced: Semi-Automatic Batch Person- 
Annotation 
The second system adds the semi-automatic batch person annotation enhancements 
to the basic MediAssist system, described in Chapter 6, to the MediAsszst: Semz- 
Automatzc Person Annotatzon system. These enhancements provide the user with 
suggested facos to match specific names, prompting the user to confirm the suggested 
faces as correct or to reject them as being incorrect, with the batch annotation 
suggestions powered by the person retrieval techniques proposed in Chapter 5. We 
call this system MedzAss1,st Enhanced: Semz-Automatzc Batch Person Annotatzon 
because it allows the user to annotate a person in a batch fashion, suggesting a batch 
of faces to annotate, given a person name. 
We expect that using this batch annotation feature will facllltate more efficient 
annotation, wlth the user annotating more faces in less time. We also hope that the 
system will lead to greater user satisfaction with the system, and encourage users 
to input annotations. 
7.3 Experimental Methodology 
7.3.1 Task 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed systems for seml-automatic 
person annotation, we presented users with the scenarlo that they have been using 
the MediAssist sytern for their day-to-day photo management, and that they have 
previously annotated a subset of the faces in their personal photo collection using 
this system. We then ask each user to complete a number of annotation tasks, where 
each task requires the user to annotate all, or as many as possible, of the occurrences 
of a speclfic target person in their collection within a specified tlme limit The users 
were introduced to MediAsszst. Semz-Automatic Person Annotatzon as 'System A' 
and MedzAsszst Enhanced Semz-Automatrc Batch Person Annotatzon as 'System 
B' The use of each system for the annotation tasks was alternated, with one system 
used for the first annotation task, the other system for the next annotation task, 
and so on, with a time hmit of 5 minutes set for each-task. Also, the choice of which 
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7.3.2 Evaluation Measures 
We evaluate the performance of each system using both quantitative and qualitative 
measures. For the quantitative evaluation we logged all user interaction with the 
system during the experiments. From these logs we can measure the number of 
occurrences of the target person successfully annotated at any time during the ex- 
periment. We then calculate a measure we call annotatzon coverage, the percentage 
of target person occurrences annotated, for each task, as follows, 
Num Target Person Occurrences Annotated by User Annotatzon Coverage = Num Target Person Occurrences Available for Annotation 
We measure user effort m terms of the number of interactions with the system, 
recorded as the number of mouse clicks. A mouse cllck was registered if the user 
used any of the system's query formulation tools, if the user made use of the browsing 
tools to change the current photo view, or if the user clicked any of the annotation 
buttons in the interface. For this experiment, scrolling was not recorded as a mouse 
click. We also calculate a measure we call clzcks per annotatzon, which can be seen 
as a measure of the user effort required for each successful annotation: 
Number of Mouse Clicks during Annotation Task Clzcks Per Annotatzon = Num Target Person Occurrences Annotated by User 
We calculate these quantative measures for each annotation task. We then calculate 
the average results for each user before averaging across users, to ensure that users 
with more annotation tasks do not dominate the results. This 1s consistent with the 
evaluation methodology in Chapter 6, where we average results for each user, then 
average across users, to avoid users with more data from biasing the results. 
For qualitative evaluation we provided users with a post-experiment question- 
naire that asked the users to report agreement or disagreement with various state- 
ments about the system using a 7-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932). 
We use statistical tests to test the hypothesis that the differences between the 
systems is significant agamst the null hypothesis the difference is due to chance For 
the quantitative evaluation, as in Chapter 6, the statistical test used is randomiza- 
tion testlng (Kem~thorne and Doerfler, 1969) For the qualitative results, measured 
on a Likert scale, we use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test as this is more suitable for 
ordinal data (Wilcoxon, 1945). The input into the tests are the results for each user 
for the two systems, so we are effectively testing if the differences between runs are 
consistient across users, or if they are due to chance variations between users. As in 
the Chapter 6, whichever test is used, if a result is better than another result at a 
significance level of 0.05 we say it is szgnzficant, and if it 1s better at a significance 
level of 0.01 then we will say it is hzghly signzficant 
7.4 Interactive Semi-Automatic Person Annota- 
tion Results 
In this section we present the results of the user experiments, firstly presenting 
quantitative results measuring annotation effectiveness, followed by the clualitative 
results measuring user satisfact~on. 
7.4.1 Annotation Effectiveness: Quantitative Results 
Figure 7.1 plots the average annotation coverage, measured as the percentage of 
target person occurrences annotated against time, taken at 10-second intervals 
for both the MedzAssist. Semz-Automatzc Person Annotatzon and MedzAsszst En- 
hanced: Semz-Automatzc Batch Person Annotatzon systems. We can see that growth 
is very slow for the first 30 seconds for both systems. After approximately 40 sec- 
onds, MediAsstst Enhanced Semz-Azltomatzc Batch Person Annotatzon increases its 
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Figure 7.1: Annotation coverage plotted against time for interactive 
person annotation. 
annotation coverage dramatically, roughly correspondmg to the point at which the 
user encounters the batch annotation popup window and begins annotating faces 
in a batch manner. This dramatic growth contiiues until about 90-120 seconds have 
passed, corresponding to the lowering in accuracy of the suggested batch annota- 
tiom. The annotation coverage continues to grow steadily, however, levelling out 
in the last 30 seconds or so and reaching an average of 89.5% of occurrences of the 
target person annotated after the 5-minute time limit has passed. 
MediAssist: Semi-Automatic Person Annotation, on the other hand, achieves a 
slow and steady growth in annotation coverage as the user browses the collection 
and h d s  occurrences of the target person. After the full 5 minutes have passed, an 
average of 43.4% of occurrences of the target person have been annotated. MediAs- 
sist Eldianced: Semi-Automatic Batch Person Annotation achieves a highly signif- 
icantly better annotation coverage score than MedzAssist: Semi-Automatic Person 
Annotation at all time points after 60 seconds have passed. In fact, after 60 seconds 
MediAssist Enhanced: Semi-Automatic Batch Person Annotation has an annotation 
coverage of 37.396, compared to 3.% for the MediAssist: Semi-Automatic Person 
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Figure 7.2: Number of user mouse clicks plotted against time for 
interactive person annotation. 
Annotation system, which is just over 10 times more annotation coverage. By the 
end of the task, after 5 minutes have elapsed and the batch annotation system's 
annotation coverage growth has slowed, it has over twice the annotation coverage 
compared to MediAssist: Semi-Automatic Person Annotation. 
Figure 7.2 looks at the average number of mouse clicks made by the user in 
interacting with the system. MediAssist Enhanced: Semi-Automatic Batch Person 
Annotation has an average of 59.6 clicks after the 5 minutes have passed, compared 
with 42.5 clicks for the MediAssist: Semi-Automatic Person Annotation, reflecting 
the fact that with the enhanced system the user i s  busy confirming and rejecting 
annotation suggestions, and so has more interaction with the system. 
Figure 7.3 shows the average number of mouse clicks per annotation. We begin 
to plot the results only after 100 seconds have passed because for a number of the 
tasks the user had still not made any annotations before that time, meaning that 
there is insufficient data to calculate average scores before this point. For MediAs- 
sist Enhanced: Semi-Automatic Batch Person Annotation, we can see that this ratio 
reaches its lowest value after 120 seconds at 2.1 clicks per annotation. After this 
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Figure 7.3: Number of user mouse clicks per annotation for interax- 
tive person annotation. 
it begins to rise gradually, caused by the fact that there tends to be less accurate 
results coming from the batch annotation suggestions at this stage. For MediAssist: 
Semi-A,utomatic Person Annotation, the gradual trend is a downward one, reflecting 
the fact that the user tends to spend more mouse clicks formulating search queries 
and browsing towards the start of the task, and as time passes the user spends more 
mouse clicks annotating photos and less time browsing and searching. At 100 sec- 
onds and 110 seconds the difference between MediAssist Enhanced: Semi-Automatic 
Batch Person Annotation and MediAssist: Semi-Automatic Person Annotation is 
statistically significant, and at all points after 120 seconds the difference is highly 
significant. 
In addition to increased efficiency, MediAssist Enhanced: Semi-Automatic Batch 
Person Annotation also has the advantage that, by encouraging users to reject face 
suggestions for a particular person and to label other suggestions as 'unknown', a 
great deal of supplementary annotation is input to the system. For the average 
annotation task using this system, 135 person suggestions were rejected by the users 
and 10.7 faces were labelled as unknown. These extra annotations can be used 
by the system, when it re-indexes the users' collections, to further improve the 
suggestions provided in future annotation suggestion iterations. For the MedzAsszst. 
Semi-Autornatzc Person Annotatzon system an average of only 0.1 faces per task 
were labelled as unknown, while rejecting candldate faces for a given name is not 
possible with this system. These additional annotations are important because they 
justify the assumption we made in Section 6.2.1 that, given an appropriate user 
interface, users can be encouraged to annotate unknown faces in their collection. 
Also, for the batch annotation suggestion techniques to work effectively, the system 
needs to receive feedback about incorrect suggestions because otherwise the system 
will keep suggesting these for a given target person, particularly if they occur in a 
simllar context (e.g. in the same event) to known occurrences of that person. 
The results in this section, particularly for annotation coverage, clearly show 
that for this particular task MedzAsszst Enhanced: Semz-Autornatzc Batch Person 
Annotatzon provides a much more efficient annotation mnterface. Although in a real 
world situation a user may not always concentrate on one identity at a time as they 
annotate the people in their collections, we believe the magnitude of the difference 
between each system emphasises the efficiency of this approach, and if users are 
presented w ~ t h  a list of accurate annotation suggestions they would take some to 
to confirm them. In fact, if we had removed the restriction on only annotating 
one identity per annotation task then we believe that the difference between the 
two approaches would be emphasised even further. This is because, at the point 
when the accuracy of the batch annotations begins to deteriorate, the user could 
switch 'tasks' and begin to annotate a different person. The size of the data-sets 
and number of users available meant that this additional experiment was beyond the 
scope of this work, but we believe that the magmtude of the differences between the 
two approaches suggests that the enhanced approach is superior for general person 
annotation scenarios in addition to being superlor for the specific person annotation 
task evaluated here. 
Also, as noted in Section 7.2, this prototype system does not fully update the 
Table 7.2: Median responses to a number of statements about 
each system on a 7-point Likert scale, with a score of 
0 corresponding to 'Strongly Disagree' and a score of 
6 corresponding to 'Strongly Agree'. (a) MediAssist: 
Semi-Automatic Person Annotation (b) MediAssist En- 
hanced: Semi-Automatic Batch Person Annotation. 
Median (b) 
6 
5 
p- 
6 
Statement 
'The system is easy to use' 
'The system's response time 1s quick enough' 
'The annotation suggestions provided 
by the system were accurate/useful' 
'The system is satisfying to use' 
'I would use the annotation tools 
from thls system in my day to day 
photo management if they were available' 
index after each annotation, meaning that the accuracy of the results from the 
Median (a) 
5 
5 
batch annotation system deteriorates more quickly than they would have if a full 
'The system allows efficient annotat~on 3 
5 
5 
4 
re-indexmg was taking place on the fly. By developing techniques to allow efficient 
- 
6 
6 
6 
updating of the person retrieval index after each annotation, the batch annotation 
suggestions offered by this interactive system could be further improved, which in 
turn would further improve the efficiency of the interactive batch annotatlon system. 
7.4.2 User Satisfaction: Qualitative Results 
Table 7.2 shows med~an user responses to several statements about each system on 
a 7-point Likert scale, with 0 representing 'Strongly Disagree' and 6 representing 
'Strongly Agree'. The full Likert scale was as follows 'Strongly Disagree', 'Quite 
Disagree', 'Disagree', 'Neutral', 'Agree', 'Quite Agree' and 'Strongly Agree'. For 
both systems the user responses were generally positive, and for all statements ex- 
cept 'The system allows efficient annotation of people m personal photo collections' 
the median response for each system represents agreement. For this statement Medz- 
Asszst: Semz-Automatzc Person Annotatzon has a median response of 3, representing 
'neutral'. 
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7.5 Summary 
We have evaluated an interactive semi-automatic batch person annotation system, 
comparing it to  a baseline semi-automatic face annotation system in a controlled 
experiment, requiring 7 users to complete a number of annotation tasks. The new 
system significantly outperforms the baseline system in terms of both quantitative 
and qualitatwe measures. The average annotation coverage from the proposed sys- 
tem after 60 seconds of user interaction is over 10 times that of the baseline system. 
After the maximum allowed 5 minutes of user interaction, the proposed system 
achieves an annotation coverage of 89.5%, over twice that of the baseline system. 
The proposed system also outperforms the basellrie system in terms of mouse clicks, 
requiring fewer clicks per annotation and therefore less user effort. The system also 
eliclts extra annotation from the user in terms of annotation of unknown people and 
rejecting incorrect annotation suggestions for known people. 
This strong performance of the system indicates that the users had no problems 
in learning how to use this interface, and indeed qualitative evaluation from users 
gave a median response of 'strongly agree' to the statements that the system is 
'easy to use' and 'satisfying to use'. Indeed, the users rated the proposed system 
very highly for all qualitative measures, and indicated a strong willingness to use 
the annotation tools provided by this system in their real world photo management 
systems. 
In summary, the proposed batch person annotation system is very efficient for 
annotation of people in personal photo collections, the interface was easily learned 
by users and the system would be welcomed by users if available in their real world 
photo management systems. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Summary 
In ths thesis we have described the MediAssist system, a context-aware photo man- 
agement system for location-stamped personal photos and we have developed and 
tested a set of hypotheses related to personal photo management, uslng t h ~ s  real 
system implementation as a testbed The system enhances available rnetadata us- 
ing content-based and context-based analysis, and facilitates searching, browsing 
and semi-automatic annotahon of personal photos. We proposed an approach to 
semi-automatic person-annotation in personal photo collections that facilitates the 
annotation of people in personal photo collections in a batch manner. 
In developing the system functionality and scaling it to manage personal photo 
collections, we have proposed person classification and person retrieval techniques 
based on the use of both content and context, to facilitate this annotation by pro- 
viding annotation suggestions to users. These approaches are based on analysis of 
the context of photo capture, principally the spatial and temporal context, along 
w ~ t h  analysis of the image content of the photo. The proposed context-based lan- 
guage model approach is an extension of the work of Naaman et a1 (2005). Another 
context-based approach whlch we test uses nearest nelghbour classification and re- 
tneval based on temporal and spatlal proximity. Our proposed content-based ap- 
proaches to person classification and retrieval use face recognltlon and body patch 
features, in addition to face colour and image colour, two novel features for the 
task of person classification and retrieval We have Implemented these proposed 
approaches, and the interactive tools for semi-automatic batch person-annotation, 
and integrated them into the MediAssist interactive system. 
We have conducted a thorough evaluation of these proposed approaches, com- 
paring the relatlve performance of approaches based on context, then based on 
content and finally based on a combination of the two, using the real photo collec- 
tions of 9 users of the MediAssist sysem. We used a richly annotated training set 
for this task to enable us to fully explore the relative performance of context-based 
approaches, and the performance of content-based approaches that rely on a local 
temporal proximity (i e. within an event). Finally, we conducted a user study with 
7 of these users, annotating faces in their personal photos using a semi-automatic 
batch person-annotation mterface. 
8.1 Conclusions 
In Chapter 1 we stated two related hypotheses about person annotation whlch we 
set out to prove in this thesis. They are: 
Hypothesis 1 (HI) 
Semz-automatzc person-annotatzon technzques for context-aware personal 
photo collectzons can be developed and can perform effectzvely 
Hypothesis 2 (H2) 
Person classzjicatzon and retrzeval technzques, whzch use context-based 
analyszs zn addztion to content-based analysis, can be developed and can 
perform effectzvely 
We believe that the evaluation reported in Chapter 6 proves Hypotheszs 2 by 
showing that context-based and content-based analysis can perform effectively and 
that combined context-based and content-based approaches to person class~fication 
and retrieval work better than either in isolation. 
We believe that the evaluation in Chapter 7 proves Hypotheszs 1 by showing, in 
a small pilot study, that real users, annotating their own personal photo collections, 
can easily and effectively use the proposed annotation tools, and these users show a 
strong willingness to use these tools in their day to day photo management. 
Our approach to semi-automatic batch annotation has the advantage that it in- 
tegrates the annotation process into the user's natural interaction with the system, 
providing annotation suggestions at appropriate moments as the user browses or 
searches their collection By performing most of their analysis within the local con- 
text of known faces, our event-filtered person classification and retrieval approaches 
reduce the amount of analysis performed by the system, as candidate faces only 
need to be compared to known faces in the same event. The system allows the user 
to quickly annotate multiple occurrences of a known person within an event and 
this is confirmed through quantitative evaluation on users' photo collections. The 
approach has the drawback, however, that the annotation suggestions in events with 
little or no previous annotation are unlikely to be accurate. 
In the sections below we will outline our individual conclusions, based on the 
empirical studies carried out in this thesis, about the performance of context-based 
and content-based, as well as combined context-based and content-based approaches 
to automatic person classification and retrieval m personal photo collections. We 
will then draw some conclusions based on a user study with the prototype imple- 
mentation of the proposed system 
8.1.1 Context-based approaches to Person Classification and 
Retrieval. 
In evaluating the performance of different approaches to person classification and 
retrieval, we found that smoothing language models, and hierarchical language mod- 
els in particular, significantly outperform maximum likelihood estlmate (MLE) ap- 
proaches For person retrieval, however, smoothing is not quite as effect~ve because 
all faces to be ranked are smoothed with the same background probability for the 
query person, although hierarchical smoothing overcomes this problem. 
Nearest neighbour approaches perform very well for temporal proximity, ap- 
proaching the performance of hierarchical language models for this context-based 
feature. Nearest neighbour approaches perform poorly for spatla1 proximity, how- 
ever, when compared with hierarchical language models. This means that, for 
location-based context, information about relative frequency of occurrence is needed 
to achieve the best performance, while for temporal proximity ranking by distance 
can also perform well. Nearest neighbour approaches also have the advantage that 
they can be expected to give reasonable performance even with very sparse annota- 
tions, for example if only one face in the entire collection event is annotated, other 
faces could be ranked based on temporal proximity to  that face. 
The best-performing context-based feature is temporal proximity, followed by 
spatial proximity. Combining temporal proximity and spatial proximity gives little 
improvement over temporal proximity alone. We believe, however, that in a more 
sparsely annotated collection, where local temporal information is not so often avail- 
able, location information would become more useful and the combination of spatial 
and temporal proximity would show a larger improvement. 
Combining context-based approaches gives significant Improvements of each indi- 
vidual approach. For combining hierarchically smoothed language model approaches 
it is necessary to optimise mixlng weights to achieve this improvement Combined 
nearest neighbour approaches show an improvement in performance without the use 
of weights, although the improvement is small due to the relatively poor performance 
of nearest neighbour spatial proximity. 
8.1.2 Content-based approaches to Person Classification and 
Retrieval. 
All of the content-based features which we evaluated in our suite of experiments 
proved useful for person classification and retrieval For classification, the image 
colour feature is surpr~s~ngly effective in terms of 5-hzt rate, although it is the worst 
performing content-based feature for the more strict evaluation measure I-hzt rate. 
For I-hzt rate body patch is the best-performing content-based feature. Face colour 
is the worst performing content-based feature. Combining these features for clas- 
s~fication is particularly effective, significantly improving performance. This shows 
that, for person classlfication, if we have annotation information in the local context 
of candidate faces, then the use of colour-based image features as alternatives to 
face recognition can help classificat,ion accuracy. In more heterogeneous collect~ons, 
in terms of the skin colour of the people present, it 1s posslble that the performance 
of the face colour feature might improve further. 
The best-performing feature for person retrieval is body patch. Since retrieval 
performance 1s most affected by candidat,e faces towards the top of the ranking, 
this shows that when the body patch feature is confident it is more reliable than 
the other features. Combining content-based features for retrieval gives a strong 
improvement. For the photo-level retrieval scenario t h ~ s  improvement is achieved by 
weighted and unweighted approaches, while for the face region-level scenario there 
is again a large improvement with the use of weights, but only a slight ~mprovement 
from unweighted combination. 
We found that event-based filtering improves performance for all individual 
content-based approaches. For body patch, face colour and image colour this con- 
firms the assumption that these features are most useful within a local temporal 
proximity. For face recognition, which does not make any assumption about local 
context, t h ~ s  improvement suggests that the feature benefits from the smaller search 
space of an event. Combined content-based event filtering in the person classlfication 
scenmio outperforms user-filtering for I-hzt rate and 2-hit rate, but is outperformed 
by user-filtering for 4-hit rate and 5-hzt rate. This emphasises the drawback of 
event-filter~ng, namely that it cannot suggest a name not already known to be in an 
event, causing it to suffer for thls coarser evaluation measure. In the person retrieval 
scenario, event-filtering always outperforms user-filtering. 
8.1.3 Combining Content and Context for Person Classifi- 
cation and Retrieval. 
The results for both person classification and person retrieval show that perfor- 
mance can be improved if we combine context-based analysis with content-based 
analysis. For person classlfication and for photo-level retrieval this improvement 
is statistically significant for both weighted and unweighted approaches. For face 
region-level person retrieval, thls improvement is significant for MAP and P30 but 
not for PI0 and P20 The use of weights for this task gives a larger improvement, 
giving encouragement that context-based features can offer real Improvement for 
person retrieval. 
We believe that these results show there is a place for context-based approaches 
to person classlfication and retrieval for semi-automatic person annotat~on. Content- 
based approaches will continue to improve but will always struggle in difficult cases, 
for example rotated faces, slightly occluded and non-frontal faces. The use of 
context-based approaches, which do not need to know anything about the content of 
an image, can step in and, as has been shown in this thesis, improve the performance 
in cases where standard approaches struggle. Context-based approaches, along with 
the image colour feature, also have the advantage that they can be used to suggest 
person names for photos even if it is not known that there is a face in the photo. 
8.1.4 Face Region-level or Photo-level Annotation? 
We also ask the questlon as to whether it is more efficient to provide annotations 
at the level of the photo and make use of photo-level features for retrieval, or is 
it more efficient to prov~de annotation at the level of the face where there can be 
more than one face in a photo, and make use of face-level features for retrieval. 
The performance of photo-level retrieval uslng photo-level features is similar to the 
performance of face region-level retrieval using region-level features. We believe, 
based on this, that it is more useful to annotate at the level of the face, because the 
quality of the annotation suggestions is equivalent, but the user is providing a more 
detailed annotation to the system. 
8.1.5 Interactive User Evaluation. 
Our user study confirmed that real users can work effectively wlth the proposed 
interface for semi-automat~c batch person-annotation, and that the quality of the 
annotat~on suggestions, given a partially annotated collection, is good enough to 
facilitate effective lnteract~ve senn-automatic annotation. Results of a qualitatwe 
user survey showed a strong inclination from users to use these annotation tools for 
annotat~ng their real world photo collections. We did not present users with a h l l  
implementation of the system which updates the person search engine after every 
annotation, however, and it would be interesting to evaluate how users would mteract 
with the full system if they started using the system with no initial annotations. 
8.2 Directions for Future Work 
In this section we outline some posslble directions for future work. 
Automatic Annotation. It cases where all content-based and context-based fea- 
tures show high confidence, it is worth lnvestlgat~ng if we can automatically annotate 
the face without prompting the user for confirmation. T h ~ s  can save the user anno- 
tation effort and, if performed reliably, will add valuable training data to the person 
class~fication and retrieval models. We believe it is reasonable to assume that, if the 
temporal distance between the photo capture for two photos is low, and face recog- 
nition, body patch, face colour and image colour features are all highly similar, then 
automatic annotation could be possible. For near-duplicate photos, a face position 
feature would also be useful for this. 
Cluster-based Batch Annotation. An alternative approach to batch person 
annotation is to automatically create clusters of similar faces, allowing face clusters 
to be annotated in a batch manner. This is orthogonal to our approach, and such 
cluster-based annotation could be an alternative annotation strategy in our mterface. 
Using the content-based and context-based features proposed in this thesis could 
improve the quality of the clusters for such an approach. 
Active Learning. The person retrieval approaches proposed in this them work 
best within the same event, and so there is the disadvantage that the user will tend 
to only annotate the people in one event at a time using this interface. We suggest 
that, in addition to using the approaches proposed in this thesis for person retrieval, 
the suggestion hst could be supplemented by a small number of faces from events 
that are not known to contain the target person. These supplementary suggestions 
could use context and the face recognition feature, for example, so they would return 
faces similar to the target person known to occur in locations familiar to the target 
person and during timeframes when the target person was known to be present, but 
in new events. These suggestions would not be as accurate as the main suggestions. 
If they are relevant and the user annotates them, however, they will add another 
event to the person model and prompt accurate event-based annotation suggestions 
from these new events at the next annotation iteration. This should accelerate the 
annotation process. This concept of intelligent querying to retrieve the most useful 
samples to label for the purpose of training a model is known in the machine learning 
community as actzve learnzng (Cohn et al., 1992). 
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Leveraging Annotations from Friends. In large online photo-sharing commn- 
nities, a user is likely to have friends who use the system and who will have photos 
taken at the same event. In addition to the functionality of being able to annotate 
each others photos, the system could use annotations submitted by one user to sug- 
gest annotations for the photos of another user, if they are known to be friends and if 
the photos were known to be captured at the same time and place. Accordingly, the 
content-based and context-based approaches proposed in this thesis, some of which 
assume annotation in the same event, could be utilised when none of the user's pho- 
tos from that event have been annotated. Alternatively, a friend's user collection 
could be used as a background model for smoothing approaches, particularly when 
the friends collection is more heavily annotated. 
Automatic Learning of Weights. All of the weighted approaches presented in 
the evaluation in this thesis use biased, or 'oracle', weights optimised on the test set. 
This gives an upper limit on the performance of given approaches to weighted data 
fusion, and can be used to benchmark strategies that learn weights in an unbiased 
manner. We believe that using cross-validation techniques (Devijver and Kittler, 
1982) within the set of annotated faces w~ll enable us to learn weights that improve 
on the performance of unweighted approaches, and approach the performance that 
can be achieved with the use of optimal weights. 
Additional Sources of Context. Other sources of context can be explored for 
the tasks of person classification and retrieval Davis et a1 (2005b), for example, 
have previously proposed bluetooth co-presence information and photo-sharing in- 
formation for this purpose. One can also imagine calendar entries with details of 
meetings and parties being used to suggest potential names in photos. 
8.3 Summary 
In this thesis we have described an approach to the semi-automatic annotation of 
people in personal photo collections based on semi-automatic batch person anno- 
tation. The approach is powered by context-based and content-based approaches 
to pexon classification and retrieval. The usefulness of this approach is in demon- 
strating that analysis of contextual information dong with image content can be 
used to improve the accuracy of person classification and retr~eval in personal photo 
collections. 
We believe our results show that there is a place for context-based person classi- 
fication and retr~eval techniques alongside traditional techniques such as face recog- 
nition, even as these traditional techniques continue to improve. The presence of 
contextual information can reinforce content-based information, and can provide 
good annotation suggestions in situations where these content-based approaches 
fail. 
We have also shown that the proposed semi-automatic batch person-annotation 
tools can be used effectively by real users, and that real users show a strong willing- 
ness to use these tools. 
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